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ABSTRACT
The first aim of this thesis was to examine the form of New Zealand English intonation. The
results of the first series of experiments illustrated several distinctive features of NZE
intonation and the preferential tonal use within this language variety. The results from the first
experiment suggests that NZE intonation can be characterised as having a narrow pitch
range within the phrase and a wide pitch range at the end of the phrase in relation to British
English. The findings in the second analysis illustrate that tonal composition, not sentence
type affects the pitch range that NZE speaker uses. In addition to pitch range preferences,
NZE speakers were also found to prefer an H.L-L% nuclear tonal composition on statements
and an L.L-H% for two types of questions when conversational cues were not required by the
task type.
The second aim of the thesis was to define the tonal features which may adequately describe
the semantic contrasts used in this variety. Five experiments were carried out with this aim in
mind. The results revealed that NZE listeners use the height of pitch target values when
interpreting the meaning of intonation and that the heights of three tonal constituents would
be useful in notating the semantic contrasts in this language variety. First, the pitch accent
target is used in this variety to indicate speaker involvement, whereby higher (H*) or later(L+H.) pitch accent targets indicate a greater degree of involvement than lower (L') or earlier
targets (H*), respectively. This claim was supported by a production experiment (Chapter 5)
in which speakers were asked to convey contrasting meanings on identical utterances. The
results were such that higher and later pitch peaks were produced to convey concern,
emphasis and an impressed attitude, while lower and earlier pitch accent peaks indicated an
absence of these three meanings. Further support for this claim was provided in a perception
experiment (Chapter 7), which investigated how listeners interpret conversational markers
indicating discourse completeness. The results show that NZE listeners interpret higher H.
targets as indicating speaker involvement and, subsequently, listener-oriented turn cues.
However, a non-emphatic Hn, or a high pitch accent which is lower in pitch than a preceding
high pitch accent, does not convey such cues.
Second, the boundary target is used to contrast continuation with high phrase-final targets
and finality with low phrase-final targets in NZE. This assertion was supported by a
perception experiment (Chapter 6) which examined categorical boundaries determined by the
boundary tone height. The results suggest that there is at least one categorical boundary at
the lP-Final position, which is marked by the pitch movement to the boundary target from the
preceding H.. In addition, the semantic contrast of the boundary target height was illustrated
in two experiments. First, a production experiment (Chapter 5) illustrated how NZE speakers
indicate conversational continuation cues and concern with high boundaries whereas low
boundaries indicated conversational cessation cues and a lack of concern. A separate
perception experiment (Chapter 7) showed that NZE listeners interpret higher boundary
targets as speaker continuation cues and listener-oriented speaking cues whereas lower
boundary targets again indicated conversational cessation cues for the speaker and to the
listener.
Third, the phrase accent may prove useful in distinguishing a further semantic contrast used
in this language variety, with a level pitch movement from H* to the lP-Final boundary target
categorised with the H% stimuli (suggested in Chapter 6) while the distinction between H-L%
and L-L% may be best defined as a pitch movement which does not fall to the F0 minimum
and a movement which does fall to this low value (Chapter 5). Although the existence of a
phrase accent could not be proved in this thesis, the results illustrate support for this tonal
feature.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Background
1.0. General lntroduction
lntonation, or the rising and falling of pitch, conveys meaning. Scholars have
claimed that several aspects of intonational meaning are Universal (Ohala
1984; Ohala 1994; Gussenhoven and Chen 2000; Gussenhoven 2004).
Although the term Universalimplies that a similar tonal distinction is made in
a// languages, this is rarely the case. Ladd (1996:1 13) similarly notes:
"There are enough widely shared properties of intonation systems
for many investigators to have hypothesised a universal common
core of intonational signalling [....] At the same time, however,
there are many obvious differences between languages [...]".
For example, one universal form-function distinction is the phrase-final rise,
which often signals an interrogative whereas a fall frequently identifies a
statement. Although it has been regarded as a universal distinction, falling
tonal patterns indicate an interrogative in Chickasaw (Gordon 1999, as cited in
Gussenhoven 2004: 92) and rising patterns do not always specify a question
in fanguages such as Australian English (AusE) and New Zealand English
(NZE) (Britain and Newman 1992; Britain 1992: Warren and Britain 2000).
Following Greenberg (1966), the term Universal is used here to refer to the
tendency for mosf languages to follow a certain pattern.
As indicated by Ladd in the above quote, the meanings conveyed by
intonation may also be specific to a language. For instance, an identical pitch
range is interpreted as more excited in Dutch than in British English (BrE)
(Chen, Rietveld and Gussenhoven 2001). Different languages have also
been found to employ intonation for different functions; intonation has been
shown to distinguish an utterance as either a command or an instruction in
Italian (Firenzuoli 1999). This function is language specific as few languages
are known to indicate this grammatical division with intonation. Similar
variations in meaning may be evident in different varieties of a language, such
as English, as well.
It has been claimed that many different meanings are conveyed by
intonation. The meanings conveyed by one variety of intonation has received
notable attention, namely the standard British variety as spoken in the
Southern region of England, which is sometimes referred to as Received
Pronunciation (RP). These meanings are of various types, and may coincide
in one utterance. For instance, intonation choices can reflect the attitude of
the speaker (e.9. enthusiastic, interested), but might also depend on the
status of the spoken unit of information (e.g. new information vs. old
information; see Chapter 2). lt is unclear, at this point, whether NZE speakers
employ identical tonal techniques to convey meaning as those ascribed to
other varieties of English, such as RP, or whether they employ variety-specific
form-fu nction associations.
In this thesis, comparisons are made between NZE and British English,
most commonly, RP. RP, rather than American English or Australian English,
was selected for comparison with NZE as it is sometimes assumed that "New
Zealand English is derived from the English of South-East England. This
assumption is most generally made with reference to New Zealand English
pronunciation" (Bauer 2000: 41). Although Bauer (2000: s1-s2\ notes that
this claim is not a clear and accurate account of the dialectal origins of NZE, I
examine how accurate this assumption is with regards to intonation.
As this chapter will show, the study of the intonation of New Zealand
English (NZE) has been limited largely to one form of intonation, the High
Rising Terminal, and the meanings associated with the intonational form. It
will become quite clear, however, that there is much more that can be said
about both the forms and meanings of NZE intonation. This thesis will present
new data and analyses that contribute to our understanding of the particular
characteristics of this variety.
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1.1 New Zealand English Intonation
1.1.1. The High Rising Terminal in NZE
Although it has not been established whether the meanings conveyed by NZE
intonation are similar to those discussed for RP, several studies have
indicated that this variety has several characteristic realisations of particular
intonational forms. ln particular, the High Rising Terminal contour produced
on statements (HRT) is often cited as one distinguishing feature of NZE
intonation (Allan 1990; Britain 1992; Britain and Newman 1992; Ainsworth
1994; Warren and Britain 2000; Warren 2005b), although other varieties of
English do realise a similar feature (for Australian English, see Allan 1984,
Guy and Vonwiller 1984; for general American English, see Ching 1982).
In the meanings outlined by O'Connor and Arnold (1961) for RP, two
meanings conveyed by the rising tune are a sense of "incompleteness" (1961:
50) and "tentativeness" (1961:57). Other scholars have indicated similar
perceptions of this feature when used in declaratives: the meaning of this
feature has often been interpreted as indicative of the speaker's uncertainty
(Lakoff 1975:17) or "helpless[ness]" (Eble 1975:246).
As noted above, the HRT is often noted by RP speakers as indicating
uncertainty. lf uncertainty was the sole function, Britain and Newman (1992)
claim speakers would use this feature more frequently in speech acts
"...where the truthfulness of a speaker's statement can be more readily
challenged" (1992: 9), such as in opinions. Britain (1992) compared how
HRTs are used within narrative texts and opinion texts in NZE. Narrative texts
are described as "consist[ing] of at least two temporally ordered clauses using
preterit verb forms, and in most cases additional elements which frame the
story, provide orientational detail and evaluate the dramatic highlights of the
plot" (Warren and Britain 2000: 159). Opinion texts may be described as
"contain[ing] initiating opinion statements, possibly with supporting evidence
and a resolution with the hearer to agree or disagree" (Warren and Britain
2000:159). When comparing the use of high rising terminal contours in
narratives and opinions, Britain (1992) found that HRTs were three times
more prominent in narratives than in opinions. This evidence illustrates that
HRTs are used less frequently in opinions and thus supports the claim that 
-
in NZE at least - this tonal feature indicates more than simply the speaker's
uncertainty.
Warren and Britain (2000) examined where HRTs were used in 968
narrative tone groups and 1341 opinion tone groups by young speakers in
order to examine how NZE speakers use HRTs within specific discourse
genres. First, they confirmed previous research in that HRTs were much
more prevalent in narrative text than opinion-giving text. However, they also
found a great deal of distributional variation within these texts. ln narratives,
they found HRTs to occur most frequently in the abstract, orientation and
evaluation, which are specifically segments of narratives "in which there is a
heavy burden on the speaker to both instrumentally and affectively address
the positive face of the hearer [...], suggesting that the speakers use [HRTs]
as a tool with which to perform such functions" (ibid: 168-9). In opinion giving
texts, they found HRTs to occur most frequently in evidence and pre-
sequences, which are specifically segments of opinion giving texts in which
"Both [speakers] seek to overcome potential misunderstandings, and both
seek to foreground common knowledge and misunderstanding" (ibid: 169).
Based on this evidence in NZE, Warren and Britain assert that "HRTs function
as positive politeness markers, serving to overcome interspeaker hurdles and
to build and maintain speaker-hearer solidarity" (ibid: 169).
The different use of this tonal feature across language varieties is
shown by Fletcher, Grabe and Warren (2004), who report a comparative study
of the form-function relationships of rising tunes in four varieties of English.
The varieties which they compared included NZE, AusE and those varieties
spoken in Glasgow and Belfast. Specifically they examined how these four
varieties use rising tunes according Io a typology of confrasfs (based on Wells
1982, and developed for the discussion of intonational differences by Ladd
1996); the contrasts included (1) semantic differences, (2') systemic
differences, (3) realisational differences and (4) phonotactic differences.
Fletcher et al. (2004) assert that the high rising tune illustrates both a
semantic and a realisational difference amongst these varieties. In other
4
words, the high rising tune conveys a different meaning in NZE and AusE than
in Glasgow or Belfast English as well as realisational differences in the
detailed shape of the contour between each variety.
Given that this research has established some semantic and
realisational differences of intonation between varieties of English, any
observed difference between NZE intonation and other varieties is
ambiguous; we do not know, for instance, whether these observed differences
are realisational, systemic, phonotactic or semantic in nature. lf HRTs were
semantically similar in NZE and BrE, the more frequent use of HRTs by NZE
speakers than British speakers may indicate that NZE speakers are more
uncertain (Lakoff 1975; O'Connor and Arnold 1961 ) or encouraging (O'Connor
and Arnold 1961)than British speakers (for further discussion, see Warren
2005b). However, the evidence suggests that the meanings ascribed to BrE
phrase-final rises cannot be ascribed to the NZE HRT. Other semantic and
realisational differences may also exist between NZE and other varieties of
English.
1.1.2. Social factors and intonation in NZE
There have been a number of studies which examine how social groups within
New Zealand produce intonation differently. One such study illustrated how
the form of the phrase-final rise differs between men and women in NZ.
Specifically, Warren and Daly (2000) examined how five male and six female
speakers produced pitch range, pitch dynamism and alignment differently on
rising phrase-final intonation. They examined the speech in a sentence
reading task, which contained three echo questions, and a dialogue task
where the participants were to instruct moves on a given map. They found
that females produced wider pitch ranges than men in both tasks, and that the
difference was more profound in the map task. The also found that females
produced slightly more rapid rises than men in the sentence list but not in the
map task data, where they produced equal rates of change. Their rise
alignment results illustrated that females align their rises later than men in
both tasks.
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Warren and Daly hypothesised that the different results for their two
tasks (reading task vs. map task) were possibly due to "a sex difference in
approach to the task, rather than a difference in more direct sociophonetic
markers of speaker sex" (Warren and Daly 2000: 107). For instance, the later
rises produced by female speakers may be used to convey 'polite insistence"
whereas the earlier rises produced by male speakers may be used to indicate
"contrast" (ibid: 107). In order to confirm such a supposition, they carried out
a further analysis to explore the semantic differences of these different
intonation forms (pitch range, pitch dynamism and rise alignment) as used by
NZE men and women. They examined pairs of intonation-only questions in
which one question was asking for information and the other question with the
same wording was put into a context that should indicate surprised or
contrastive questioning. Their results showed that females produced more
rapid rises and started their rises later than their male counterparts, confirming
their initial results (see above). They also did not find evidence to suggest that
men were conveying contrast with their earlier rises in the first experiment.
Therefore, they assert that realisational differences exist in the production of
rises by NZE men and women, whereby "females used larger rises, they rose
more rapidly and they started rising later" (ibid: 111).
Another study carried out by Daly and Warren (2001) compared men
and women's pitch range and pitch dynamism in sentence list reading and
story reading. The tasks were selected in an attempt to "provide a context in
which we expected speaker sex differences to be salient" (ibid: 89). Haan and
van Heuven (1999) and Graddol and Swann (1983) found that pitch range
variation occurred in data which included both statements and questions.
With this in mind, two sets of materials were used. The first set was a
sentence list, which included a number of both statements and questions.
The second set of reading materials were taken from a children's story,
namely Cinderella, which also contained a number of statements and
questions. They analysed the data using both Semitone and ERB (Equivalent
Rectangular Bandwidth) scales (for further discussion, see Section 1.2.1) as
their unit of measurement, and found that female speakers used a greater
pitch range and more dynamic pitch using both units of measurement for each
task type. They also found an effect for sentence type (sentence vs.
question), whereby the speakers produced significantly more dynamic pitch
movements in questions than statements, and task type, as the difference
between male and female pitch range and dynamism was greater in the
dialogue task than in the sentence reading task. From these results, they
assert that NZE men and women use different ranges and dynamisms and
that the choice of task type is important in finding such sex salient features of
intonation.
While the research findings have generally agreed that women use
more dynamic pitch than men, one study found that NZE females do not
employ more pitch movements than men. Specifically, Ainsworth (2003)
examined whether five female dairy farmers from the Taranaki region of NZ
employed more or less dynamic pitch than five male dairy farmers from the
same region. She analysed pitch dynamism as the number of changes in
pitch direction for each intonation group and accent unit, which is different
from the method used by Warren and Daly (2001) to assess pitch dynamism.
Accent units included the intonationally prominent syllable and any "syllables
up to, but not including the next pitch accent" (Ainsworth 2O04: 107).
Intonation groups were separated at boundaries which were identified by a
number of prosodic features, such as pause, final syllable lengthening,
volume adjustments and anacrusis. Ainsworth analysed fact reporting and
narrative style samples of speech, which were taken from her recordings of a
conversational interview with the participants. The results were that men
produced more changes in pitch direction than women. In addition, she found
that women used more level pitch rather than upward or downward pitch
movements.
The result was surprising in light of stereotypes often made about men
and women's speech; Henton noted that female intonation is "swoopy"
(Henton 1989: 299) and McConnell-Ginet (1983:555) noted women use "more
rapid shifts in pitch" than men. Ainsworth notes that this difference between
the sexes may be evidence of a language change in progress, where women
are adopting the new feature (a "flat intonation") and men are expressing their
"pride in being from the Naki via their dynamic pitch movement" (Ainsworth
2003: 13). At present, it appears that Taranaki men and women do not
conform to the stereotypes of men and women's intonation use with regards
to the number of pitch movements in a phrase (e.g. "swoopiness").
Ainsworth (2003) did, however, find that Taranaki women used more
non-falling terminal pitch patterns than men, which supports other studies.
Specifically, a series of studies have also found that the High Rising Terminal
is used preferentially by certain social groups in New Zealand. As noted in
Warren and Britain (2000:155), the majority of studies have shown that HRTs
are used more by women than by men, more by M6ori (indigenous New
Zealander) than by Pdkehd (New Zealander of European descent), and more
by younger speakers than by older speakers (Allan 1990; Britain 1992; Britain
and Newman 1992). one study, however, has shown no significant speaker
sex difference in the use of HRTs. Ainsworth (1994) conducted a comparative
study of 4- and 9-year-old boys and girls, using narrative-style speech. The
initial results showed no significant difference of HRT use between the sexes
within either age group. Ainsworth admits that the collected scores were
dramatically skewed by one boy, who used "an extraordinary high frequency
of HRTs, namely 39.4o/o", (1994: 11). Therefore, she notes that if the data
from this boy were removed, the remaining data would show a significant sex
difference, with female speakers using more rising phrase-final pitch
movements than male speakers.
Therefore social variation between men and women has been shown to
exist in NZE intonation. In addition to speaker sex, Ainsworth (2004) analysed
a number of other social factors as variables in NZE intonation variation.
specifically, she examined the speech of young (20-35 years) and old (70+
years) men and women from three different regions in New Zealand: South
Taranaki, New Plymouth and Wellington. She analysed the recordings of
conversational interviews with the participants, and assessed a number of
intonational features to determine how age, sex and regional variation
affected such variables. She explicitly examined seven dependent variables,
which are focused around pitch movement over different domains (i.e. across
the accent unit or the complete intonation phrase), within different areas within
an intonation phrase (nuclear and non-nuclear) and movement direction
(falling and level). Her thesis results are too numerous to list here (c.f.
Ainsworth 2004:117-138). On the whole, she found QOA4:141): "there is
evidence of regional variation in New Zealand English intonation, but the
picture is complicated by the interaction of regional ditferences with factors
such as gender, age and rural or urban orientation".
Thus the research has shown that various social groups in New
Zealand use intonation differently. Other studies have examined the unique
forms of NZE intonation. Warren and Daly (2005) explicitly examined the form
of rises in NZE. Specifically, they examined the properties of rising accent
units formed by 6 male and 6 female NZE speakers completing a map task in
same-sex pairs. The rise onset location was determined as its position (in
syllables) within the accent unit, which was represented as the proportional
value of the syllables. To use Warren and Daly's example, a rise starting on
the third syllable in a four syllable accent unit would be 0.75 (i.e. 3/4). The
results confirmed their earlier finding reported above, i.e. that male speakers
produce earlier rise onsets than female speakers, and additionally showed
that question rises begin earlier than statement rises for both sexes, although
this difference between the two utterance types is greater for males.
Warren (2005a) later reanalysed this data, noting whether the rise
onset was located at one of three positions (ibid: 214): the nuclear syllable, a
metrically strong post nuclear syllable (MSPNS), or a metrically weak post-
nuclear syllable. In addition to confirming the sex differences with rise
alignment, he found that the NZE speakers were more likely to start their rise
on the MSPNS than on the nuclear syllable and that speakers were more
likely to align their rise on the MSPNS for statements and on the nuclear
syllable for questions. He asserts that a categorical distinction exists between
a statement rise and a question rise in NZE which can be differentiated as a
"concave later rise" pattern and a "convex early rise pattern" (ibid: 2251,
respectively. These two patterns are said to be realisations of different
anchoring point of the phrase accent ('-'); a single anchoring of H- is located
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on a MSPNS and is used to convey a statement whereas a double anchoring
of H- to both the nuclear syllable and a MSPNS is used to indicate a question.
In addition to examining the rise onset location of NZE rises, Warren
and Daly (2005) also examined whether NZE speakers compress their pitch
movement, i.e. whether they would "increase the rate of change of
fundamental frequency as the segmental material became shorter, apparently
in an effort to reach a similar end point for the pitch movement" (ibid. 230).
Alternatively they may truncate their pitch movement, which would employ
"the same pitch trajectory regardless of the amount of segmental material"
(ibid. 230). Truncation would result in the speaker not reaching their F0
endpoint (maximum or minimum) in shorter accent units as there would not be
enough segmental material for them to reach the maximum or minimum
target. They assert that NZE uses a "mix of both compression and truncation"
(ibid. 233); it appears that the NZE speakers employ truncation when
increasing the rate of change any further is too difficult. They then further
explain that the greater rate of change in their NZE data than that found in the
four varieties of British English (Grabe, Post, Nolan and Farrar 2000) in
addition to the alignment results discussed in the previous paragraph "are two
aspects of the same phenomenon 
- 
a tendency for young NZE speakers to
produce relatively late and relatively large pitch movements (Warren and Daly
2000)" (ibid: 234). They assert that their collective results illustrate that NZE
is more dramatic than BrE, as NZE appears to use more complex tunes, and
to realise later rising tunes thus producing a more dynamic pitch movement on
rising and falling tunes.
Although there appear to be a number of particular intonational forms
used in NZE and functional uses of such forms, there are still large gaps in
our knowledge concerning the form and meaning of New Zealand English
intonation. For instance, we currently know little about what makes NZE
intonation distinctive. In addition, there is even less data indicating how
speakers use intonation as a meaningful linguistic device in this language
variety. lt is currently unknown whether the intonational means of signalling
meanings differ between NZE and other varieties of English. This appears to
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be especially pertinent as the forms of several features have been found to
indicate meanings other than those claimed for other varieties. In addition, it
is currently unknown how NZE speakers employ specific tonal features in
order to indicate meanings which are identified as universal. For instance,
NZE speakers may raise their high pitch peaks or both their pitch peaks and
low values in order to convey meanings ascribed to the Frequency Code. The
aim of this thesis is to explore first which tonal features are used in NZE and
second, how intonation is used as a meaningful linguistic device in this
language variety.
1.2. Methodological issues
The motivations for the current examination of NZE intonation were provided
in the previous section. At this point, I must outline several methodological
considerations, which are important to the description of intonation of a
language variety. This section outlines the necessary background information
with this focus in mind. First I examine the different units of measurements
used by various researchers in intonation research. I then discuss the
different notation systems adopted by researchers when describing intonation.
1.2.1. Unit of Measurement
Intonation is often described in terms of fundamental frequency (F0), which is
the acoustic correlate of pitch. One type of measurement which has been
traditionally used to measure F0 is a linear scale such as Hertz (Hz).
However perception experiments have found that a linear Hz scale does not
accurately reflect our perceptions of pitch. One such study found that men's
and women's voices are not perceived in a linear fashion; Hudson and
Holbrook (1981) claimed that the Hz scale does not make the appropriate
normalisation which corresponds to our perceptions.
Another two units of measurement measure the perceptual property of
F0, namely pitch, which can be derived from the Hz values. Typical units of
measurement on a logarithmic scale are musical scales. One such unit of
measurement is Semitones (ST), which have been claimed to provide a more
representative pitch excursion size. Graddol (1986) supported this claim,
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stating "The ear is known to perceive pitch in a roughly logarithmic fashion..."
(ibid: 228). A logarithmic scale makes comparisons between male and female
speakers more perceptually valid than the linear Hz scale.
Other scholars have asserted that an Equivalent Rectangular
Bandwidth scale, or ERB, is more accurate than ST as it is a closer measure
to our perceptual interpretation of pitch. A characteristic of the ERB scale is
that it is linear for part of its range and logarithmic for another part of its range,
reflecting perceptual salience at different frequencies. ERB values are
derived from the Herlz units for instance using the formula ERB = 16.7 * log10
(1 + H21165.4).
Hermes and van Gestel (1991) conducted a study on the perception of
speech, comparing the three scales. specifically, the subjects adjusted
excursion sizes to match synthesised speech in different pitch registers. They
found that "...the average excursion sizes in different registers are equal on
the psychoacoustic scales", (1991 : gr). For example, if a male speaker's
pitch jumps from 120 Hz to 180 Hz, a linear scale would iltustrate an equal
excursion in a female voice as 240 Hz to 300 Hz. However, using an ERB-
rate scale, the equivalent female pitch excursion would convert as 240-325
Hz, which is closer to our perceptions than the linear scale. The ERB scale
was chosen as the unit of measurement in this thesis as it is closer to
listeners' perceptions of pitch excursion in speech than either a simple linear
scale, such as Hz, or a purely logarithmic scale such as ST.
1.2.2. Notation System
There are two main approaches to the analysis and therefore notation of
intonational patterns. The first approach, such as that ouilined by the lpo
(lnstitute of Perception Research) grammar of intonation (Collier & 't Hart
1981; 't Hart, collier & cohen, 1gg0) or the British traditional approach to
intonation (O'Connor & Arnold 1961) is based on the pitch movement, such as
rises and falls. The contrasting pitch contours defined for Southern British
English (SBrE) by O'Connor and Arnold (1961) are discussed in detail in
Chapter 2 (Section 2.1.2).
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The second school of thought is dissimilar from the traditional British
approach since it defines intonation as individual targets, such as high 'H'
pitch targets and low 'L' pitch targets, rather than pitch movement. One
recent example of this approach is the Autosegmental Metrical framework
(Pierrehumbert 1980). Several transcription systems follow this framework
(c.f. Jun 2005), including Tone and Break Indices, or ToBl (Beckman & Ayers
1994) and lViE or Intonation Variation in English (Grabe, Nolan & Farrar
1998). Each of these transcription systems uses a hierarchy of separate tiers
in order to transcribe intonation, including but not limited to the orthographic
tier (segmental information) and the phonological tier (H and L tones). More
importantly, this approach separates the features of intonation into pitch
accents and edge tones (Bruce 1977), which are both discussed below.
Regarding the phonological categorisation of intonation, there is no one
system which is better than another; a follower of any one system may find
disadvantages or "flaws" in another system. In addition, the transcription
system can vary within one phonological approach. For instance, lViE uses
0% to indicate a lack of pitch movement from the penultimate target onto the
boundary target whereas ToBl does not use this symbol. In this thesis, I
adopt the Autosegmental Metrical (AM) framework in order to notate the
intonation of NZE rather than the traditional British approach, which has
traditionally focussed on the researcher's auditory assessment of pitch
movement. In an attempt to determine the phonological status of pitch in
NZE, it is necessary to incorporate both an acoustic and auditory analysis of
the data in order to avoid the risk of over relying on either my auditory
assessment, which may be influenced by my first language (AmE), or the
acoustic pitch trace, which may be affected by various segmental factors and
pitch processing errors.
ln addition, having a comparable notation system is vital in order to
compare the phonological inventory of languages and language varieties.
The notation system adopted for this thesis is the Tone and Break Indices
(ToBl) system (Beckman & Ayers 1994). Adopting a ToBl-style analysis will
prove especially useful as there have been a number of such analyses carried
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out on a range of languages and language varieties, ln short, the phonological
contrasts found for NZE may be directly compared with other varieties, such
as British English or American English. Such comparisons may show the
uniqueness of NZE intonational phonology in comparison to other varieties of
English.
ToBl includes three features of intonation. First, the ToBl system
identifies pitch accents, or pitch targets associated with a perceptually salient
tone, which are indicated with a '*' (e.9. H*). For the purpose of describing
American English (AmE), ToBl allows for five different pitch accents
(Beckman and Ayers 199a); a high pitch accent (H*), a low pitch accent (L"), a
low tone target followed by a sharp rise (L*+H), a sharp rise in pitch onto a
high target located on the accented syllable (L+H"), and a step down in pitch
from a high unaccented syllable onto a high accented syllable (H+!H.).
Second, boundary specifications indicate the end of an intonation phrase (lP)
with the symbol 'o/o' appearing after the tone target. ToBl allows for two
possible boundary tones: L% indicates a low lP-Final boundary specification
and H% indicates a high lP-Final boundary specification. The third type of
accent noted in ToBl is the intermediate phrasal accent, which occurs at
intermediate phrase (ip) boundaries and is marked with the symbol '-'.
Beckman and Ayers (1994) claim that this second level of phrasing is denoted
by a lesser degree of disjuncture within the prosodic string than the Intonation
Phrase boundary. There are two possible intermediate phrase accents in
ToBl; a Low phrase accent is indicated as L- and H- indicates a High phrase
accent. The intermediate phrase symbol also serves to notate the range in
pitch at the end of an intonation phrase. For the description of AmE, ToBl
allows for four intermediate phrase and intonation phrase boundary
combinations at the end of an intonation phrase (Beckman and Ayers 199a);
an lP target falling to a low value within a speakers pitch range (L-L%), a low
intermediate phrase accent followed by a high boundary target (L-H%), a high
intermediate phrase accent, which upsteps the following high boundary target
(H-H%), a high intermediate phrase accent, which upsteps the following low
boundary target and forms a level or "plateau" pitch (H-L%). Also for AmE, a
downstepped phrase accent (!H-) is permitted. The current analysis of
'1.4
intonation does not employ the downstepped phrase accent feature and uses
the four boundary combinations outlined above.
For example, Figure 1.1 illustrates an F0 trace which includes ToBl
labels. The NZE speaker of Figure 1.1 produced three High pitch accents,
specifically on MANny WON and RUMmy. The three pitch accents are
followed by a low phrase-final target which reaches the bottom of the
speaker's range, or in ToBl terms, a low intermediate phrasal accent (L-) and
a low boundary target (L%).
Figure 1.1. F0 trace exemplifying H" and !H" pitch accents, and L-L% boundary.
Figure 1.2 illustrates the same sentence produced by a different NZE speaker
with a different intonation.
Manny '#0n tn rumrry
Figure 1.2. F0 trace exemplifying L.+H pitch accents and H-H% boundary.
As shown, a low tone is followed by a sharp rise on the utterances MANny
and RUMmy, and each pitch accent is labelled as L*+H. The pitch trace also
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depicts a high boundary target which exceeds the height of previous targets.
In ToBl, this would be claimed to be a high intermediate phrase accent, which
upsteps the following high boundary target (e.9. H-H%). Other examples of
the notations used to describe F0 traces are provided throughout this thesis.
In using ToBl, I will be applying a transcription system which was not
specifically developed for NZE. As noted by Beckman and Ayers (1994), "The
ToBl labelling system was originally developed to cover the three most widely
used varieties of spoken English -- namely, general American, standard
Australian, and southern British English". Warren (2005b) discusses the
issues of applying an existing framework based on one language variety to a
separate language or language variety. Adopting an existing framework to
describe a new variety has the advantage of applying an already established
set of phonological contrasts. However, adoption may also result in losing
possibly distinctive, phonological contrasts in the new variety by attempting to
assemble and label the new language's data according to an established
phonology of another language variety. He concludes that adapting a
framework to the new variety would be the best solution (ibid: 348):
"ln practice, the best approach to establishing a new analysis
may well be a compromise solution, in which the researcher is
informed by an existing analysis, while remaining ready to
abandon it if closer investigation of the data suggest that this
might be prudent (see similar conclusions reached by Knowles et
al., 1996)".
Although the ToBl transcription system is used in the current thesis, I examine
the adequacy of this system in the description of NZE intonation throughout
this thesis. The benefit of using ToBl in this thesis is that it may permit a
possible future comparison of the phonology of NZE with other varieties of
English, for which there already exist established intonational analyses within
the ToBl framework.
Although the ToBl framework is used in this thesis, a number of
analyses, including several that are described in Chapter 2, have employed
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the traditional British approach to intonation. Therefore, the following table
(Ladd 1996: 82) provides comparisons between the two notation systems:
ToBl, which is based on Pierrehumbert (1980), and the traditional British-style.
Pierrehumbert British-style
H* TL%
H* LHo/o
H* HLYo
H' HH%
L' L Lolo
L" LH%
L* H Lo/o
L* HH%
L+H* LLo/o
L+H* LH%
L+H* HLYo
L+H* H H%
L*+H L L%
L*+H LH%
L*+H HLO/
L*+H H H%
H+L* LLo/o
H+L* LHYo
H+L* HLYo
H+L. H H%
H*+L H L%
H'+L H H%
fall
fall-rise
stylised high rise
high rise
low fall
low rise (narrow pitch range)
stylised low rise
low rise
rise-fall
rise-fall-rise
stylised high rise (with low head)
high rise (with low head)
rise-fall (emphatic)
rise-fall-rise (emphatic)
stylised low rise
low rise
low fall (with high head)
low fall-rise (with high head)
stylised high rise (low rise?) with high head
low rise (high range)
stylised fall-rise ('calling contour')
fall-rise (high range)
Table 1.1. Conespondences between Pienehumbeft 1980 and British-style nuclear
tones (Ladd 1996:82).
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As shown above, a high target followed by a low target in Pierrehumbert's
system (e.9. H"LL%) would generally correspond to a fall in the British style
approach whereas a low followed by a high (L.HH%) would be noted as a
rise. As noted above, this is not always the case; for instance, a high phrase
accent upsteps a following low boundary target and forms a level pitch (H-
LYo). Other factors, such as pitch range, are also identified in both the AM
and traditional British approach; for example, a "low rise" with a narrow pitch
range in the British approach may be labelled as L*LH% in ToBl whereas an
L.HH% in ToBl may refer to a low rise using the traditional British labels.
lssues regarding intonational analysis are considered in chapter 2.
1.3. Outline of thesis
The current chapter provided the motivations for examining the forms and
contrasts in NZE intonation. ln addition, the necessary background for an
examination of intonation was presented. Chapter 2 serves as a review of a
number of meanings ascribed to intonation. Chapters 3 through 7 (inclusive)
are data chapters, each detailing a different experiment carried out for this
thesis. specifically, chapter 3 reports the evidence from a perception
experiment, which examined which tonal cues are used by NZE listeners in
distinguishing NZE intonation from British English. The experiment reported
in Chapter 4 examines the forms of intonation produced by NZE speakers in
read-aloud speech, specifically examining preferential use of tonal
compositions on statements and questions, in addition to pitch range and
pitch level. In Chapter 5, the experiment focuses on how NZE speakers
convey meaning using their intonation. The interpretation of the lP-Final
boundary tone is examined in Chapter 6. The perception experiment detailed
in Chapter 7 assesses intonation as a conversational cue in NZE. In Chapter
8, the main findings are summarized and discussed.
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Chapter 2
Intonation: forms and meanings
Figure 2.1a illustrates a wide pitch movement onto a low boundary target on
the utterance yeah. This same utterance is produced with a similar pitch
movement although with a narrower pitch range in Figure 2.1b. The two
examples were selected from a number of utterances spoken aloud by a male
NZE speaker (39 years) saying yeah in a number of different ways.
2.1a 
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2lb 
1.1
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0 0.467375Time Time
Figure 2.1. F0 fraces of NZE speaker saying "yeah"
Some scholars believe that the shape of the pitch movement determines the
meaning. lf 2.1b were perceived as a low falling pitch movement, several
scholars in this tradition claim that this pitch movement would indicate the
speaker's attitude as being unexcited. ln contrast,it2.la were perceived as a
"high fall", it may indicate the speaker's excitement (O'Connor and Arnold
1961 ). Similar meanings may also be conveyed with pitch range, which can
be measured as the difference between the highest pitch value and the lowest
vafue; wide pitch excursions (Figure 2.1a1are said to indicate "authority" and
"enthusiasm" whereas narrow pitch ranges (Figure 2.1b) are said to indicates
the speaker's lack of interest (Gussenhoven 2004: 88). Pitch heighf, or the
value of specific pitch points or targets, may also convey meaning, with higher
pitch height, such as in Figure 2.1a, indicating "submission" and
"appeasement" and lower pitch height (Figure 2.1b) indicating "authority" or
"aggression" (Ohala 1994).
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Assuming the multiple meanings provided for Figure 2.1 are correct,
the examples illustrate how two intonation patterns may contrast several
meanings. However, problems arise when analysing linguistic features with
multiple meanings. This issue becomes evident when two or more
contradictory meanings are said to be conveyed by one intonation. For
instance, Figure 2.1a may be said to convey "authority" with a wide pitch
movement in addition to "submission" with its higher pitch, therefore
illustrating two contradictory meanings on one intonation. Distinguishing such
meanings may become clear within the context that yeah was spoken, such
as the previous utterances and the relationship between the speakers. Other
factors may also play a role. For instance, phonetic features such as duration,
alignment and amplitude may also assist in distinguishing such meanings.
The appropriate meaning may also be different for separate languages. As
briefly noted in Chapter 1, meanings acclaimed to be universal in all
languages may be employed differently in separate languages or language
varieties. For instance, listeners of one language variety may interpret the
intonation illustrated in Figure 2.1a as authoritative whereas listeners of
another language variety may interpret this same intonation as submissive.
The example discussed above also illustrates how a number of tonal
features, such as pitch height, F0 shape or pitch range, are used to express
meaningful distinctions. ldentifying semantic contrasts in a language or
language variety is considerably more problematic if it is unclear which
component of intonation is conveying the meaning. For instance, if we
assume that pitch range conveys the same degree of "enthusiasm"
independent of pitch register (average height of utterance), then two
intonation patterns equal in pitch range but in different pitch registers would
indicate identical degrees of enthusiasm. On the other hand, if enthusiasm is
conveyed not by pitch width but by the height of the pitch target, the intonation
produced in the higher pitch register would be said to convey notably more
enthusiasm. lt may be true that both tonal descriptors adequately describe
the semantic contrasts, and determining which meaning is being conveyed is
dependent on the context. lt may also be the case that the former tonal
descriptor (i.e. pitch range) may adequately describe the meanings in one
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language variety whereas the later descriptor (pitch height) may more
appropriately describe another variety.
In order to identify semantic contrasts in intonation, the possible
contrasting units of intonation which identify such contrasts need to be
considered. In segmental phonology, this task is considerably easier; lll and
lrl can be confirmed as phonemes in English by establishing that these
segments produce a meaningful difference, such as in the minimal pair led
and red. In intonational phonology, however, separating the tonal
components and identifying the contrasting units are challenging tasks due to
the inherent relativity of the tonal constituents. For instance, raising an F0
peak would create a wider pitch range, and determining whether the higher
peak or the wider pitch range is indicating the meaning associated with this
intonation is, at very best, problematic. Nevertheless the tonal descriptors
used to define meaningful contrasts in intonation must be considered.
ln order to explore the phonology of NZE intonation, we must first
examine several possible semantic contrasts which may exist in the intonation
of this language variety. Three different types of meaning ascribed to
intonation are outlined in the following two sections: attitudinal (section 2.1),
and discoursal and grammatical (Section 2.2). The meanings conveyed by
three tonal descriptors, namely pitch height, pitch range and shape of the
pitch movement are summarised in tables and subsequently discussed in
Section 2.3. The review of the literature provided in Chapters 1 and 2
identifies gaps in the available data concerning NZE intonational phonology.
The research questions arising from the detailed examinations of intonational
forms and contrasts are provided in Section 2.4.
2.1. Attitudinal Meaning
Traditionally, scholars have attributed a number of attitudinal meanings to
intonation. For some of these meanings it has been claimed that they are
conveyed similarly in all languages, while for others it has been claimed that
they are conveyed differently in separate languages. The meanings claimed
as universal and language-specific are outlined in the sections 2.1.1 and
2.1.2, respectively.
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2.1.1. Universal meanings
Pitch height has been claimed to indicate a number of similar attitudinal
meanings in all languages. specifically, the Frequency code (ohala, 1984:
340-341) suggests that a high pitch signals meanings associated with
smallness whereas a low pitch signals meanings associated with largeness.
Ohala (1984) proposes that the meanings associated with pitch are signalled
similarly in all languages because of our evolutionary development; at about
the same time as the sexual organs in humans begin to develop, the vocal
anatomy of boys and girls begin to develop differently, creating distinctly
different vocal anatomy size and location - the male larynx is lower in the
throat as well as 50% larger from front to back than the female larynx. This
physical disparity, he suggests, is brought about because of sexual
dimorphism. The reason for the male's growth, similar to growth in other
species, is "...to enhance the acoustic component of aggressive displays"
(ibid: 342). Therefore, ohala claims that low pitch conveys "largeness" and
secondary meanings such as "threat, intention to prevail in a contest,
dominance, self-sufficiency" (1994: 341). conversely, high pitch conveys
"smallness" and subsequently "nonthreat, submission, appeasement, desirous
of goodwill and cooperation of the receiver" (1994: 341). For example, the
tonal targets and the overall pitch register are significantly higher in Figure
21a than in Figure 2.1b. lf the utterances (i.e. yeah) were answers to the
question Can I borrow your car tonight?, the listener may interpret the speaker
of 2.1b as threatening (i.e. Yes, but you had better bring it back without any
dents!) whereas 2.1a may be interpreted as non-threatening (i.e. yes, of
course you can borrow my cat).
In addition to pitch height, pitch range has also been claimed to convey
universal meanings. Gussenhoven (200a:85) claims that increases in pitch
production effort via a wider pitch range convey meanings which can be
attributed to this greater effort. Thus he calls this biological code of
intonational meaning the "Effort Code". There are a number of such
meanings conveyed with the greater expenditure of effort. Meanings of this
type that are conveyed with a wide pitch span include "[the] speaker's concern
that his [sic] message should come across" (ibid: 85), providing "focus" on
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specific units within the utterance, as well as affective meanings such as
"'helpfulness', 'authoritative', 'insistent' and ,enthusiastic,,, (ibid: gg).
conversely, a narrow pitch range may be used to indicate that,'the speaker is
withdrawing information" or to "express a genile negation" (ibid: gg), in
addition to "'lacking commitment' and ,uninterested,". Applying the Effort
code meanings to the exampres in Figure 2.1, the speaker af 2.1a may
appear to be enthusiastic about lending the car to a friend whereas the
speaker of 2.1b may seem to be unenthusiastic.
A third universal meaning, referred to as the production code
(Gussenhoven 2004), is detailed in Sectio n 2.2.1.
2.1.2. Language specific meanings
In addition to both pitch height and pitch range, the traditional British approach
to intonation assumes that the meaningful units of intonation are based on the
shape of the pitch contour across a tone unit. The structure of the tone unit is
comprised of several components. O'Connor and Arnold (1961) isolated the
semantic contrasts in this language variety that are conveyed by different
nuclear fones- These tones are carried by the "...the stressed syllable of the
last prominent word" (o'connor & Arnord 1961 : 12) and by any additional
sylfables which follow the nucleus, referred to as the tail. They also identify
the prenuclear pattern as important, including the head, which *begins with the
stressed syllable of the first prominent word... and ends with the syllable
immediately preceding the nucleus" (ibid: 1s) and the prehead, which
"consists of any syllables before the stressed syllable of the first prominent
word" (ibid: 15)' O'Connor and Arnold maintain that the nucleus is the
defining part of the tone unit.
They identify four types of nucrear tunes, each conveying unique types
of meaning: falling, rising, compound and complex tunes. The meanings
attached to these tunes differ for sentence types, such as statements and
questions' As the purpose here is to provide a general overview of several
language-specific meanings ascribed to BrE intonation, I will ouiline the
meanings ascribed to statements rather than attempting to summarise the
numerous meanings assigned to other sentence types (e.g. questions,
commands and interjections). In addition, I will limit the discussion to the
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meanings attributed to nuclear tunes rather than the meanings described to
the nucleus and the many variations in the head, pre-head and tail.1
First, the falling tunes are said to convey a sense of being "complete"
or "definite" (O'Connor and Arnold 1961: 43) in "southern British English"
(SBrE) (O'Connor and Arnold 1961: vii). For this variety of British English,
O'Connor and Arnold describe three types of nuclear falls2, each of which
conveys additional attitudinal meanings (O'Connor and Arnold 1961: 33).
The first fall begins in the lower part of the speaker's range and drops to the
bottom of the range (i.e. a "low fall"). The low fall is similar to that pictured in
Figure 2.1b. This intonation is claimed to convey a "calm", "reserved" or "dull"
attitude (1961: 33) in this variety. For instance, the speaker of 2.1b may
appear to be calm or reserved about lending his car to a friend.
Another falling pattern is a wide pitch movement on the nuclear fall (i.e.
"high fall"), such as that depicted in Figure 2.1a. o'Connor and Arnold claim
this tune conveys "personal concern or involvement in the situation; [...] more
lively and interested, sometimes surprised, always more airy and lighter in
mood than with Tone Group 1 [low-fall] or 2 [a low fall with a high prehead]"
(1961: 39). Similarly, Cruttenden states this tune is "more interested, more
excited and more involved" (1986: 100). For example, the speaker producing
the pattern in Figure 2.1a might be interpreted as being more involved in the
conversation, livelier and more interested in lending his car to a friend than the
speaker in Figure 2.1b.
The third phrase-final falling nuclear pitch movement is a rise-fall. This
tune begins at a low pitch onset, then rises and completes with a fall.
O'Connor and Arnold claim that the attitudes associated with this tone group
in sBrE include "impressed, awed, compracent, self satisfied, smug,
challenging, censorious, disclaiming responsibility" (o'Connor and Arnold
1961:147\.
' For a complete assessment of intonational meanings ascribed to tunes in SBrE. I refer the reader to
O'Connor and Arnold (1961).
2 The three types of nuclear falls identified here do not include variations in the head. Including pitch
variations in the head. O'Connor and Arnold (1961:30) identifo five types of phrase-final falls: low
fall with a lorv head, a low fall with a stepping or high head. a high fall with a low head, a high fall
with a high or stepping head and a rise fall.
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Second, the rising tunes in SBrE are said to convey a sense of
"incompleteness" (1961:50), "tentative[ness]" (1961:57) and are "used for
continuative purposes" (1961:50). The following Figure is adapted from
O'Connor and Arnold (1961 : 6) for illustrative purposes here:
High F0
Low F0
a. low rise b. high rise
Figure 2.2. Schematic representation of two rises identified in British English (adapted
from O'Connor and Arnold 1961: 6)
O'Connor and Arnold identify three types of nuclear rises in SBrE3, each
conveying additional attitudinal meanings. First is a rising tune in the lower
part of the speaker's pitch range. This /or,v rise has a low pitch onset which
rises to its completion before the middle of the speaker's range, as depicted in
Figure 2.2a. The meanings ascribed to this intonation in SBrE include
"inviting further conversation", "...guarded, reserving judgement, reprovingly
critical, resentful, deprecatory" (1961: 169). lf the speaker produced an
intonation similar to that in Figure 2.2a on the utterance yeah, the speaker
may appear to be guarded about lending his car to a friend.
The second type of rise is placed in the higher part of the speaker's
range; the high nse begins in the middle of the speaker's range and rises until
its completion point. This tonal description appears to denote a pattern similar
to that depicted in Figure 2.2b. This high rise is said to indicate a number of
meanings in SBrE: "questioning, trying to elicit a repetition, but lacking any
suggestion of disapproval or puzzlement; [and] (in non-final [intonation
phrasesl) tentative", (1961: 210\. The speaker of 2.2b may appear to be
questioning why his friend wants to borrow the car.
A tune which begins high and falls from this position and completes
with a final rise is referred to as a fall-rise, such as that illustrated here:
' The thrce types of nuclear rises identitied here do not include variations in the head. Including
variations in the head, O'Connor and Amold (1961: 30-3t) outline llve different types of phrase-final
rises: a low rise with a low head, a low rise with a high or stepping head. a high rise with a low and
stepping head, a fall-rise and a high fall followed by a lo'*, rise.
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High F0
Low F0
Figure 2.3. Schematic representation of a fall-rise
(adapted from O'Connor and Arnold 1961: 6)
O'Connor and Arnold claim that this tune "draws particular attention to one
element for the purpose of contrast and at the same time shows an intention
to continue the utterance" (1961 : 59-60) in SBrE statements. They also claim
that this tune can be "grudgingly admitting, reluctantly or defensively
dissenting, concerned, reproachful, hurt, reserved, tentatively suggesting"
(1 961 : 226).
The meanings outlined above are by no means an exhaustive account
of attitudinal meaning assigned to SBrE intonation. However, they do
illustrate a number of attitudinal meanings ascribed to the shape of the pitch
movement in SBrE. ln the next section, two other types of meaning ascribed
to intonation are outlined, namely discoursal and grammatical meanings.
2.2. Discoursal and Grammatical Meaning
The intonation of an utterance has also been shown to convey discoursal and
grammatical information. Three types of such meanings are discussed here.
First, the intonation produced on an utterance provides information about that
individual segment of speech. For instance, intonation has been claimed to
indicate whether the utterance is new to the discourse or already known.
Such meanings are discussed in Section 2.2.1. Second, intonation has been
claimed to indicate grammatical distinctions, such as the sentence type (e.g.
question vs. statement). These distinctions are outlined in Section 2.2.2.
Finally, the intonation that is used to indicate conversation turn-taking within
discourse is discussed in Section 2.2.3.
2.2.'4. Utterance Information
There are a number of tonal features that have been claimed to indicate new
information and given information within the discourse. New information is, as
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its name implies, new to the discourse "in the sense that the speaker presents
it as not being recoverable from preceding discourse" (Halliday 1967: 2041.
Conversely, given information is already known within the conversation. For
instance, Halliday (1967) and Chafe (1974) note that new information is
accented and emphasised whereas given information is unaccented and
unemphasised.
It is interesting to note that a similar new vs. old information distinction
is evident in paragraph structure. Specifically, a speaker's pitch range has
been claimed to be narrowed over the duration of the paragraph; Sluijter and
Terken (1993) assert that pitch range is significantly wider in phrases at the
beginning of a paragraph than in phrases occurring later in the paragraph.
Similarly, Ladd (1988) found that that the toplines, or sequences of pitch
accent peaks, produced in three consecutive clauses decline within and
across clauses. lt appears that newness of topics and utterances, as well as
the newness of the speaker turn are similarly signalled with higher and wider
pitch ranges while given information and non-introductions are identified with
a narrower pitch range and lower pitch.
Similar assertions have been made by other scholars. Gussenhoven
(2004:89-92) claims that speakers use the natural reduction of subglottal air
pressure over time to convey meaning. There is a gradual lowering of F0
over time as a consequence of air pressure reduction. As a result, listeners
anticipate that pitch levels at the beginning of a phrase or breath group will be
high and that those at the end of such a unit will be low. Gussenhoven claims
that a communicative effect of this is that "high beginnings signal new topics,
low beginnings continuations of topics, while a reverse relation holds for the
utterance end, where high endings signal continuation, low endings finality
and end of turn" (ibid: 89). He refers to this universal meaning of intonation
as the Production Code.
In earlier work, Gussenhoven (1983) also claims that the shape of the
pitch contour over the nucleus indicates information about the utterance in
BrE. He identifies three primary tunes and four modifications of these tunes,
each of which indicates the status of the spoken information within the
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conversation. He asserts that the speaker produces a fall to add the variable
(e.9. information provided by the lexeme) to the background as it is new
information. He refers to this option as addition. The utterance used to
exemplify the meaning is Howard Johnson's as a response to the question
Where shall we take Aunt Annie for lunch? (Gussenhoven 1983: 206). lf a fall
is realised on this response, he claims that this might indicate a "speaker who
is merely concerned to commit the variable to the background" (ibid: 206).
That is to say, the speaker is introducing new information into the discourse,
which in this case is the name of the restaurant (i.e. Howard Johnson's).
The second primary tune, a fall-rise tune, selects the variable from the
background, which he refers to as selection. A speaker who uses a fall-rise
would be said to be "tak[ing] note of the fact that this is (was) part of the
background" or "remind[ing] you of the fact that this is background" (ibid: 204).
Using the same example (e.9. Howard Johnson's), a fall-rise tune might
indicate "'You know that in our background there only is one restaurant I can
fill your slot with, and therefore I am telling you it was already there: Where
else could we take her?" (ibid: 206). Alternatively, the fall-rise might signal
that the question had already been asked and that an answer had been given.
The third primary tune that Gussenhoven identifies is the rise, which he
refers to as relevance testing; a speaker producing this tune is said to be
testing whether the variable belongs in the background (ibid: 202). The rise
on the variable Howard Johnson's might indicate that the speaker "chooses
not to add it to the background, possibly because he wishes to allow [the
other speakerl to give an opinion on his choice first" (ibid: 206).
The four modifications identified by Gussenhoven are as follows. The
first modification is referred to as delay, which is a pitch movement realised
after the onset of the stressed syllable. Delay modifies the three primary
tones: (1) a fall with a delay would be realised as a rise-fall, (2) a delayed fall-
rise would create a rise-fall-rise, and (3) a delayed rise would be realised as a
later occurring onset of the rising pitch movement. Gussenhoven claims that
delay signals "non-routineness" and indicates that the information being
conveyed is "very significant" (ibid: 218). Contrary to delay, stylisation is said
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to convey the discoursal meaning of routineness (Gussenhoven 1983: 220).
Stylisation is realised by flattening and extending the tones on the word, such
as the vocative chant (Liberman 1975), or as a level tone, and leads to an
interpretation that the variable is a common occurrence. For example,
Gussenhoven (1983: 220) claims that a stylised production of "John--- ny!--"
"does not signal that the speaker is calling the hearer, as had been widely
assumed (cf Gibbon 1976: 276), but that the act of initiating a conversation
with the hearer is presented as a matter of routine by the speaker". Another
modification of the original three tones is half-completion. This tone would
realise a short'trip'from its onset point which completes before it crosses the
middle of the speaker's pitch range. This tune is claimed to display the
speaker's "non-involvement" in the conversation.
In addition to the shape of the pitch movement, Gussenhoven claims
that a wide pitch range conveys emphasis on the given utterance and a
narrow pitch range conveys a lack of emphasis, as noted in the Effort Code
(Section 2.1.1). For example, if a speaker produced a wide pitch movement
on the utterance I LOVED the film!, it would be said to emphasise this
utterance and its meaning: how much the speaker had enjoyed the film. Ladd
and Morton (1997) confirmed that pitch range indicates emphasis.
Specifically, they employed three separate categorical perception experiments
in order to determine whether there is a categorical distinction defined by pitch
range. ln the first categorical perception experiment, they asked the
participants to identify whether the stimulus was either an "everyday
occurrence" or an "unusual experience". They also asked participants
whether pairs of stimuli were the "same" or "different". They manipulated the
F0 peak in the source utterance The ALARM went off in 11 steps of 6 Hz.
The results from this perception task indicated that a categorical distinction
defined by pitch range exists, with a wider range indicating an "unusual
experience" and a narrower range indicating an "everyday occurrence".
However, the discrimination task indicated that participants heard pitch
differences within these two categories and did not discriminate well enough
to distinguish an exact categorical boundary. Although their follow-up
experiments illustrate a number of interesting findings, these will not be
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discussed here for the sake of brevity. I will note, however, that their
collective results confirm that the distinction between normal, or an "everyday
occurrence" and emphatic, or an "unusual experience" intonations are
interpreted categorically. However, listeners can perceive pitch variations
along a gradient scale between these categories.
2.2.2. Sentence Type
In addition to indicating discourse information, intonation has also been
claimed to indicate the type of sentence. Traditionally, scholars have
associated statements with falling pitch movements whereas rising pitch
movements have been claimed to indicate interrogativity in yes/no questions
(see Gussenhoven 2002 for a review of intonation in questions). Other
scholars believe that the statement vs. question distinction is made with pitch
height; Hirst and Di Cristo (1998: 1) state that "...in a vast majority of
languages some sort of raised pitch (final or non-final) can be used in
contrast with lower pitch to indicate that an utterance is intended as a
question rather than as a statement." As noted in Chapter 1, this may not
always be the case. For instance, Gordon (1999:53) found that in
Chickasaw, a Muskogean language, "an lP ends in a boundary tone, a H% in
the case of statements and a LYo in Wh- and yes/no questions". In English as
well, there have been a number of varieties which employ high rising terminal
contours on statements (HRTs), as noted in Chapter 1.
In a study comparing varieties of English spoken in the British lsles, it
was found that falling vs. rising intonation or low vs. high pitch is not always
employed to differentiate statements and yes/no questions. Grabe,
Kochanski and Coleman (2005) have shown that a variety of intonation
patterns may be used by speakers of Cambridge, Newcastle and Belfast
English on different sentence types (referred to as "utterance types").
However, they also note that there are clear preferences in each of these
three varieties of English for specific tonal patterns on a specified utterance
type. Specifically, they analysed the speech of six speakers from the three
varieties of English named above. The speech was read aloud from a
sentence list and included eight statements (e.9. We live in Ealing.l, three wh-
questions (e.9. Where is the manual?), three polar questions (e.9. May I lean
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on the railings?) and three echo questions (e.9. He is on the lilo?). They
show that a high pitch accent followed by a low boundary target, labelled as
H*L% in lViE (for a review of the lViE transcription system, see Grabe, Nolan
and Farrar 1998) is the preferred nuclear pattern for wh- questions and
statements by Cambridge and Newcastle English speakers. However, a low
pitch accent followed by a high boundary target (L"H%, in lViE) is preferred in
Belfast English. For echo questions, they found that Belfast and Newcastle
English speakers preferred an L.H% whereas a low pitch accent followed by
an extended high boundary target (L.H H% in lViE) was the preferred nuclear
pattern in Cambridge English. For polar questions, there was quite a bit more
variability; Cambridge English speakers produced a nuclear fall most
frequently although there were a number of nuclear rises realized as well.
Newcastle and Belfast speakers shared L"H o/o as the most popular pattern
for polar questions, although Newcastle speakers also produced a significant
number of nuclear falls (23.5%).
2.2.3. Conversational Cues
On a parallel to the patterns discussed above for sentence type, a universal
meaning that has been attributed to phrase-final intonation is that rising
intonation indicates openness and continuative meanings whereas falling
intonation conveys closed and non-continuative meanings (Cruttenden 1997).
ln other words, a rise would be said to indicate continuation cues to the
listener whereas the fall would indicate cessation cues. Similar assertions
have been made by other scholars. As noted above (Section 2.2.1), the
Production Code stipulates that "high endings signal continuation, low
endings finality and end of turn" (Gussenhoven 2004: 89).
Other research has similarly maintained that intonation is used to
distinguish turn-taking cues in discourse. Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson
(1974) introduced the term 'transition relevance place' (TRP) to describe the
place where a speaker turn change may occur. For instance, a person may
relinquish their turn-at-talk and provide the listener with a cue to take the
speaking floor. Conversely, speakers may also indicate that they would like
to reserve the speaking floor for themselves and continue speaking. Studies
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have indicated that the TRP is identified by the syntax and prosody of the
utterance.
One specific prosodic feature which has been attributed to the TRP is the
pitch at Intonation Phrase (lP) boundaries. A number of studies have
illustrated how the lP boundary conveys conversational cues in several
languages and language varieties. For instance, conversational cues, such
as speakerturn continuation and completion cues, are signalled by a
speaker's intonation at lP-Final locations in Dutch (Caspers 2000; Caspers
2001), ulster English (wells and Pepp6 1996), Tyneside English (Local, Kelly
and wells 1986), London Jamaican English (Local, wells and Sebba 1g8s)
and southern British English, or sBrE (wichmann and caspers 2001).
ln the study carried out on sBrE, wichmann and caspers used two
perception studies to investigate how syntactic completeness and intonation
at phrase-final locations are used to interpret speaker{urn completion by
SBrE speakers. The materials were derived from two complete Map Task
dialogues, which were separated into interpausal units (lPUs) and labelled
according to syntactic completeness ("complete" vs. "incomplete"), whether
the lPUs occurred within the speaker's turn or not ("hold" vs. "change") and
tonal contour. Listeners were then played fragments of the dialogue, each
fragment finishing at the end of an lPU, and asked "to judge what the first
speaker had intended 
- 
to continue or to cede the turn" (ibid: 181). The
results illustrated that "the high level tone...appears to operate as a turn
holding device" (ibid: 180) even when the utterance was considered
syntactically complete. Different levels of low pitch at this location (L%) were
also found to indicate speaking turn cues; a "truncated fall", or a fall which
does not reach the FO-minimum, "is much more likely to cue a turn hold (71o/o
of responses compared with 41o/otor the complete fall)" (ibid: 182).
Wichmann and Caspers found two tonal features which are interpreted as
speaker turn holds in SBrE, including a high level tone and a low tone which
does not reach the speaker's F0 minimum. Both phrase-final turn-holding
cues are pitch movements with a reduced pitch range (e.g. a "high level tone"
and a "truncated fall"). conversely, contours with a wider pitch span, a "high
rise" and a "complete fall", were interpreted as a speaking turn change by the
majority of SBrE listeners. Post (2000:134) notes similar findings for French,
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stating "This type of reduction of the range of the falling movement [a L% not
reaching F0-minimuml is therefore comparable to that in final rises, where a
reduced range has been claimed to be consistently associated with
continuation, as opposed to rises with a wide range which are predominantly
associated with questions or exclamations".
Wells and Peppe (1996) examined Ulster English, and similarly explored
how intonation conveys that the speaker has finished his turn-at-talk in this
language variety. They qualitatively examined one conversation, outlining the
prosodic features which speakers regularly employed at turn-endings. They
found clusters of phonetic features which were used to designate the end of
speakers' turns. One such feature was a rise in pitch which reached or
surpassed the pitch height of a previous peak, thus illustrating that a wide
rising pitch movement indicates speaker turn completions in both Standard
British English and Ulster English. Speakers of Tyneside English have also
been found to use intonation in the same way; Wells and Peppe (1996: 123)
note that the end of a turn in Tyneside English (Local, Kelly and Wells 1986)
is indicated similarly with a "pitch step up at the end of a turn, which is usually
greater than any other pitch step up in the turn and which always attains a
higher pitch than any other step up in the turn". Thus wide pitch spans on
phrase-final rising pitch patterns appears to denote turn-finality in three
varieties of English: Tyneside, Ulster and Southern British English.
For Ulster English, however, it was found that in addition to wide pitch
range, narrow pitch spans were also found to indicate turn completion. Wells
and Peppe identified another two pitch-related features at turn-final locations,
which they refer to as "spouts". At several turn-completion points, phrase-
final rises were followed by subsequent syllables with either a sustained high
pitch level or a stepping down in pitch "without pronounced movement" (1996:
110). These rises with post-peak pitch movements may be a high pitch
accent (H") followed by a level or truncated fall onto the boundary tone, which
is similar in form to those pitch movements described by Wichmann and
Caspers as a "high level tone" or a "truncated fall". Such pitch movements
have been identified as speaker turn-holds by SBrE listeners whereas in
Ulster English, speakers appeared to use such a "sustained high pitch level"
to convey speaker turn completions. The results may be illustrating a similar
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phonetic form conveying two opposing meanings in two varieties of English:
Ulster English and Southern British English.
2.3. Summary and Discussion
In sum, there are a number of meanings conveyed by intonation; the types of
meaning that have been discussed are the attitude of the speaker, discoursal
and grammatical meaning. To date, we know little about how NZE intonation
is used to convey such meanings. Also noted earlier, identifying the tonal
component used to contrast the many types of meaning is problematic due to
the inherent relativity of the tonal features. For instance, if a speaker raises
their high pitch targets without adjusting their low values, the pitch span is
subsequently widened, and it may not be obvious whether this corresponds to
a phonological feature of pitch target height or to one of pitch range. Although
such issues exist, we must consider the tonal descriptors used to define
meaningful contrasts in order to explore semantic contrasts in a language
variety. This section summarises those meanings which are said to be
contrasted by three tonal descriptors, namely pitch range, the shape of the
pitch movement and pitch height, and discusses these features in the context
of NZE intonation.
2.3.1. Pitch range
As discussed, pitch range has been claimed to indicate a number of
meanings. Table 2.1 outlines the meanings associated with a wide pitch
range and a narrow pitch range.
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Pitch
Range
Attitudinal Utterance
Information
Conversational
cues
Wide
range
Concern, helpfulness,
authority, insistent,
enthusiastic, speaker
involvement
Emphasis Speaker turn finality
Narrow
range
Gentle negation,
lacking commitment,
uninterested, not
involved
Speaker
continuation
Table 2.1. Meanings associated with pitch range
Although a number of these meanings have been claimed to be "universal",
there may be language-specific uses of such meanings. For instance, Chen,
Gussenhoven and Rietveld (2002, 2004) examined how universal meanings
may be realised differently in two languages, namely Dutch and British
English. Specifically, they examined the perceived level of "emphasis" and
"surprise" on a number of manipulated utterances. The test utterances were
dissimilar in the peak height of the High pitch accent (H") and in peak
alignment (3 levels) which both combined with three lP-Final targets and with
different pitch registers (5 levels). What is noteworthy here is that pitch
register, or the raising of low and high targets in steps of 20 and 30 Hz,
respectively, was interpreted differently by listeners in the two languages; the
Dutch listeners believed that the higher the pitch register, the more emphatic
the stimulus, whereas the opposite effect was true for BrE speakers, as lower
pitch registers were interpreted as more emphatic than higher pitch registers.
They assert that the Dutch listeners employ the Effort Code in interpreting
meaning on the wider and higher "pitch registers" whereas British English
speakers employ the Frequency Code on the same intonation (2004: 337).
The evidence from this study illustrates that "universal" meanings may be
employed differently in two separate languages.
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Little is known about how NZE speakers employ pitch range. Bauer
(1986) noted the lack of research carried out on New Zealand English
intonation at that time. However, he did indicate his impressions of NZE
intonation as being "rather flat" (ibid: 68), which may be suggestive of a
narrow pitch range. lf it is true that NZE speakers produce notably narrow
pitch movements, it may be the case that NZE speakers and listeners have a
heightened sensitivity to small deviations from a narrow range. lt may also be
true that speakers use alternative tonal constituents to convey meanings that
are conveyed with pitch range in other languages and language varieties.
For instance, NZE speakers may chose to raise the pitch heights of both their
high and their low values within an intonation phrase rather than widening
their pitch range by raising the high values and lowering the low values. ln
doing so, they may retain their "natural" narrow pitch range whilst using higher
high targets to convey the meanings ascribed to this added effort.
2.3.2. Pitch Gontour Shape
The shape of the pitch contour has been claimed to convey attitudinal
meaning and three types of discoursal meanings: utterance information,
sentence type and conversational cues. These meanings are summarised in
Table 2.2.
It is not completely clear how NZE speakers use the shape of the pitch
contour to convey meaning. At this point, there is no textbook outlining the
meanings conveyed by various shapes of pitch movements in NZE.
However, research examining the shape of the pitch movement in NZE
intonation has shown the proportional use of the pitch shapes in NZE and
SBrE are dissimilar. Warren and Daly (2005) undertook a partial
characterisation of NZE intonation in order to define a transcription system.
They used corpus material consisting of scripted news broadcasts and
unscripted lectures in order to gain "a general picture of the intonation system"
(ibid: 218). The first set of data was transcribed using the traditional British
school of notation by
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F0 shape Attitudinal Utterance
Information
Gonversational
cues
Sentence
type
Falls Complete,
definite
New
information
Finality, closed,
non-
continuative
Statement
Low
fall
Calm, reserved,
dull
High
fall
Personal
concern,
involvement,
lively, interested,
excited
Rises Incompleteness,
tentative,
continuative
Testing the
relevance of
the
utterance
Continuation,
open
yes/no
Question
l-ow
rise
Guarded, critical
High
rise
Questioning,
eliciting repetition
Gomplex
Rise-
fall
lmpressed,
challenging,
censorious
Non-routine
Fall-
rise
Contrast,
concern, hurt,
reluctant
Reminder,
focus
Rise-
fall-
rise
Non-routine
Table 2.2, Meanings assoclafed with the shape of the pitch movement
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noting pitch movements (e.g. falls, rises, rise-fall, fall-rise) on the final
accented syllable in an intonation unit (i.e. the nucleus). They found that
SBrE and NZE differ in their proportional use of level and complex (e.g. rise-
fall, fall-rise, rise-fall-rise and fall-rise-fall) tones. warren and Daly also
explored the shape of the rises, which is discussed in further detail in Chapter
1, Section 1.1.
Although the heavy use of complex pitch movements appears to be
indicative of NZE intonation, it is currently unclear what meanings they are
conveying. They may of course be carrying the same meanings as those
ascribed to complex tunes in SBrE, and thus indicating that these speakers
are "impressed", etc. on the other hand, the more frequent use of complex
tunes by NZE speakers may not be indicating that they are more "impressed"
than SBrE speakers, but might simply be a stylistic difference in newsreader
speech in the United Kingdom and New Zealand. Also, while it may be true
that NZE speakers produce a greater number of complex pitch movements, it
may also be the case that NZE speakers use other tonal cues to convey
meanings which are conveyed with complex pitch movements in SBrE. For
instance, NZE speakers may use a wider pitch range to indicate an impressed
attitude or non-routineness rather than complex tonal movements.
In addition to the proportional use of pitch contours, it has been
suggested that the function of the pitch contours may be different across
varieties of English. A study carried out by Warren and Daly (2000; detailed in
Section 1.1.2) found that the majority of contrastive questions (as opposed to
questions used to gather information) were produced in NZE with a rising-
falling tune. What is interesting is that "the use of an early rise to mark
contrast... is nota typical contrastive question intonation" (ibid: 109), which is
dissimilar from American English contrastive questions (cf. Pierrehumbert and
Hirschberg 1990).
Other studies have shown that the location of the rise onset, which also
affects the pitch contour shape, distinguishes between a question rise and a
statement rise in NZE. Zwarlz and Warren 2003 (reported in more detail in
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Warren 2005a) carried out a perception experiment with this aim in mind.
Specifically, Zwartz and Warren (2003) adjusted the phrase-final rise onset
location produced by a male speaker and female speaker reading aloud one
utterance. There were two sets of temporal rise alignment adjustments made
on the source utterances. The first set of manipulations produced the gradient
stimuli, with five rise onset locations after the accent unit which rose from this
adjusted location directly onto the lP-Final target. The second set of
manipulations produced another five stimuli which had a "rise-and-plateau"
(Zwarlz and Warren 2003: 55) after the rise onset. For the plateau stimuli, the
pitch rose from the onset location and levelled out at the same height as the
lP-Final target and remained level until the lP-Final boundary target was
reached. The participants were provided with a reading dialogue illustrating
an example of an identical utterance being used as a question and a
statement. They were then played aloud the stimuli and asked to determine
whether the utterance was a statement or a question. The results showed
that early rises were more likely to be interpreted as questions whereas later
rises were more likely to be interpreted as statements. Zwartz and Warren
also found that the shape of the rise is important in distinguishing between
statement and question rises in NZE; "The main effect of continuum type
reflects the higher 'statement' response for the gradient stimuli [...] than for
the plateau stimuli" (Zwartzand Warren 2003: 59).
It is possible that there are a number of pitch contour shapes which
have a distinctive form-function relationship in NZE. At this point, however, it
is unclear which pitch contour shapes, if any, are distinctive to the phonology
of NZE intonation.
2.3.3. Pitch height
Finally, pitch height was shown to convey attitudinal, conversational and
grammatical meanings. Table 2.3 outlines the meanings associated with high
and low pitch.
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Pitch
Height
Attitudinal Conversational
cues
Sentence
Type
High Pitch Smallness,
submission,
nonthreat,
submission,
appeasement
High endings
continuation;
high beginnings =
new topics
Question
Low pitch Largeness, authority,
threat, intention to
prevail in a contest,
dominance, self-
sufficiencv
Low beginnings =
continuation of topic;
low endings =
speaker turn finality
Statement
Table 2.3. Meanings assocrbfed with pitch height
In order to convey meanings signalled by pitch height, speakers may adjust
several tonal features. For instance, speakers may adjust the height of the
pitch accent to convey the appropriate meaning, or the same speakers may
raise or lower the overall pitch register of the utterance. At this point, it is
unclear how NZE speakers employ pitch height variations to convey meanings
in their variety of English, as there have been no studies, to my knowledge,
which examine pitch height as a meaningful contributor in NZE intonation.
It may be the case that NZE speakers employ the heights of Ho/o
targets, for example, to differentiate between question rises and statement
rises whereby the former may be indicated with lower targets than the later.
Scholars have noted, however, that the HRT has been found to take various
forms. Warren and Britain (2000:154) note that "[d]espite the fact that HRTs
are relatively easily recognised, their physical realisations can vary
dramatically, corresponding to rises in fundamental frequency (F0) that may
be fess than 50Hz or more than 100H2, and stretching over a period of
speech that may be as small as a single syllable or greater than an entire
word (Britain and Newman 1992:4-8)". lt is currently unknown whether the
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height of the lP-Final H% target, in addition to the pitch height of other tonal
targets, differentiates meanings in NZE.
2.4. Research Questions
Two strands of research have been reviewed in the first two chapters. The
first strand reported in Chapter 1 concerns previous research on NZE
intonation. As noted by Warren (2005b: 345), New Zealand English is a
relatively under-studied variety of English. Nevertheless, there have been
several studies carried out, most of which have examined how social groups
within New Zealand produce different patterns of intonation. The second
strand (Chapter 2) concerns how meaning is conveyed with intonation. As
discussed above, scholars have traditionally assigned meanings to individual
pitch target height, as well as to overall pitch register, pitch range, pitch
movements and pitch trajectory. Taking these two strands together, it is clear
that there is still much scope for understanding how speakers of NZE use
intonation as a communicative device. ln order to further explore this
question, two questions are examined in this thesis. The first question
concerns the forms of NZE intonation; although there may be a number of
similar intonation patterns shared between language varieties, it is important
to determine which tonal features distinguish NZE intonation from the
intonation employed in other varieties of English. This question is specifically
examined in Chapters 3 and 4. Second, there have been few studies carried
out on the meaning of NZE intonation. lt is unclear, for instance, whether an
identical intonation pattern conveys identical meanings to those outlined for
other varieties of English. Given that previous research has exhibited
meaningful differences betvveen language varieties, it would be unwise to
assume that the semantic contrasts of one variety are realised in the same
way in a separate variety.
Therefore, this thesis explicitly examines the intonational forms of NZE
and the ways in which intonational contrasts are used to signal several
semantic contrasts in this NZ variety. Examining these research questions
naturally resulted in an examination of several phonological categories used
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to label the intonation of NZE. With these research questions in mind, the
following section outlines the findings from this thesis.
2.5. Summary of Findings
The results of this investigation are divided into five sections. In the first two
chapters, I explore the intonation use that defines New Zealand English. First,
I examined which tonal features are used to identify NZE intonation in
comparison to British English. Specifically, the results revealed:
o The lower the phrase-final low target (L%), the more likely the listener
is to interpret the intonation as indicative of NZE speech;
o The higher the phrase-final high target (H%), the more likely the
listener is to interpret the intonation as indicative of NZE speech; and
o Higher phrase-medial low values are perceived as more typical of NZE
than lower values.
Second, I explored how NZE speakers use pitch width within an intonation
phrase and the tonal composition they use on specified sentence types in a
reading passage. The findings were that:
o NZE speakers prefer a H*L-Lo/o on statements and an L"L-H% for
questions on a reading task which does not require conversational
cues;
o Tonal category, not sentence type, affects the pitch range produced by
NZE speakers; and
o Male and female NZE speakers produce similar relative pitch ranges to
one another.
In addition to defining the characteristic features of NZE intonation, I then
examined how intonation is used to contrast meaning in this language variety.
specifically, I examined how speakers contrasted 5 pairs of meanings. The
results indicated the following:
o NZE speakers prefer a high pitch accent (H.) rather than a low pitch
accent (L*), or a low pitch target followed by a high target (L+H") rather
than a high pitch accent (H") when conveying Emphasis, Concern and
an lmpressed attitude. Conversely, these same speakers prefer a L*
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rather than a H*, or a H* rather than a L+H* pitch accent to convey an
absence of Emphasis, and an Unconcerned and Unimpressed attitude;
o NzE speakers prefer a high lP-Final target (H%) to indicate
Continuation cues and Concern for the speaker whereas a low lP-Final
target (L%) was used to indicate Cessation cues and an absence of
Concern; and
o NZE speakers prefer higher L% targets to indicate a Submissive
refusal to an invitation whereas an Authoritative refusal to the same
invitation is indicated with lower L% targets.
In addition to the production experiment, I also employed perception
experiments in order to examine what tones are interpreted as meaningful by
NZE listeners. I first investigated whether the height of the lP-Final target
differentiates meaning in NZE. There findings were as foilows:
o one categorical boundary appears to exist at the lp-Final boundary,
evidenced by the finding that NZE listeners were more easily able to
distinguish pitch levels at the boundary when the direction of pitch
movement from H* to the lP-Final target was different (i.e. rising from a
H" onto an Ho/o or falling from a H* onto an L%);
o The level pitch movement from the H* to the boundary appears to be
categorised with the H% in NZE rather than with L% (e.g. H*H-L%), as
traditionally labelled using the ToBl framework;
o NZE listeners interpret greater degrees of confidence and insistence on
lower lP-Final targets than on higher lp-Final targets; and
o Higher targets within the range of Ho/o values are interpreted as
conveying greater degrees of liveliness, whereas all other lower
targets, including within the range of Ho/o and targets within L% were
interpreted as less lively.
Finally, I examined whether lP-Final targets and nuclear H* are markers of
discourse completeness in NZE. specifically, the findings werel
o The pitch accent and the lP-Final target are used to identify listener-
oriented turn cues;
o The lP-Final target is used to identify speaker-oriented turn-cues;
After the results are presented in this thesis, the overall assessment of NZE
intonational phonology is provided in Chapter 8. Specifically, this thesis
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shows that three tonal characteristics may
describe the intonational phonology of NZE:
accent and the boundary tone.
be necessary to accurately
the pitch accent, the phrase
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An experiment investigating tonal cues
intonation
Chapter 3
used to identify NZE
3.0. Chapter abstract
The aim of the experiment reported in this chapter was to investigate which
tonal cues are indicative of NZE intonation in comparison to BrE. Fourteen
potential tonal cues were chosen for manipulation. Results from a rating task
demonstrated that listeners used several tonal characteristics when
differentiating NZE from BrE. The principal cues were the relative height of
the final intonation phrase boundary target and the height of the phrase-
medial low values' Specifically, the lower of the two different values of a low
phrase boundary (L%)was interpreted as sounding more rike NZE; conversefy
if the final target was high (H%), the higher target was believed to sound more
like a NZE speaker. For phrase-medial low values (L), it was found that
higher L values indicated NZE. From these results, I conclude that native
NZE fisteners use several tonal cues, including the height of H%o, L% and L
values, when determining what makes NZE intonation distinctive from that ofBrE' This indicates that NZE listeners believe NZE speech is characterised
as having relatively high pitch values within an intonation phrase with marked
departures from this to extreme low L% or high H% phrase-final boundaries.
In order to determine whether the opinions of the participants about NZE
people in comparison to British English people influenced the results, these
same participants completed an attitude questionnaire. The results revealed
that there were no significant correlations between the participants, opinions
about the two speaker groups and their perception of which tonal cues are
"indicative" of NZE intonation.
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3.1. Introduction
A number of phonetic cues help us determine which variety an English
speaker is using. These include the phonetic realisations of different
segments, such as the use of a postvocalic lrl in car, as a marker (for
instance) of General American English in comparison to the English spoken in
many parts of New Zealand. There is also semantic variation of certain lexical
items; bush, for example, refers to a "native forest" in NZE and a "shrub" in
British English (BrE). ln addition, listeners may also use the intonational
pattern of a word or phrase, such as a rising terminal contour on a statement
which has been claimed to be used in NZE (Ainsworth 1994; Allan 1990;
Britain 1992; Warren and Britain 2000; see also Chapter 1) as well as other
varieties, rather than a falling tune, which has been claimed to be a "universal"
marker of declaratives (see Chapter 2).
Past research conducted on NZE intonation has shown several prosodic
features to be indicative of this variety. As discussed in Chapter 1, the most
noted feature is the High Rising Terminal Contour (HRT). Timing also
appears to be a factor; Ainsworth (1993) and Warren (1998, 1999) indicate
that there is a rhythmic distinction between NZE and BrE. Ainsworth
examined strong vs. weak vowel productions in function words, comparing
news readings from several radio stations. She found that MSori NZE news-
readers produced more full vowels than Pdkeha NZE newsreaders, who
produced more full vowels than BBC newsreaders. Warren (1999) confirmed
these findings in acoustic measurements of the same newsreader data.
The aim of the current experiment is to add to the studies discussed above
and in Chapter 1 and to serve as a starting point for future examinations,
looking at various features of intonation as possible factors which may be
indicative of NZE intonation. Using native speakers as expert judges, this
study examines explicitly fourteen different tonal cues which listeners might
use when distinguishing NZE intonation from the non-regional variety of BrE,
or RP (Section 3.2). The study also examines whether the perceptions of
such indicative tonal targets are related to listeners' opinions about NZE
people and BrE people (Section 3.3).
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3.2. Perception of Tonal Gues
3.2.'4. Materials
The source utterance used in this study was taken from an adult male speaker
of Southern British English. He was instructed to read aloud from a provided
script (Appendix Al ), "as naturally as possible" whilst being recorded onto a
Maxell 74 minidisk using a Sony MDS-J8930 minidisk recorder and a Sony
unidirectional microphone. A schematic representation of the recorded source
utterance is provided in Figure 3.1.
Time
PPt
0 0.16 0.32
't23
0.57 0.74
45
1.02
6
Figure 3,1. Schematic representation of source utterance (Time = sec.)
The speaker was recorded in a recording room in the Language Learning
Centre at Victoria University of Wellington.
The segmental makeup of an utterance invariably affects the F0 trace.
Voiceless obstruents, for instance, are not evident on the F0 trace due to the
absence of voicing whereas plosives cause the F0 trace to rise after the stop
is released. Such segmental effects often prove problematic for synthesising
speech though they are easily and unconsciously normalised by listeners'
perceptual system. The sonorant utterance Manny won in rummy was
selected as the base utterance for the experimental materials, in order to
avoid such complications. This utterance was digitised at a sampling rate of
16 kHz in mono. Using the signal processing system Praat (Boersma &
Weenink 1996), the source ufterance was stylised and six key pitch points
(PPt) were located as shown in Figure 3.1.
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To create male and female stimuli and thus allow a comparison of male
and female pitch levels, the Total Rescaling method (Ladd & Morton 1997), or
an up/down-scaling of all pitch points within the contour, was adopted. The six
pitch points from the source utterance were adjusted to one of two levels
using pitch point values as shown in Table 3.1. This produced two pitch levels
(PLs) reflecting the average values measured from ten male (3.98 ERB) and
ten female (5.83 ERB) NZE speakers reading aloud a story.
Pitch Points
Male
Female
3.80 4.52 3.90
5.69 6.41 5.78
3.84 4.15 3.11
5.73 6.04 4.99
Table 3.1. Source Pitch Points (in ERB) for 'male' and 'female' stimuli
The intonation of the source utterance was further manipulated in order to
assess which intonational variations may be used by listeners to identify NZE.
Since this is an exploratory experiment, a wide range of different tonal
characteristics was assessed. The factors examined can be described with
reference to the example pitch contour in Figure 3.1. The assessed potential
indicators are as follows: [1] high pitch accent values (pitch points 2 and 5), [2]
pitch range, [3] low pitch values between pitch accent peaks (pitch points 3
and 4), phrase-initial intonation phrase boundaries (pitch point 1), including [4]
low values, and [5] high values, phrase-final phrase boundaries (pitch point 6),
including [6] low values, and [7] high values, [8] pitch level, [9] number of
peaks, [10] peak alignment on earlier peaks (i.e. high peak occurring on the
first syllable of the utterance, at pitch point 2), [11] peak alignment on later
peaks (i.e. high peak occurring on the penultimate syllable in the utterance, at
pitch point 5). A final set of manipulations involve the relative steepness of the
pitch slope, or dynamism at three locations within the phrase: [12] dynamism
on the high phrase-final boundary (pitch point 6), [13] dynamism on the high
phrase-initial boundary (pitch point 1) and [14] dynamism on a high phrase-
internal target. The following paragraphs describe the manipulation of each of
these tonal characteristics.
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First, eight sets of manipulations involved setting pitch targets to high
(represented as H) or low (represented as r_) values, relative to the source
Pitch Points (PPts) indicated in Table 3.1. The range between these high and
low values was set at 1.25 ERB. As noted earlier, studies examining and
defining NZE intonation are relatively sparse. Due to this lack of information,
the two contrasting high and low values were not based on actual values used
by NZE speakers; they were selected according to what appeared natural to
the author, which was later confirmed by two native NZE speakers.
Specifically, the adjustments were as follows (illustrated in Figure 3.2).
First, the height of the H. targets were compared (Fig 3.2a). The two H*
targets (PPt 2 and PPt 5, Table 3.1) were adjusted to levels 0.25 ERB below
and 1.00 ERB above the source PPt values, creating low and high H. targets,
respectively. I also examined whether the values to which pitch is allowed to
fall between two peaks are used as indicators of NZE; thus L values at PPt 3
and PPt 4 were lowered by 0.75 ERB or raised by 0.50 ERB to create low and
high L values (Fig 3.2b). The height of the final boundary target was also
assessed as a possible determiner of NZE (PPt 6 in Fig 3.1). A final boundary
tone can be either L or H. The low final boundary tone (L%) was set to 0.75
ERB below or 0.50 ERB above the source PPt values, creating a low Lo/o 
"nd
a high L% (Fig 3.2c). ln addition, the relative height of a high final boundary
tone was assessed (Fig 3.2d) by setting the boundary tone (now designated
H%) to 1.50 ERB or 2.75 ERB above the source value, creating a low and a
high H%, respectively. Similar to the phrase-final boundary, the height of the
phrase-initial boundary target (PPt 1 in Fig 3.1) was examined as a possible
factor. A low phrase-initial boundary (%L) was adjusted to one of two values
relative to the source PPt: creating a high and low %L: the PPt was set 0.25
ERB above and 1.0 ERB below the source PPt 1, respectively (Fig 3.2e). An
initial high boundary tone (%H) was set at 0.75 and 2.00 ERB above the
source PPt 1, creating both a relatively low and a high %H (Fig 3.2t).
Adjusting the heights of tonal values inevitably affects the mean F0 over
the utterance as a whole. Therefore, I also examined explicitly how pitch level
affects judgments of the stimuli as being perceived as NZE or BrE (Fig 3.29).
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Pitch levels were adjusted either to a low level by lowering all PPts by 0.625
ERB or to a high level by raising the PPts values 0.625 ERB above the source
PPts. The resulting average PLs for'males' and 'females'were 3.35 and 5.23
ERB for PL;, and 4.57 and 6.48 ERB for PLH, respectively.
Pitch range may also be an intonational feature which listeners use when
identifying NZE. Effects of pitch range can be explored while keeping pitch
level (relatively) constant if high and low values are adjusted around a
midpoint. The high and low values were raised and lowered, respectively, by
0.625 ERB from the source utterance PPts, creating a wide range (Figure
3.2h). lt was determined by the experimenter that further raising and lowering
of both low and high values, respectively, made pitch movements difficult to
hear. Therefore, high and low values in the source utterance were not
adjusted for a narrow range in order to maintain perceivable pitch movement
in the contour.
In addition to adjusting PPt values, the timing of pitch movements and the
number of peaks were also manipulated. Previous studies have suggested
that alignment of the pitch movement may affect the meaning of an utterance.
One characterization of the difference between a fall and a rise fall is as a
delay in the peak of a nuclear pitch accent, conveying non-routineness
(Gussenhoven 1983, Chapter 2). Similarly a delayed pitch movement on a
rise, contrasting an early rise and a late rise, may indicate whether a rising
phrase final contour is interpreted as a statement or a question (Zwartz and
Warren 2003, Warren 2005). In the current study, peak alignment was also
assessed as to whether the NZE variety of English is distinguishable from BrE
according to the alignment of tonal material with the text. In an attempt to
make variations in peak alignment easier to perceive, the original pitch
movement positions (Figure 3.1) were adjusted for each manipulation (c.f. Fig
3.2i and 3.2j). The location of each PPt is described here in terms of how
many seconds they occur after the onset of the source utterance voicing (0
seconds).
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Figure 3.2. Schematic representations of the 14 manipulations pertormed on the Pitch Points
(PPt) in the source utterance (c.f. Figure 3.1) and used in the experiment.
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Peak alignment was assessed in two locations. First, the F0 peak
occurring early in the phrase was examined (Fig 3.2i). Specifically on the first
vowel in the utterance Manny (PPt 2, Figure 3.1 ), the F0 peak was adjusted to
either the onset of the vowel, located at 0,06 sec after the voicing onset of the
utterance, or the end of the vowel, found at 0.16 sec after the voicing onset.
The F0 peak occurring later in the lP, specifically on the first vowel of the
utterance rummy (PPt 5, Figure 3.1), was also assessed (Fig 3.2j); the peak
was aligned to the onset of the vowel, located at 0.76 sec. after the onset of
voicing of the utterance, or at the end of the vowel, found at 0.83 sec. In total,
the manipulation of peak alignment created 4 separate stimuli.
The number of pitch movements in an intonational phrase may also be a
tonal feature distinguishing NZE and BrE. For example, if more contrasting
high and low targets are produced in an utterance, the utterance may appear
to be more dynamic and musical than an utterance with fewer contrasting
targets. In order to assess such an assumption, the incidences of peaks were
examined as a possible indicator of NZE (Fig 3.2k). Accordingly, the lP was
manipulated to include either one or three pitch peaks. First, one F0 peak
was created by lowering the first high value (PPt 2) to the following low value
(PPt 3), which reduced the number of H* targets from two in the source to
one. Relative to the source PPts given in Table 3.1, an utterance with three
high pitch peaks was established by creating an additional high peak located
in between PPt3 and PPt 4, specifically situated at 0.45 sec. The natural
effects of declination (the progressive lowering of a sequence of high values
that results from reduction in subglottal air pressure over a breath unit) were
considered when determining the height of this further high peak; therefore
the height of this peak was set to a value half-way between the two original H*
values given in Table 3.1 (PPt 2 and PPt 5), creating a progressive lowering
effect across the three peaks.
Dynamic pitch has been noted as a marker of social dialects, in particular
women's speech (Austin 1965; Brend 1975; Ainsworth 2003; Daly and Warren
2001;Warren and Daly 2005) and homosexual male speech (Barrett 1997).
In the current study, pitch dynamism is examined as a possible distinguishing
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feature of NZE. Dynamism at three locations within the phrase was
examined, including phrase-initial, phrase-internal and phrase-final locations
(Figures 3.2|, 3.2m and 3.2n, respectively). ln an attempt to make variations
in dynamism greater and subsequently easier to perceive, the original pitch
movement positions (Figure 3.1) were adjusted for each manipulation and PPt
locations different from Table 3.1 were adopted. Two PPt ERB values were
used for all high and low targets in assessing dynamism. Specifically, the
height of any high target PPt was set Io 4.52 and 6.41 ERB for male and
female speakers, respectively, and the height of any low target PPt was set to
3.80 and 5.69 ERB for male and female speakers. The location of each PPt is
explained here as seconds after the onset of the utterance voicing (0
seconds).
To assess dynamism at lP-initial position (Fig 3.21), three PPts were used;
the first PPt (high target) was set at 0 sec., followed by a low target producing
either a more dynamic pitch movement (the target was at 0.3 sec.) or a less
dynamic pitch movement (the target was at 1.0 sec.), which was trailed by a
finaf low target located at 1.02 sec. Three PPts were also use to create more
and less dynamic stimuli at phrase-final locations (Fig 3.2n); the first PPt (low
target) was set at 0 sec., the second low target was set to create either a less
dynamic pitch movement (starting at 0.02 sec.) or a more dynamic pitch
movement (starting at 0.72 sec.) and the final high target was set at 1.02 sec.
For more and less dynamic pitch movements at lP-internal position, five PPts
were used (Fig 3.2m). For a less dynamic H*, two low targets, located at 0
sec. and 0.09 sec. (respectively), were followed by a high target set at 0.49
sec., and two low targets located at 0.89 sec. and 1.02 sec. after the onset of
the utterance. As a contrast with the less dynamic H*, € more dynamic H*
was created: two low targets, located at 0 sec. and 0.39 sec., were followed
by the high target (again located at 0.49 sec), and two low targets set at 0.59
sec. and 1.02 sec. Collectively, dynamism was assessed as relatively more
dynamic and less dynamic in three locations within an lP, including phrase-
final, phrase-initial and phrase internal.
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Each of the 14 manipulation types shown in Figure 3.2 has two values,
giving 28 stimuli for each of the two voices (male and female), creating 56
stimuli in all. Two native NZE speakers listened to each manipulation and
confirmed that they created "natural" sounding utterances. A Low-Pass Filter
(LPF) was used on the manipulated stimuli using Cool Edit (cut-off frequency
110 Hz, filter order 3.5). The LPF was used to mask any British English
production of segmentals in the source utterance, which may hinder the
interpretation of any stimulus as "NZE-like". The filter used in the current
experiment was previously used in an experiment by Rietveld and Vermillion
(2001 & 2003), who confirmed that listeners are able to distinguish the height
of the H values at the different pitch levels associated with male and female
voices.a After filtering, the stimuli were amplified by 500%, to ensure the pitch
information was audible.
The "female" and "male" stimuli were randomised separately; separating
the sexes and indicating the sex of the speaker at the top of each answer
sheet ensures that the listeners are rating the appropriate sex (in case they
perceive a different sex than that one intended). One half of the completed
recordings had "female" speakers played first while the other played "male"
speakers first. Prior to every fifth stimuli, a 0.5 second beep was inserted in
order for the participants to determine whether they were keeping pace with
the recording. Each stimulus was separated by an interval of 3.5 seconds.
The first five stimuli were played a second time within the experiment and the
answers given for the first set were discarded from the included data; this was
done to discount erroneous answers often made at the beginning of
experiments. In total, the experiment extended over a period of approximately
9 minutes, plus a 5-minute introduction.
3.2.2. Participants
56 participants took part in this experiment on a voluntary basis. A
questionnaire was used to determine social variation amongst the participants
' Although the filter has a "cut-off' of I l0Hz. the slope of a filter used ensures that pitch-relevant
information above the cut-off frequency, including the range for fernale voices, is still present.
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(Appendix A4). The data provided by 30 native NZE speakers were included
in this experiment. Participants' datasheets were discarded if they were not a
native NZE speaker (5). In addition, data were not included if the participant
did not complete both this experiment and a related attitude experiment
(Section 3.3). Six participants in the selected group were male and the other
twenty-four were female. All were students at Victoria University of
Wellington. 27 of the selected group were aged between 18-22 years and
three were 23-29 years old. None of the listeners had any known hearing
impairments.
3.2.3. Procedure
Participants were told that they would hear a number of speakers saying one
sentence, which was played over a loudspeaker. The participants were told to
mark on a given scale "how much the speaker sounds like a New Zealand
English speaker" with the left side of the scale indicating that "the speaker
does not sound like a NZE speaker" and the right side of the scale indicating
that "the speaker sounds very much like a NZE speaker" (see Appendix A3).
To assess the listeners' responses, I used a Magnitude Estimation Scale.
This was provided by a 100mm line on the answer sheets, between the two
labels for the scale ends. This type of scale does not assume equal intervals
of perception (Zraick and Liss 2000). The listeners were asked to mark on the
line their impressions of each stimulus. The introduction to the experiment,
which was read aloud by the author, identified the variety of NZE that I was
investigating. Specifically, the listeners were asked to identify a variety of
NZE that is spoken by Pdkehd speakers with a 3-year University degree and
from the Wellington area. I asked them to compare this variety to one other
variety of English (the "standard variety of British English" or RP) in order to
give all of the listeners a similar comparative model. That is to say, I wanted
the listeners to indicate what makes NZE distinct from one specific variety
rather than having different listeners judging NZE against different comparison
varieties. I avoided indicating a specific city or town for the BrE comparator in
the introduction, as listeners may know a person from this place who may
speak a different variety from the one which I am attempting to locate. The
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listeners were provided with samples of speech from a SBrE speaker
(educated speaker from South England) and a NZE speaker (educated
speaker from Wellington, NZ) in order to illustrate the varieties of English I
was referring to (Appendix 41b). Both samples of speech were taken from
female speakers, however speech from neither one was used as source data
for this experiment. These example speech samples were not altered or
filtered in any way, as I wished to indicate clear examples of both varieties of
English.
The introduction was also used to provide motivation for the listeners, by
telling them that I wanted to determine what a NZE accent is so that I could
synthesise a realistic sounding NZE accent on the computer. The participants
were told that each utterance had been read aloud by one of two RP British
English speakers: one male and one female. The purpose of using RP
speakers, rather than NZE speakers was to reduce the danger of all stimuli
being regarded as having a "NZE accent", which might have resulted had I
said they had been derived from the speech of a NZE speaker. By using a
British speaker as our source utterance rather than a speaker of some other
variety, I am also priming a comparison to be made between NZE and BrE,
which is the comparative aim of this experiment. The participants were also
told that each utterance was then put onto a computer and changed in some
way. Their task was to determine which of these manipulated stimuli sounded
like a NZE speaker and which did not.
3.2.4. Scoring
Scores were measured to the nearest whole millimetre from the 100mm
response scale. Measurements were taken as the centre point on any marks
which were a millimetre or so wide. Scores could range from 0 (for "not at all
like a NZE speaker") to 100 (for "very much like a NZE speake/'). The
answers (marks along the given lines) were measured again before the
statistical analyses were carried out in order to ensure their reliability. These
scores were then entered as the dependent variable into separate ANOVAS,
or Analyses of Variance (repeated measures design, Huyhn-Feldt corrected)
for each pair of stimuli (as determined by the manipulations listed above, e.g.
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the HH and H1 versions of the H" height manipulation formed one such pair).
ln each case the independent variables were the two within-item factors: Sex
of Voice (2 levels: male and female, based on the initial manipulation of pitch
level of the source utterance, as indicated in Table 3.1)and Manipulation (2
levels: high and low, as described in the Method section for each
manipulation).
Note also that there are three points of comparison that involve similar
manipulations. Two contrasting pairs are manipulations at the same location
within the phrase; they are the phrase-initial boundary (high and low values of
%L and %H) and the phrase-final boundary (high and low values of L% and
HTo). Another contrasting pair is a mirrored change in pitch movement at two
opposite ends of the phrase, specifically pitch dynamism at %H and H% (less
and more dynamic pitch movements on %H and H%). For each of these
points of comparison an additional three-way ANOVA (Huyhn-Feldt corrected)
was carried out, with Sex of Voice (2 levels), Manipulation (2 levels) and Tune
(2 levels). Specifically, the two compared levels of Tune were L vs. H for the
initial and final boundary and %H and H% for pitch dynamism. lt should be
noted that statistics were not performed repeatedly on all of the responses.
Specifically, statistics were performed first on the contrasted pairs (once per
pair), and secondly on three a priori, or planned comparisons.
3.2.5. Results
When analysing the fourteen separate phonetic variables, two factors turned
out to have a significant effect on the 'NZE-like' score: H% values and L
values. Of these two sets of results, those for the height of the L values (Fr,eg
= 5.489, p = 0.026) showed the larger effect size (q2 = 0.053). Comparing the
values for the low and high L values, the response averages were 36.75 and
44.82 respectively (on a scale from 0 to 100), illustrating that the listeners, on
average, believed that higher L values are more indicative of NZE than lower
L values (see Figure 3.3). The second largest effect size (r12 = 0.013) was the
height of the H% values (Fr,ze = 5.075, p = 0.032), illustrating a response
average of 41.73 for low H% and 52.27 for high H% (Figure 3.4). In other
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words, the higher the H% values, the more likely the listener would be to
interpret the speaker as a NZE speaker.
Low L value High L value
Figure 3.3. Mean scorcs for low and high L values (higher score = more NZE-like)
Low H% High H%
Figure 3.4. Mean scorcs for low and high H% values (higher score = more NZE-like)
In the three separate "contrasting pairs" comparisons, there was one
significant interaction, which involved Tune and Manipulation for phrase final
targets, with an effect size of n2 = 0.043 (Ft2e= 6.190, p = 0.019, see Figure
3.5). As shown in Figure 3.5, listeners were more likely to believe the
stimulus sounded like one from a NZE speaker if the phrase final low target
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(L%) was
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lower and conversely, if the phrase final high target (H%) was
it-ow vatue i
I
tr High value
H%
Figure 3.5. Mean scores for low and high L% and H%o values (higher score = more NZE-like)
3.3. Attitude Assessment
Participants' interpretations of which tonal cues are indicative of NZE may
have been influenced by their attitudes about NZE and BrE speakers. That
is, the results presented above may not accurately illustrate which tonal cues
are indicative of NZE but may instead reflect the intonational meanings which
were expected to be conveyed by NZE speakers. For example, listeners
may interpret higher phrase-medial values as indicative of NZE if they expect
NZE speakers to be more lively than RP speakers, as variation in the height
of such tonal targets may correlate positively, for example, with the degree of
perceived "liveliness" in this variety of English. lt was for this reason that the
participants who took part in the above listening task were also asked to take
part in an attitude assessment task, so that we could determine whether there
is a relationship between the three tonal features found to be indicative of
NZE and participants' opinions about the two speaker groups (New Zealand
people and British people).
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3.3.1. Materials
A questionnaire was used to assess the same NZ listeners' attitudes about
NZE speakers with regards to sixteen attributes. As an exploratory
experiment, a range of possible attitudinal factors was examined, each of
which has been claimed to be conveyed by pitch. Chapter 2 reviewed a
number of such meanings. The factors assessed here are as follows: [1]
Lively (O'Connor and Arnold 1961: 40, 71), [2] Dull (O'Connor and Arnold
1961:79), [3] Encouraging (O'Connor and Arnold 1961:70), [4] Gloomy, or
"morose" (Addington 1968: 495), [5] Resentful (O'Connor and Arnold 1961:
68, 70), [6] Appreciative (O'Connor and Arnold 1961: 701, l7l Apologetic
(O'Connor and Arnold 1961 : 249), [8] Strong willed (Addington 1968:495), [9]
Confident (Ohala 1983:341; O'Connor and Arnold 1961: 193), [10] Self-
doubting, or "questioning" (O'Connor and Arnold 1961: 210), [11] Dominant
(Ohala 1994:341 ), 1121 Submissive (Ohala 1994:341 ), t13l Threatening
(Ohafa 1994:341), [14] Welcoming, or "desirous of goodwill" (Ohala 1994:
341), [15] Insistent (O'Connor and Arnold 1961: 92), and [16] Compliant, or
"Servile" (Addington 1968: 495).
To assess the listeners'attitudes about NZE speakers in relation to BrE
speakers, I used a Magnitude Estimation Scale. This was provided by a
100mm line on the answer sheets (see Appendix A5). The listeners were
asked to use this scale in their assessment of both males and females, as
follows. The participants were told to mark their beliefs on a given scale, with
each scale measuring a different attitude (listed above). Specifically, the left
side of the scale indicated that "Kiwi men are not more [attitude] than British
men", the right side of the scale indicated that "Kiwi men are much more
[attitude] than British men" and the mid-point denoted "Kiwi men are
somewhat more [attitude] than British men". For comparability, an attempt
was made to keep the attitude assessment scales, which were used here,
similar to the scales used determine the distinguishing features of NZE
intonation (Section 3.2). I also wanted to avoid assessing two separate
meanings on one scale, such as a polar-adjective scale contrasting
Submission and Dominance, which may not accurately describe the
participants'feelings about the speaker groups with regards to both meanings.
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Therefore, rather than being presented as polar-adjective scales (e.g.
contrasting Dominant and Submissive on the one scale), each scale
contrasted degrees of one individual meaning, with the left side of the scales
indicating a lack of the assessed characteristic (e.9. the "not more Dominant
than British men") and the right side of the scales indicating very much of the
assessed characteristic (e.9., for the same example "much more Dominant
than British men"). This scale, however, failed to assess "less than" the
assessed characteristic on the given scale. Although keeping the scales
similar in the first (section 3.2) and second (section 3.3) experiment was
important for comparability (i.e. both scales contrast "not more than" with "very
much more/like"), it may be possible that assessing "less than" on the scale
would have provided different results.
The same attitude assessment scales, with appropriate changes in the
wording of "men" to "women", were used to assess attitudes about New
Zealand women in comparison to British women. Thus the attitude
assessment included 32 attitude scales (16 attitudes for both sexes).
3.3.2. Procedure
The questionnaire was provided to the participants with a delay of one week
after the tonal cues experiment (Section 3.2) in order to avoid the possible
effects of one experiment influencing the results of another. An introduction
was provided, which was read aloud by the author, and which identified the
groups of speakers under investigation. Just as above (see Section 3.2.3),
the participants were asked to indicate their impressions of NZE speakers
(Pakeh6 speakers with a 3-year university degree and from the Wellington
area) in comparison to BrE speakers (university educated and from the south
of England).
3.3.3. Participants
The same participants completed the Attitude questionnaire as those who
took part in the tonal cues experiment reported above (see Section 3.2.2).
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3.3.4. Scoring
Scores were measured to the nearest whole millimetre from the 100mm
response scale. Measurements were taken as the centre point on any marks
which were a millimetre or so wide. Scores could range from 0 (for "not more
[attitude]") to 100 (for "much more [attitude]"). The measurements were
reassessed before the statistical analyses were carried out in order to ensure
their reliability. A Bivariate Correlation analysis was carried out for each sex
(male and female) looking for correlations of each of the three tonal cues
which were found to be indicative of NZE (high phrase-medial L, high H% and
low L%) with each of the sixteen meanings assessed in the questionnaires.
The significance level was adjusted to account for the number of statistical
tests carried out on the data; thus, in order to obtain a significance level of
0.05, I used the Bonferroni correction (Rice 1995:323-324) and tested each
hypothesis test at a level of 0.05 divided by the number of tests (48). Thus
the significance level was set at 0.001.
3.3.5. Results
There were no significant correlations found between the 16 attitudes and any
of the three tonal cues (i.e. low L value, high H% and low Loh) for either
speaker sex (male and female). The results suggest that the assessed
attitudes were not related to the listeners' interpretations of which tonal cues
are indicative of NZE, at least when using the sixteen scales used here.
3.4. Discussion and Conclusions
From these results, I conclude that native NZE listeners use several tonal
cues, including the heights of H7o, L% and L values when determining NZE as
distinctive from BrE. Specifically, a higher value for a high final boundary
target (H%) was more characteristic of a NZE speaker. In addition, the lower
value for a final low boundary target (L%) was interpreted as sounding more
like NZE. These two results may be due to the rate of change at lP-Final
positions; the steepness of the F0 change is greater the higher the H% and
the lower the L%. However, pitch dynamism as measured separately (see
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Figures 3.21, 3.2m and 3.2n) was found not to be a significant factor in this
experiment.
The results may also be illustrating that pitch range may be a factor. That
is, rather than the steepness of the pitch change, the important factor may be
the pitch span of the final target, which is considerably larger for lower L% and
higher H% than the alternatives. However, pitch range was examined as a
possible main effect in this experiment by adjusting all of the pitch values in
the phrase to either a wide or a narrow position. The results indicated that
global pitch range was not used by listeners as a distinguishing feature of
NZE. Second, the height of the phrase-medial low values (L) was also a
significant factor; higher L values were found to indicate NZE. As evident in
Figure 3.2b, higher L values illustrate a more shallow pitch movement within
the phrase. The two results show that a wide global pitch range and a wide
pitch range within the phrase are not indicative of NZE. However, these
results don't nullify the possibility that localised pitch range is a factor. lt may
be that the two contrasting variables, specifically wide and narrow pitch range,
are bound to the location within a phrase; although wide pitch movements at
phrase-final locations were found to be indicative of a NZE speaker, within the
phrase high L values and subsequent narrow movements were the expected
norm.
It should also be noted that the method used in this experiment may have
unduly influenced the results. As noted in the method section (3.2.1), the two
contrasted values selected for the manipulated test stimuli were not based on
actual values commonly reached by NZE speakers. Rather, these values
were selected according to what appeared natural to the author. As a result,
specific features used to distinguish NZE intonation, such as a wider pitch
range than that created, would not have been tested. Examining intonation
features using numerous successive steps rather than two contrasting
variables may illustrate other features which are used to indicate NZE
intonation. In addition, investigating how speakers produce pitch range
(Chapter 4) rather than using a perception experiment may prove useful to
further explore the findings reported here.
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Nonetheless, the results illustrate which features of intonation native NZE
speakers believe to be indicative of NZE, when contrasted with BrE.
Examining these intonation features further may prove beneficial to the
understanding of NZE intonation and the meanings conveyed by such use. In
order to assess the validity of these perceptions, it would be necessary to
compare BrE and NZE intonation use, specifically examining whether NZE
speakers realise narrow pitch ranges within the phrase and wider pitch
movements onto the lP-Final boundary targets. Further examination of the
features which speakers believe are indicative of their variety may also be
valuable in understanding the perceived meanings of intonation, investigating
specifically what is interpreted by such use of intonation. Such research
questions are examined further in Chapters 6 and 7.
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Chapter 4
NZE intonation patterns in read-aloud speech
4.0. Chapter abstract
The aim of the experiment reported in this chapter was to examine the forms
of NZE intonation in order to better describe the characteristic properties of
this language variety's tonal use. The speech data for this analysis were
taken from a reading task completed by 30 speakers. For each speaker, I
examined the same set of 12 intonation phrases within the reading passage in
order to further explore the nature of nuclear accents and boundary targets in
NZE. In the first analysis, I examined the preferential use of tonal composition
for two examined utterance types: NZE speakers preferred an H*L-L% on
statements and an L.L-H% for both wh-questions and questions without the
lexical question marker (e.9. wh). ln the second analysis, I explored the pitch
range produced by NZE speakers on the nuclear pitch movement, comparing
7 different tonal compositions and 2 sentence types. This was done in order
to determine whether NZE may be characterised not only by localised
features of pitch range, as shown in Chapter 3, but also by pitch range
features that might be specific to sentence type or to tonal composition. The
results of the pitch range analysis revealed that tonal composition, not
sentence type, was a significant factor. Finally, this chapter also presents
average pitch level results for male and female speakers in order to better
describe the form of NZE intonation.
4.1. Introduction
The two principal characteristics of NZE intonation demonstrated in Chapter 3,
namely higher medial L values and more extreme final L% and H% values,
reflect two independent observations made about NZE intonation. On the one
hand, Bauer (1994: 391) makes the general claim that NZE is "generally
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speaking rather flat", which is compatible with the experimental observation in
Chapter 3 that higher medial L values and subsequently a narrower pitch
width was used within the phrase. on the other hand, Warren and Daly
(2005: 233) make a more specific claim that "...the extent of pitch movement
is considerably larger for NZE speakers [than for either Cambridge or Leeds]"
on the nuclear pitch movement, which is reflected in the finding in Chapter 3
that more extreme L% and H% values and consequently a wider pitch range
at the end of a phrase were more indicative of NZE.
The results paint a general picture of NZE intonation (as interpreted by
NZE listeners) as having narrower pitch movements within the phrase and
wider pitch movements onto the boundary tone. However, the results
presented in Chapter 3 fail to describe the specific forms which make up NZE
intonation. For instance, we do not know the preferential use of tonal
structure which may characterise this variety of English. This question is
especially important when previous results are considered which have found
that speakers of different varieties of English produce distinctive forms of
intonation on separate sentence types (e.g. statement vs. question).
As noted in Chapter 2, Grabe, Kochanski and Coleman (2005) have
shown that a variety of intonation patterns may be used by speakers of
Cambridge, Newcastle and Belfast English on different sentence types.
However, they also note that there are clear preferences in each of these
three varieties of English for specific tonal patterns on a specified type of
sentence. They found that a high pitch accent followed by a low boundary
target is the preferred nuclear pattern for wh- questions and statements
amongst Cambridge and Newcastle English speakers but that a low pitch
accent followed by a high boundary target is preferred by Belfast English
speakers. For echo questions, they found that Belfast and Newcastle English
speakers preferred a low pitch accent followed by a high boundary target
whereas a low pitch accent followed by an extended high boundary target was
the preferred nuclear pattern in Cambridge English.
To date, we do not know the preferential use of intonation for specific
sentence types in NZE. Given that research has established some ditferent
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preferential use of intonation for sentence types between varieties of English,
it would be unwise to assume that NZE is similar to any one other variety.
Thus the first aim of the experiment reported here is to examine the
preferential forms of intonation produced at the nuclear location by NZE
speakers.
In addition to the preferential use of certain intonational forms on
specific sentence types, the pitch range produced on these linguistic features
(tonal composition and sentence type) may also be a characteristic feature of
NZE intonation. As noted above, a wide pitch movement from the final pitch
accent onto the boundary tone is indicative of NZE. lt may also be the case
that NZE speakers use the size of the pitch movement to distinguish, for
example, questions and statements. For instance, if it is the case that
speakers produce the same tonal pattern (e.9. a high pitch accent followed by
a low boundary tone) on both statements and questions, they may
nevertheless distinguish these two sentence types by differences in the width
of the pitch movement. lf this turns out to be the case, then a fuller
description of pitch range effects in NZE should include reference not only to
the location of such effects within the phrase but also to the sentence type.
Previous research has illustrated that sentence type influences the rise
onset location on phrase-final rising intonation. As noted in Chapter 1, there
have been several studies examining how rises are produced differently in
questions and statements in NZE. For instance, Zwatlz and Warren (2003)
carried out a perception experiment in which they examined the phrase-final
rise onset location on a set of gradient stimuli and another set of "rise-and-
plateau" stimuli (Zwartz and Warren 2003: 55). The results showed that the
shape of the rise is important and that, in general, listeners were more likely to
interpret early rises as questions and later rises as statements. Similar
findings were reported in a separate analysis of connected speech; one
finding presented by Warren and Daly (2005) was that both men and women
start their question rises earlier than their statement rises.
Other than rise onset location, Daly and Warren (2001) found that
speakers produced significantly more dynamic pitch movements on phrase-
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final rising pitch movements on questions than statements. We do not
currently know if other tonal features on different pitch movements (e.9.
phrase-final falling pitch movements) are used to differentiate between
sentence types in NZE. Pitch range may contribute to such distinctions. lt is
also possible that NZE speakers produce characteristic pitch ranges on
different tonal structures; for instance, NZE speakers may produce
significantly wider pitch ranges on H.L-L% in comparison to L.H-H%. lt is
unclear at this point whether pitch range is important in differentiating
sentence type in NZE or whether it is used differently on specific tonal
structures in this language variety. Such features may illustrate further
characteristic properties of NZE intonation.
In sum, the overall aim of this chapter is to add further detail to the
description of the forms of NZE intonation started in Chapter 3. First, I
examine the preferential use of intonation at the nuclear location for
statements and questions. Next, I examine whether or not NZE may be
characterised by pitch range which is specific to either the sentence type or
the tonal composition of an utterance. In order to better define NZE
intonation, I also present the average pitch levels produced by NZE men and
women.
4.2. Methodology
4.2.1. Materials
The data reported here are taken from a reading task, in which a paragraph
was read aloud by participants. lt should be noted here that the material was
not designed specifically for each of the research questions set out in this
chapter. The monologue used here was originally intended to elicit the
speakers' average F0 for the benefit of future examinations. A paragraph was
read aloud rather than a word or sentence in order to minimise the effects of
tonal composition which may affect the average pitch level in shorter
utterances. In addition, different punctuation marks were used to elicit
different tonal structures; full stops and question marks were used to elicit
statement and question intonation (respectively) and commas were placed
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within a number of sentences in order to initiate a sentence medial phrase
break and possibly another intonation. Although it was believed at the time of
carrying out this experiment that the punctuation marks would elicit the
desired sentence types, it may have been better to ask each participant if the
punctuation was successful in eliciting the different types of sentences.
For the current analysis, the monologue also provided the materials
used to examine preferential tonal use and pitch range. Additional materials
were not developed for these additional experimental aims for two reasons.
First, tonal features other than those examined in Chapter 3, such as a wider
pitch range than that created, could not be explored due to the controlled
nature of the experiment. ln the current experiment, I did not want to define
more specific investigative aims and subsequently more controlled
experiments before analysing several other tonal features produced by NZE
speakers in speech. Thus the current experiment is exploratory. Further
controlled experiments were carried out later and reported in Chapters 5, 6
and 7.
Second, the read-aloud paragraph was deemed appropriate for the
current analysis. First, the materials were designed to elicit two sentence
types, namely question and statements, and as such, the materials could be
used to address the additional research questions in this chapter. ln addition,
using a paragraph within a reading task, such as that used here, rather than
sentence lists was preferred in order to control for variation in the participants'
interpretations of the utterances. Such evidence was provided by Cauldwell
(1999) who demonstrated how context can change the interpretation of an
utterance. Specifically, he showed how speakers' interpretations of an
identical utterance can change from "irritated/angry" to "not irritated/angry"
when additional information was provided, such as surrounding utterances
and the speakers' relationship with one another. Similar observations have
been noted by others (Cruttenden 1997; Vermillion 2000). In the current
analysis, the utterances are in the context of a conversation rather than a list
of unrelated sentences. Additional context was provided in the form of the
participant's discourse partner, who the participant was told to imagine was
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the person that they are in a relationship with.s Finally, using the read
paragraph rather than using spontaneous speech minimises the effects of
lexical and syntactic variation of the utterances whilst also controlling for the
segmental effects on the F0 trace. lt should be noted, however, that the
results from this reading task may illustrate how intonation is used on read
aloud utterance types rather than that produced in a genuine question or
statement in a dialogue.
The monologue incorporated 12 sentences, varying in length and
structure. There were 7 statements, which were prompted with a full stop ('.'),
and 5 questions, which were indicated by a question mark ('?'). As noted
above, the intention of the commas was to initiate phrase-medial breaks. The
monologue is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
George was sweet, you know? He had that thing. What is that
thing where you, fall asleep in the middle of a sentence?
You know? What is it? Narcolepsy. Right. So anyway, George,
uh, went to the union to get his free turkey, because the union
always gives George this free turkey at Christmas time.
Because he was shell-shocked. You know what I mean?
In the first world war. So anyway, George was standing in line,
getting his free turkey, but the thing is, he falls asleep
and never wakes up.
Figure 4.1 Reading task used to investigate pitch range
4.2.2. Participants
The data used in this production study consist of recordings of 30 students
from Victoria University of Wellington. Social variation between the
participants, which has been found to be a factor influencing linguistic
variation, was assessed using a questionnaire (Appendix B2). Thirteen
participants in the selected group were male and the other seventeen were
5 lt was believed at the time of preparing the experiment that an imaginary discourse partner
would be sufficient in providing context. lt may be better to have a person present in the room
during the experiment or to have recorded a dialogue between two people to elicit a more
naturalspeech style.
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female. All speakers were full{ime University students, with an average age
of 21 .2 years, in a range of 18-29 years. There were not enough speakers to
justify an analysis of age as a social factor; with 25 speakers within the age
range of 18-22 years and 5 older speakers (23-29 years). All listeners were
either Pdkehd (New Zealander of European descent) or mostly Pdkehd with
some Mdori ethnicity. All of the participants claimed to be native New Zealand
English speakers, and none reported having any known hearing impairments.
Speech impediments were not heard in any of the speakers who were
included in this experiment. The analyses to be reported below examined
speaker sex as the only between-subject factor, as participants were within a
narrow range of other social categories.
4.2.3. Procedure
The recording session started with an introduction (Appendix B3), which was
prerecorded by the author onto a Sony Prism 74 minidisk using a MDS-J890
minidisk recorder and AKG D19DCS unidirectional microphone. The
introduction was played aloud to each participant and served to reduce
possible contextual variation, such as the relationship between the speaking
partners. Specifically, the paragraph was introduced as a monologue in which
one speaker was telling a story to their discourse partner, who they were in a
relationship with. The participants were first instructed to read the paragraph
silently in order to become familiar with the text. They then read the
paragraph aloud from a 125 x 75 mm index card, as "naturally as possible" as
if "you were speaking to your partner" whilst being recorded using the same
equipment as described above. Each experiment was conducted individually
in a quiet room in the Language Learning Centre at Victoria University of
Wellington.
The recording ended with an opportunity for speakers to ask questions
and to provide feedback about the task. ln this feedback session, the
participants were asked whether or not they were familiar with the monologue.
As the monologue was taken from an American movie, I wanted to ensure
that they were not "acting" American. No participants noted any familiarity
with the monologue.
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4.2.4. Analysis
The recorded speech material was later resampled using Praat (Boersma and
Weenink 1996) with a sampling rate of 16 kHz in mono. The entire monologue
was used to determine average pitch level for male and female NZE speakers
in order to describe the intonation of NZE. ln order to obtain the average pitch
level for male and female NZE speakers, the pitch point values at every 10
milliseconds were first extracted from the read paragraphs. The data were
manually examined for sampling errors. The remaining pitch point values
were used to calculate the mean pitch level for each speaker, which was then
used to calculate the average pitch levels of NZE male (13) and female (17)
speakers reading aloud a paragraph (Section 4.3.1).
The speech materials analysed in the second (Section 4.3.2) and third
(section 4.3.3) analyses included both statements and questions, as
illustrated in Table 4.1.
Statements Questions
1. He had that thing.
2. Narcolepsy.
3. Right.
4. because the union always
gives George this free turkey
at Christmas time.
5. Because he was shell-
shocked.
6. ln the first world war.
7 . ...he falls asleep and
never wakes up.
1. George was sweet, you
know?
2. What is that thing where
you, fall asleep in the middle
of the sentence?
3. You know?
4. What is it?
5. You know what I mean?
Table 4.1. Sentences /lsfed according to sentence type which were included
in the current investigation
As shown in Table 4.1, the questions included samples of different types of
interrogatives. For this analysis, we examine two question types: wh-
questions (Question numbers 2 and 4 in Table 4.1 ) and questions without the
wh- question marker (Question number 1,3 and 5 in Table 4.1). As noted
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above, the material was not designed specifically for each of the research
questions set out in this chapter, and as a consequence, there were not
enough data to examine the different question types further. The 12 specified
utterances were included in the data if the speaker produced an intonation
phrase boundary at the end of the listed utterance, and if there were no
reading errors at this location.
In order to analyse pitch range at a specific location, it is necessary to
consider tonal phrasing in addition to paragraph structure. lt has been
claimed that pitch naturally declines over the course of an intonation unit as
the subglottal air pressure decreases (Lieberman 1967; Cohen and Hart
1967). Although F0 reduction across an intonation unit is not based solely on
air pressure reduction, there appears to be a similar tendency in all languages
for such effects to occur, as noted for the Production Code (see Chapter 21.
As a result, pitch range becomes narrower later in the intonation phrase until
the final low value is reached and the speaker resets their pitch in a new
intonation phrase. As a consequence, a speaker who utters two sentences as
two separate intonation phrases will have a wider pitch range on the second
sentence than a speaker who utters the same two sentences as a single
intonation phrase. As noted above (Section 4.2.1.), commas were placed
within sentences in order to prompt phrase boundaries and different
intonations. Although there was a general tendency to produce phrase breaks
at places designated with a comma in the text and intonation breaks at places
designated with either a full stop or a question mark, there was some
additional phrasing variation. The speakers, however, did not appear to
produce different phrasings in order to convey different meanings but rather
as a result of false starts, reading errors and hesitation with certain segments
of the reading task. These appeared more readily in longer sentences than in
shorter ones. Although it is unclear why this effect occurred, it may be due to
the speakers not familiarising themselves with the text enough to read the
monologue without errors and pauses. As there was an even distribution of
long and short sentences for both statements and questions, I do not
anticipate the phrasing variation to affect the pitch range results on the
sentence type. Similarly, there was an even distribution of questions and
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statements across the reading text, which means the effects of paragraph
structure should be minimal (e.g. wider pitch ranges produced early in the
paragraph and more narrow pitch ranges produced at the end of the
paragraph, c.f. Sluijter and Terken 1993).
The experiment reported here examines the intonation produced from
the final pitch accent in the phrase onto the boundary tone, which we will refer
to as the nucleus, following the traditional British-style labels. The
assessment of this nuclear location was motivated by two factors. First,
previous assertions made about the meaning of intonation indicate that the
nucleus contributes the most meaning in an intonation phrase. O'Connor and
Arnold (1961:12) state: "Clearly the stressed syllable of the last prominent
word is a landmark of the highest importance, and it is on this syllable that the
whole tune centres". The second motivation for examining the nuclear tonal
movement is to compare how NZE speakers use phrase-final intonation on
specific sentence types. As noted in Chapter 2, statements are often
associated with phrase-final falling pitch in many languages and language
varieties, whereas a phrase-final rising pitch often indicates a question in
these languages. However, rising intonation patterns occurring at the end of
statements "are often cited as typical of this variety" (Warren and Britain 2000:
169). In this examination, I want to examine whether NZE speakers produce
phrase-final low boundaries (L%) on statements and phrase-final high
boundaries (H%) on questions, reflecting a universal tendency in the use of
intonation, or whether the preferential use is more varied, such as that shown
for three other varieties of British English (Grabe, Kochanski and Coleman
2005).
In using the read aloud paragraph, however, I did not expect many
High Rising Terminals to be produced. Warren and Britain (2000) have noted
that speakers use HRTs to reduce the distance between speakers.
Specifically, they note that HRTs would appear more frequently in speech that
contains "those structural aspects which especially function to seek
understanding and enhance common ground" (2000: 168). Although the
participants were told to imagine that they were speaking to their intimate
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partner, there was no other speaker present other than the participant. In
imagining a discourse partner rather than having one present, the text type
and experimental procedure may have made it difficult for the speakers to
produce linguistic features required for conversation between speakers.
Therefore the text type and procedures may not prompt a feature which aims
at increasing understanding and reducing distance between speakers. The
current analysis is not an assessment of HRTs, as has been carried out by
various researchers (Allan 1990; Britain 1992; Britain and Newman 1992;
Ainsworth 1994; Warren and Britain 2000; Warren 2005b), but rather an
assessment of intonational forms of NZE when inter-speaker solidarity cues
are not required.
The list of the utterances included in the current analysis were provided
in Table 4.1. The utterances were transcribed using a ToBl framework.
Figure 4.2 illustrates an F0 trace derived from one NZE speaker reading aloud
the first two sentences in the monologue.
Georoe
I
was
i
ur urll.tf rr rr
_..-^. he had that 16,nnsw€sI
n\ L'L'HYo Jf\I \
. ll\t' \you know \ L-Lyo\1 \N \.r*-
L-
whet is thal thrng where you asls€o
' sgntgnce
nin lhe middle of aVt 
"..,r" 
\. t--t-x
I\J
Figure 4.2 F0 trace of NZE tr""r";:"r1l#1r:,"r0 the first two sentences in the
High and Low pitch was noted on pitch accents (*), intermediate phrase
accents (-) and boundary tones (%), as detailed in Chapter 1. The final pitch
accent, the intermediate phrase accent and intonation phrase boundary tone
in an intonational phrase (i.e. together constituting the nucleus) were the only
assessed components in this examination. Downstep was not examined in
this analysis. All transcriptions were reassessed after the completion of labels
being assigned to all data, and any differences between the first and second
transcriptions were assessed again before statistical analyses were carried
out. High and low pitch point values were also noted (in ERB) within the
nucleus and were used to calculate pitch range at this location.
. rM.n , fallY "\' tn-t--.^t*
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4.3. Results and Discussion
4.3.1. Pitch Level
The average pitch level for NZE male speakers reading aloud a monologue
was 3.82 ERB, with a standard deviation of 0.48 ERB. The range for NZE
mafe speakers' pitch level was from the lowest pitch level of 3.22 ERB to the
highest pitch level of 4.65. As expected, the average pitch level for female
speakers reading aloud the same monologue is significantly higher due to the
physiological ditferences between men and women (see Chapter 3). The
average pitch level for NZE female speakers was 6.11 ERB with a standard
deviation of 0.31 ERB, with the lowest level female producing a pitch level of
5.71 ERB and the highest female speaker produced a pitch level of 6.80 ERB.
4.3.2. Preferential tonal composition
ln order to investigate how NZE speakers produce intonation on specified
sentence types, each of the 12 examined locations was categorised according
to Tonal Composition (7 categories: H*LL7o, L*HH%, L*LHo/o, H*HH%, L"LLo/o,
H.LH% and H*HL) and Sentence Type (3 categories: statement, wh- question
and other question). A 7 x 3 chi-square analysis was performed on the
number of productions of each Tonal Composition produced for each
Sentence Type. The results revealed a highly significant difference in the
proportional use of Tonal Composition for the three Sentence Types (x' =
231.630, p < 0.0001). Table 4.2 outlines the proportional use of each Tonal
Composition (rows) in each Sentence Type (column).
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Statement
Per cent
(Total)
Wh- Question
Per cent
fiotal)
Other Question
Percent
(Total)
Tonal
Gomoosition
H-L.L%
77.44Yo
fl51t
24.44o/o
(11)
L*L-L%
1.42o/o
Q\
2.74o/o
(2\
H-H-L%
0.51%
(1)
9.59%
(7\
H-L.H%
0.51o/o
(1)
2.22o/o
(1)
6.85%
(5)
L-H-H%
8.72o/o
fi7\
2.22%
(1)
L'L-H%
8.72Yo(71 48.89%ezl
80.82o/o
r59l
H*H-H%
3.08%
(6)
22.220/0
(10)
Total (1 95) (45) (73)
Table 4.2. Tonal Composition (7 categories) and Sentence Type (3 categories)
produced at the nuclear location by NZE speakers
As illustrated in Table 4.2, although NZE speakers use a variety of intonation
patterns on the two Sentence Types, for each one there is a clear preference.
The most frequently produced Tonal Composition on statements was H.L-L%
(77.44o/o). The distribution of Tonal Composition dramatically shifts when the
speaker is asking a question; specifically, the most frequently produced
intonation for both types of questions was L*L-H% (48.89% and 80.82%).
The evidence presented here suggests that New Zealand English
speakers employ a similar tonal preference for statements as Cambridge
English speakers (Grabe et al. to appear). Specifically, speakers of both
language varieties chose a high pitch accent followed by a low boundary
target. A low pitch accent followed by a high boundary tone was the preferred
intonation for statements in Belfast and Newcastle English. For questions, it
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appears that NZE speakers preferred a low pitch accent followed by a high
phrase-final target (L-L-H%). This tonal preference is similar, although not
identical, to that used in Belfast for wh-questions, who produce a low pitch
accent followed by a rise-plateau (labelled as L*H % in lViE) and Cambridge
English for echo questions, who preferred a low target on a prominent syllable
followed by a notably high target (L.HH%).
The data presented in Table 4.2 illustrates an equal number of L.L-H%
and L.H-H% intonation types produced on statements. For questions,
however, there was only one L*H-H% intonation and 81 L-L-H% intonations.
This result was surprising in light of previous findings; although difficult to
compare results due to different categories of rises assessed (e.9. H*H-H%,
L*L-H7o, or simply "rises"), previous studies have shown that the NZE
question "rises" start later than statement "rises" (Zwarlz and Warren 2003;
Warren 2005b; Warren and Daly 2005). An L*H-H% intonation is produced
with a continual rise from the low pitch accent (L.) onto the phrase-final
boundary target (H%). Conversely, an L*L-H%, which is often noted as a
continuation rise, anchors the low phrase accent (L-) toward the end of the
phrase after the low pitch accent and rises to its completion point. Thus the
results presented here indicate that NZE speakers more readily produce a
later rise onset than an earlier onset for question rises. The difference in pitch
range between the intonation patterns is discussed in Section 4.3.3.
ft is tempting to interpret the use of L-Ho/o (rather than the use of H-H%)
as functioning as a continuation rise and indicating that the speaker's turn at
talk was not yet completed, as may be expected in a monologue. lf the
speaker were successful at imagining their discourse partner being present for
the conversation, such an explanation may be accurate. However, the
speakers were reading aloud a paragraph whilst sitting alone in a quiet room.
In such a situation, asking questions or indicating a speaking turn cue may
appear unnatural without a discourse partner present, even though they were
prompted to imagine having a conversation with their discourse partner. The
preferential use of L.L-H% on questions may be illustrating the reluctance of
the speakers to use such conversational cues without a speaking partner
present. lt may be that speakers typically produce an early rise onset on
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questions, such as with an L.H-H% intonation. However, their reluctance may
have produced a delayed rise, in which "the L spreads to the end of the tail"
(Gussenhoven 1983: 217; see also Chapter 2, Section 2.1.2). Warren
(2005a:225) describes this convex rising pattern as a double-anchoring of the
phrase accent: "a H- phrase accent is anchored to both the nuclear syllable
and the later anchor point". This "delay" may result in an intonation similar to
that described as L.L-H% above. Although this interpretation is speculative,
the results may be showing that NZE speakers produce delayed rises, such
as an L"L-H%, when asked to produce conversational cues when such cues
are not required in the context.
4.3.3. Determinants of Nuclear Pitch Range
In order to examine whether nuclear pitch range is related to the tonal
composition of an utterance or to the sentence type in NZE, an Analysis of
Variance was performed, with pitch range within the nucleus as the dependent
variable. Nuclear pitch range was simply calculated as the difference
between minimum and maximum values between the intonation-final pitch
accent and the final intonational boundary target of the intonation phrase. The
independent variables included Sentence Type (2 levels: statement and
question), the Tonal Composition produced on the nucleus (7 levels: H*LL%,
L"HH7o, L*LH7o, H*HH7o, L*LL7o, H*LH% and H*HL), Speaker Sex (2 levels),
and Speaker was the random factor. Sentence Type was not found to be a
significant factor here, which suggests that NZE speakers produce equal or
nearly equal pitch ranges on both the statements (0.939 ERB, s.e. 0.126) and
questions (1 .1 1 I ERB, s.e. 0.1 1 3) examined here. There were two significant
main effects. First, there was a significant main effect of Speaker (Fza,zoo =
2.658, p < 0.01) indicating that pitch range is speaker specific. There was
also a significant main effect of Tonal Composition (Fo,zso = 2.545, p < 0.05).
No other significant main effects or interactions were found. Table 4.3 lists
the average pitch range (represented as ERB values) produced in each Tonal
Composition.
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Pitch Rrnqe
Tonrl
Comoorition rn ERB Sld, Error
H*L.L% 1 075 0.1 06
L*L-L% 0 348 0.048
H*H-Lo/o u 792 0.274
H*L.H% 0.879 D.275
L*H-H% 1 598 0.237
L*L-H% 1 0u1 0.1 0u
H*H-H% 1.166 0.241
Table 4.3. Average pitch mnge (in ERB) produced by 30 NZE Weakers on 7
TonalCawosif,ons
The widest pitch range (1.598 ERB) is produced on an L.H-H% nuclear
intonation pattern, followed by the H.H-H% (1.166 ERB), H.L-L% (1.075
ERB), L*L-H% (1.001 ERB), H*L-H% (0.879 ERB), H.H-L% (0.792 ERB) and
L.L-L% (0.348 ERB). This result is largely unsurprising as certain tonal
compositions restrict the pitch range that a speaker may produce. For
instance, a wide pitch movement on an H.H-L% tonal structure is not
possible, as the tonal combination produces a narrow pitch movement.
This result was anticipated and as such, two a priori, or planned
comparisons were designed. First, I wanted to compare how speakers use
pitch range within the lower end of their range (L-L-L%) and the higher end of
their range (H.H-H%). However, an unanticipated result was that there were
few speakers who produced these two intonations on the nucleus when
reading aloud the paragraph; specifically, there were only 4 productions of an
L.L-L% intonation (4 speakers who each produced an L.L-L% intonation once
in the paragraph) and 16 productions of an H*H-H% intonation (14 speakers
who produced an H"H-H% once in the read paragraph and one speaker who
produced this intonation twice). The second planned comparison aimed to
examine how speakers produce pitch range from a high pitch accent onto a
low boundary target (H.L-L%) and a low pitch accent onto a high boundary
target (L.H-H%). There was considerably more data for this comparison, but
while there were 162 occurrences of H"L-L% (all 30 speakers), there were
only 18 productions of L.H-H% (14 different speakers). As a consequence of
the few available data, an analysis of the planned comparisons would not
accurately illustrate significant differences in pitch range due to the tonal
composition of specific utterances, and as such, were not assessed for
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statistical significance. Chapters 6 and 7 further examine pitch range at this
location, specifically exploring variations in pitch height as a meaningful
linguistic device in this language variety.
Speaker Sex was not found to be a significant factor in any of the
analyses done here, indicating that male and female NZE speakers produced
similar pitch ranges at the nuclear location in the analysed reading task, This
result is surprising in light of previous findings. As noted in Chapter 1, Daly
and Warren (2001) analysed the speech of six female and five male NZE
speakers in two reading tasks: a sentence list and a children's story, namely
Cinderella. The use of the materials is based on the tasks used in the study
of Intonation Variation in English (lViE) in the British lsles (Grabe, Post and
Nolan 2001). Daly and Warren found that female speakers produced wider
pitch ranges than male speakers in both reading tasks. They also found that
the pitch range differentiation was greater for the story telling task, which
provoked much wider pitch ranges for women than men.
Daly and Warren note that "differences between studies reporting
speaker sex differences in pitch patterns and those failing to find them are
principally to do with the speech task and its analysis" (2001:93). lt may be
true that the two text types used by Daly and Warren instigated a sex
difference in pitch range whereas the current analysis did not. Evidence
indicates that men and women do, in fact, employ pitch differently. For
instance, van Leeuwen (1999: 109, as cited in Chen et a|.2004: 343) asserts
that "where men raise their voice to a higher pitch, women may do the
reverse 
- 
for instance in newsreading". ln addition, Vermillion (2001:69)
found "male speakers used a significantly lower [pitch] register to convey
support and non-support whereas female speakers realised significantly later
peaks to convey authority and submission". The evidence suggests that men
and women use pitch differently in separate contexts. lt may be that female
speakers used a wider pitch range in Daly and Warren's tasks than male
speakers as they may have been using a speech style in which men and
women use different pitch ranges: reading aloud a children's story or isolated
utterances. lt may be the case that male and female speakers produced
similar pitch ranges in the current study because of the context and the
reading task. Specifically, the reading task used in the current study
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promoted a different style of speech which was a read aloud monologue,
which was directed toward an adult audience.
4.4. Summary and Conclusions
Although this study does not show how NZE speakers use intonation in
spontaneous speech, the results presented above illustrate some of the forms
of intonation produced by NZE speakers in a read aloud monologue. The
examination of the preferential use of intonational forms revealed that NZE
speakers prefer a low pitch accent followed by a high lP-Final boundary target
to indicate two different types of questions whereas a high pitch accent
followed by a low lP-Final boundary target is preferred to indicate statements
in a scripted monologue. lt is interesting to note that universal meanings
assigned to phrase-final rises as questions and phrase-final falls as
statements appear to be evident in this variety of English. Specifically,
speakers preferred a low phrase-final target on statements and conversely, a
high phrase-final target on questions.
The results also illustrate few high boundary targets (H%) in the
narrative style speech, which has previously been shown to be a strong
candidate for High Rising Terminals (Allan 1990; Britain 1992; Warren and
Britain 2000). As noted above, however, HRTs may be used to "overcome
interspeaker hurdles and to build and maintain speaker-hearer solidarity"
(Warren and Britain 2000: 169). The tonal preferences described above may
be indicative of an intonation used when conversational cues between
speakers are not necessary. Specifically, the data are derived from a reading
task, which the participants were told to "act out" as if they were talking to their
discourse partner. However, as the discourse partner was imaginary, the
speaker did not need to signal "positive politeness markers" (ibid) to their
discourse partner. ln addition, the speaker would not need to check for the
listener's understanding (Guy and Vonwiller 1984: 4). Thus the data may
illustrate the intonation used in NZE when such conversational cues are not
required, such as in the scripted monologue used here. The intonation used
to indicate conversational cues are examined further in Chapters 5 and 7 .
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It was also interesting that both male and female speakers produced
equal pitch ranges at the nuclear location throughout the paragraph. This
result was surprising in light of previous research carried out on men's and
women's pitch range differences at this location (Warren and Daly 2000). As
noted by Warren and Daly, however, the task type is important in uncovering
gender salient speech. They note from Holmes (1993) that "New Zealand
women are highly attentive to the needs of their conversational partners"
(Warren and Daly 2000: 112). They also state that "Elsewhere (Daly and
Warren 2001) suggest that the use of a wider pitch range and more dynamic
pitch is evidence of female speakers making an effort to attract and maintain
the interest of their conversational partners". From these results, it was
suggested the task type used in the current analysis (reading aloud a
paragraph) did not prompt sex-salient speech, as there was no discourse
partner present for the female speaker to be "attentive to" (at least if the
participant was unsuccessful in imagining their discourse partner).
This chapter also investigated whether nuclear pitch range in NZE is
determined by the tonal compositions being produced by the speaker and/or
by sentence type. ln addition to localised pitch range being a characteristic
property of NZE, as shown in Chapter 3, the results presented here illustrate
that such ranges may be affected by the tonal composition of the utterance,
but not the sentence type. The meanings associated to these different
intonations and variations in pitch range are examined further in Chapters 5, 6
and 7.
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Chapter 5
The production of intonational meaning
5.0. Chapter abstract
In the two previous chapters, I examined the characteristic forms of NZE
intonation. The aim of the experiment reported here was to explicitly examine
how NZE speakers use intonation as a meaningful linguistic device. A
production experiment using Prosodic Completion Tasks (PCT) was designed
with this aim in mind. In each PcT, listeners were prompted to convey a
specific meaning on a given utterance. The intended meaning was elicited
with the help of an audio prompt, which the participants had to understand as
being their "discourse partner's" utterance. This study illustrates how
intonation may be used to convey five contrasting pairs of meaning in this
variety of English. First, significantly different choices in pitch accent were
made for three pairs of contrasting meanings: Emphatic vs. Unemphatic,
Concerned vs. Unconcerned and lmpressed vs. Unimpressed. These tonal
contrasts are claimed to be due to the Effort Code (Gussenhoven 2004;
chapter 2); higher pitch accent peaks, such as H* rather than L*, and later
occurring pitch accent peaks, such as L+H* rather than H*, were used by the
majority of speakers to indicate meanings that might be associated with
greater effort, such as Emphasis, Concern and an lmpressed attitude.
Second, significantly different choices of lntonation Phrase (lP) boundary
tones were made for two pairs of contrasting meanings: Conversational
Continuation vs. Cessation and Concerned vs. Unconcerned. Although a low
boundary tone (L%) may be used to signal both Conversational Continuation
and cessation, a high boundary tone (H%) was used to indicate
Conversational Continuation. Also, the majority of speakers preferred to
produce L% to signal an absence of Concern and H% to indicate Concern.
The results for the PCT examining Submission vs. Authority illustrated no
significant differences. That is, H.L-L% was used by the majority of speakers
to indicate both Submission and Authority. lt would seem that different tonal
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target categories, such as high vs. low, are not used to contrast this meaning
pair at the specific locations within the intonation phrase being investigated
here, i.e. the pitch accent and the boundary tone. However, a further
analysis of the pitch heights of H* and L% in these contours illustrates that the
L% is higher when conveying Submission than when conveying Authority,
possibly indicating a categorical distinction between levels of L tone.
5.1. Introduction
lf speakers want to convey a change in meaning without changing the lexical
composition of an utterance, they may manipulate the tonal characteristics of
the utterance. For example, Ladd and Morton (1997) found that higher peak
heights convey emphasis whereas lower peak heights do not convey this
meaning. Thus, if speakers want to emphasise how many sandwiches they
have just eaten, they may realise a pitch-extended High pitch accent (H*), for
example, on the utterance fwo. They may also want to portray the non-
routineness of having eaten two sandwiches, which they may convey by
realising a later pitch peak (Gussenhoven 1983). As discussed in Chapter 2,
there are a number of such universal and language-specific meanings
ascribed to intonation. However, there is a lack of research examining how
NZE speakers specifically employ pitch to convey such meanings. For
instance, if NZE speakers want to convey the meanings listed above, would
they use similar tonal techniques to those noted above?
Speakers readily produce intonation using specific form-function
relationships which are typical of their language or language variety. For
instance, Zwarlz and Warren (2003, reported in more detail in Warren 2005a)
found that NZE listeners are more likely to interpret early rise onsets as
interrogatives and later rise onsets as declaratives. This evidence supports
production experiment results (Warren and Daly 2004; Warren 2005a), which
showed that "there is a stronger tendency in statements than in questions for
late rise onsets rather than onsets on the accented syllable" (Warren 2005a:
214). Therefore the evidence suggests that rise onset location distinguishes
statement rises from question rises in NZE. Such distinctions have not been
found in other varieties of English.
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Given that the form-function relationship of intonation may differ
between varieties of English, the objective of the current experiment was to
examine explicitly how NZE speakers use intonation to convey meaning. An
additional aim of this experiment was to provide a starting point for future
examinations, which explore possible intonational contrasts as used in this
variety (Chapters 6 and 7).
5.2. Methodology
5.2.1. Materials
A number of methodologies have been employed in order to examine the
meaning of a speaker's intonation, dating back to Uldall (1960). one such
method, developed in Vermiilion (2001), was used here to examine how NZE
speakers produce intonation to convey meaning. Similar to a Discourse
completion Task (see Brum-Kurka 1gg3; Brown 2oo1), a prosodic comptetion
Iask (PCT) elicits a linguistic variable which illustrates how a speaker
conveys a given meaning. In the Discourse Completion Task, the speakers
are given background information, such as what the speaker,s discourse
partner had said, the setting and the speakers' relationship with one another.
A specific feeling or emotion is also prompted, which the speaker is then
supposed to convey through his/her response. The aim of a Discourse
Completion task is to elicit lexical and/or syntactic forms that convey the
prompted meaning. Therefore the rexical responses are provided
spontaneously by the speaker rather than read aloud from a prepared script.
The aim of a PCT, however, is to elicit the speaker's prosodic technique for
conveying the prompted meaning. For this purpose, every pcr includes a
lexical response that the speaker is required to use, thus limiting the speaker,s
own contribution of meaning to intonation.
In the current experiment, five meaning contrasts, each claimed to be
distinguished by a speaker's intonation in BrE, were elicited using the
foflowing PCT design. Each PCT includes one scene, two conditions, and two
fesf lfems, as shown in each of the panels of Figure 5.1. First, the purpose of
the scene is to reduce contextual variation, which has been suggested as an
influence on the meaning of tunes (Cruttenden 19g7; Cauldwell 19g9:
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Vermillion 2000). The context provided by the scene constitutes the
"discourse partner's" utterance, to which the participant responds. Since
participants' interpretation of their discourse partner's utterance is likely to
vary according to the emotive use of intonation in that utterance, it is important
to provide the same utterance for each participant. Therefore, each scene
was provided by using a single recording of a native speaker of New Zealand
English (who did not otherwise take part in the PCTs), who had been
instructed to read aloud the sentences from a provided script "as naturally as
possible" and "without emphasis" (see Appendix B5). In the PCT, the
participants were asked to imagine that this speaker was their "discourse
partner". !n playing aloud the previous speaker's utterance, it would create a
more realistic discourse environment than that the experiment reported in
Chapter 4, where no "discourse partner" was provided.
The speech was recorded using a MDS-JB90 minidisk recorder and
AKG D19DCS unidirectional microphone. The recorded speech was
downsampled into a signal processing system, namely Praat (Boersma and
Weenink 1996) at a sampling rate of 16 kHz. All of the pitch points in each
utterance were moved up or down, creating one of two pitch levels based on
the average level of NZE male (3.98 ERB) and female (5.83 ERB) speakers
reading aloud a story (Vermillion 2003). As the current experiment was done
at the same time as the experiment reported in Chapter 4, I could not use the
average pitch levels found for 30 speakers reading aloud a paragraph.
Nevertheless, evidence provided in Chapter 4 also showed that these two
pitch levels were within the range of NZE male (3.22 - 4.65 ERB) and female
(5.71-6.80 ERB) pitch levels reading aloud a monologue. The participants
later confirmed that the utterances with lower and higher average pitch levels
were "believable" examples of a male and a female speaker, respectively.
The conditions in the PCTs provided the meanings which the
participant was to convey. The five meaning contrasts elicited in this
experiment were (1) Conversational Continuation vs. Cessation, (2) Authority
vs. Submission, (3) Emphatic vs. Unemphatic, (4) Concerned vs.
Unconcerned, and (5) lmpressed vs. Unimpressed (See Figure 5.1). These
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conditions were presented along with the test ifems, which were the lexical
responses for each condition. lt is important to note that a single test item was
employed as the response in the two contrasting conditions. As indicated
above, an identical response inhibits the lexical expression of these types of
meaning which, therefore, compels the speaker to convey these meanings
prosodically. There were two test items, which were used in separate PCTs;
these were the words yeah and no. These words were chosen because they
consist entirely of voiced sonorant segments, which tend not to perturb the F0
trace.
My first prediction is that the first meaning contrast 
- 
Continuation vs.
Cessation of the conversation 
- 
will be indicated by using a high boundary
tone (H%) to show Continuation and a low boundary tone (L%) to show
Cessation. This prediction is based on previous claims made about the
meaning of rising vs. falling phrase-final pitch, which are often equated with
the autosegmental metrical notations, H% and L% respectively (Ladd 1996:
82; this thesis Table 1.1). lt should also be noted, as noted by Ladd, that
there are exceptions to this association between ToBl and the British-style
transcriptions; L% and H% do not always mean falling and rising, respectively.
For instance, an H*H-L% tonal composition would represent a level pitch
movement from the high pitch accent onto the low boundary target.
Other scholars have associations between conversational cues and the
intonation produced with the phrase-final pitch movement or the boundary
tone (see Chapter 2). Specifically, Hirst and Di Cristo (1998:27) claimed that
rises often denote unfinished utterances and similarly Gussenhoven (2004:
89) asserts that high pitch at the end of a phrase denotes continuation. Thus
rises may indicate speaker-oriented speaking turn cues whereby a speaker
may produce a rise to indicate that their speaking turn is not yet completed. I
examined how NZE speakers use their intonation to indicate a continuation
request to their discourse partner and how these same speakers cued that
they wanted the conversation to cease (see Figure 5.1a).
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Figure 5.1b illustrates the PCT used to elicit the second meaning
contrast, namely Authority and Submission. Ohala (1gg4) claimed that low
pitch signals "largeness", which consequenfly conveys secondary meanings
such as "threat, intention to prevail in a contest, dominance [and] self-
sufficiency" (1994: 341), while high pitch conveys a sense of ,,smallness,,and
consequently conveys "nonthreat, submission, appeasement [and] desirous of
goodwill..'" (1994:3a1). Based on the meanings associated with the
"Frequency Code" (Ohala 19g4; Chapter 2, Section 2.1.1),1 predict that higher
pitch will be contrasted with lower pitch when distinguishing Submission and
Authority in NZE.
These first two pcrs (Figures 5.1a and 5.1b) each used only one test
item (yeah and no respectively) for reasons to do with contextual
appropriateness. For instance, the participants' "discourse partner" offers an
invitation to dinner in both pcrs. In the first pcr, speakers may have
difficulty conveying conversational continuation using a response which
indicates a rejection (i.e. no). In the second pcr they may simirarry struggre
to indicate Authority using a response that indicates an acceptance to the
dinner invitation (i.e. yeah). Such issues did not arise in the remaining pCTs,
and so the following three PCTs use two semantically-contradictory test items
(i'e' yeah and no) in order to examine how identical meaning contrasts may
vary according to the lexical response.
The third meaning contrast explored how speakers convey Emphasis
and an absence of Emphasis. The "Effort code" (chapter 2, section 2.1.1)
stipulates that the greater the pitch movement, the greater the degree of
perceived insistence and emphasis, in addition to other meanings that can be
derived from the greater expenditure of effort (Gussenhoven 2004: g5-g9).
Speakers may manipulate several tonal features in order to create greater
pitch movement. For instance, they may raise their high targets, lower their
low targets or use a combination of both tonal manipulations in order to
produce greater pitch movement. I examine here which tonal features are
manipulated in NzE, if any, in order to contrast Emphasis and an absence of
Emphasis (see Figure 5.1c and 5.1d). Two lexical items, yeah and no, were
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Scene: Your partner tells you ,,1 uant to go out to
dinner this v)eekend. l4/ould yau tike n jJin me?.,
Condition l: You are interested in this idea and signal
to him/her to continue:
Test item l: Yeah
Condition 2: You are not interested in this idea and
signal to him/her to stop talking!
Test item 2: Yeah
a. Conversational Continuation vs. Cessation
Cues
Your partner asks you ,,Did you enjol, the Jitm? "
Condition l: You think ir was a good film you tell
your partner without emphasising:
Test item l: Yeah
Condition 2: You think it was a good film and you want
to emphasise to your partner how good you thoirght thefilm was.'
Test item 2: Yeah
c. Emphatic vs. Unemphatic on yeah
Scene:_ Your partner tells you ..1 told my boss ofl'at
v'ork the other day. Did I tell y611! "
Condition l: You are concerned and sav:
Test item l: No
Condition 2: You are not concemed and sav:
Test item 2: No
e. Concerned vs. Unconcerned on no
Scene: Your partner tells you ,.1 rotd my boss ofi.al
w,ork the other da\,. Did I tett you? "
Condition l: you are impressed and say:
Test item l: No
Condition 2: You are not impressed and say:
Test item 2: No
g. lmpressed vs. Unimpressed on no
Your partner asks you "Did you enjol, rheJilm?',
Condition l: You think it was a bad film. you tell vour
partner without emphasisins:
Test item l: /Vo
Condition 2: You rhink it was a bad film and you want
to emphasise to your partner how bad you thought the
filrn was.'
Test itenr 2: ffo
d. Emphatic vs. Unemphatic on no
h. lmpressed vs. Unimpressed on yeah
Iasks (PCTs) contrasting I pairs of meanings.
Scene: Your partner tells you .,1 told m1, boss of at
rvork the other da1,. Did I tell you ? "
Condition l: You are concerned and say:
Test item l: Yeah
Condition 2: You are not concemed and sav:
Test item 2: Yeah
f. Concern vs. Unconcerned on yeah
Scene: Your partner tells you ,.1 told rny boss of at
u'ork the other dav. Did I tell vou?,'
Condition l: You are impressed and say:
Test item l: Yeah
Condition 2: You are not impressed and say:
Test item 2: Yeah
S.cene: Your partner tells you ',1 *ant to go ottt to
dinner this weekend. Would you like to join me? "
Condition l: You say, with authority:
Test item l: No
Condition 2: You say, submissively:
Test item 2: No
b. Authority vs. Submission
Figure 5.1: Prosodic Comptetion
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used for this PCT in order to determine whether a strong negative assertion,
such as that conveyed with the response no (i.e. I did NOT like the film!), is
emphasised differently to a strong positive assertion, such as yeah (i.e. I DID
like the film!).
Two test items (Figures 5.1e and 5.1f) were also used in the PCTs
investigating a Concerned vs. Unconcerned attitude, and also (Figures 5.19
and 5.1h) in the PCTs looking at the contrast of lmpressed and Unimpressed.
In each contrast, the test item yeah conveys that the information provided by
the discourse partner is already known, and the test item no indicates that this
same information is new to the conversation. The motivation for eliciting two
test items was to examine how speakers indicate that the information is new
or given whilst also contrasting meaning pairs (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.1).
Concern is claimed to be conveyed by a fall-rise intonation pattern on
statements in British English (O'Connor and Arnold 1961:226), while a rise-fall
pattern indicates that the speakers is awed and lmpressed (O'Connor and
Arnold 1961:147; Cruttenden 1986:100). The two meaning contrasts,
Concerned vs. Unconcerned and lmpressed vs. Unimpressed, were elicited in
order to examine specifically how NZE speakers convey these two meaning
contrasts with their intonation.
5.2.2. Participants
The speakers who took part in the PCTs were the same participants who
provided the paragraph data reported in Chapter 4. Specifically, the data
used in this production study consist of recordings of 30 students from Victoria
University of Wellington. Thirteen participants in the selected group were
male and the other seventeen were female. All speakers were full-time
University students, with an average age of 21 .2 years, in a range of 18-29
years. All listeners were either Pdkehd or mostly Pikeh6 with some MSori
ethnicity. All of the participants claimed to be native New Zealand English
speakers, and none reported having any known hearing impairments or
speech impediments. The analyses to be reported below examined speaker
sex as the only between-subject factor.
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5.2.3. Procedure
The recording session began with the participant reading aloud the
monologue paragraph described in Chapter 4. They then listened to a
prerecorded introduction (Appendix B4), which had been made by the author
onto a Sony Prism 74 minidisk using a MDS-J890 minidisk recorder and AKG
D19DCS unidirectional microphone. The introduction was played aloud to
each participant and served to reduce additional contextual variation which
could not easily be controlled by the individual scenes for each PCT. The
introduction established the participant's "discourse partne/' (i.e. the recorded
speaker) and their relationship to the speaker (i.e. they were to be imagined
as the speaker's intimate partner). After the introduction was played, the
participants were asked to read each PCT card to themselves to ensure that
they understood the task. Any questions that they had were addressed at this
point.
At the beginning of each PCT, the scene was played aloud to the
speaker. Each male and female participant was played aloud a "female" and
"male" scene, respectively. Thus the results represent how speakers
respond to a discourse partner of the opposite sex. The motivation for using
the voice which was the opposite sex to the participant rather than the same
sex voice was to potentially make comparisons between the data reported
here and the data obtained from a similar study on BrE (Vermillion 2001). As
the purpose of the current investigation is to examine how NZE speakers
contrast specific meanings, the data between the two studies will not be
compared here. After each scene was played to the participant, they read
aloud the test item from a provided 125x 75 mm index card, as naturally as
possible, whilst being recorded onto a Sony Prism 74 minidisk using a MDS-
JB90 minidisk recorder and AKG D19DCS unidirectional microphone. At the
end of the task, the participants were asked for any comments or questions
regarding the experiment. Although it was not verified whether or not the
participants followed the instructions of the PCTs, no one noted any difficulty
with the task. Each experiment was conducted individually in a recording
room in the Language Learning Centre in Victoria University of Wellington.
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Although all speakers participated on a voluntary basis, they were provided
with a music/book voucher worth 5 New zearand doilars for their time.
5.2.4. Auditory and Acoustic Analyses
with the help of the praat signal processing system, the utterances were
transcribed using ToBl (Beckman and Ayers 1gg4; pierrehumbert 19g0), as
detailed in chapter 1, with pitch accents, phrase accents and boundary tones
all being marked (see chapter 1). Figure s.2 is provided here in order to
illustrate several different intonations produced by one female speaker when
conveying different meanings on the utterance no.
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Figure 5'2. Srx F0 contours produced on the utterance 'no' by a female NZE speaker.
In ToBl, the L*+H pitch accent, which is referred to as a *scooped accent",
is realised as a low tone target focused on an accented syllable which rises.
An L+H* pitch accent, which is referred to as a "rising peak accent,,, is realised
as a high pitch tone target focused on the accented syllable which is preceded
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by a sharp rise (Beckman and Ayers 1994). As the data in this analysis were
monosyllabic, it was impossible to ascertain whether the Low or High tone in
L+ H was accented as both tones were produced on one syllable. Therefore,
the utterances were always labelled L+ H*, which appeared as a sharp rising
pitch movement from the Low to the High tone. Thus the current analysis fails
to distinguish the possible differences between L+H* and L*+H.
All transcriptions were done "blind" in that I did not know the intended
meaning while labelling the speech data. This was done so that the
judgements were not infruenced by knowing the intended meaning. The
transcriptions were reassessed after the completion of labels being assigned
to all data, and then again before statistical analyses were carried out. Any
questionable labels assigned to the data were reassessed by a graduate
student who was experienced in intonation research and in the ToBl labelling
system' For each PCT, the pitch targets at the pitch accent and the intonation
phrase boundary were recorded (in ERB) for later analysis. The pitch target
height was not recorded for the phrase accent as the specific tonal location
and subsequent pitch height proved difficult to pinpoint within the phrase.
5.3. Results and Discussion
Two sets of statistical analyses were performed on the pCT data. First, a test
of marginal homogeneity for paired data (Agresti 2002: 422) was carried out in
order to investigate the effect of the independent variable (meaning) on the
tonal composition of the phrase, and to determine whether there were any
interactions between the pitch accent, phrase accent and the boundary tone.
That is to say, the use of these three intonational features under the two
conditions were examined, with consideration of the repeated measures
design of the experiment. A second test for marginal homogeneity was used
to determine the effect of the independent variable (meaning) on each
individual tonal target rather than the combined tonal composition of the
utterance. specifically, I wanted to examine whether or not speakers
produced different (1) pitch accents, (2) phrase accent or (3) boundary tones
when indicating the pairs of elicited meanings. A McNemar,s test (2 x 2
matrix) was used to assess the effects of the independent variable on both the
phrase accent and boundary tones, comparing high (H) and low (L) targets. A
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3 x 3 matrix was required to test the effects of meaning on the pitch accent,
comparing the three pitch accent types produced by the participants in the
PCTs: high (H), low (L) and a low ptus high (L+ H.).
In total, 24 tests were carried out on the individual targets, examining
three tonal targets in eight pairs of contrasted meanings. The significance
level was adjusted to account for the number of statistical tests carried out on
the data; in order to obtain a significance level of 0.0b for the tests carried out
on the individual targets, I used the Bonferroni correction (Rice 1gg5:323-324)
and tested each hypothesis test at a level of 0.05 divided by the number of
tests (24). Thus the significance level was set at 0.002 for the tests on the
individual targets.
5.3.1. conversationar Gontinuation and cessation
I start here by examining how speakers use their intonation to indicate a
continuation request to their discourse partner, and how these same speakers
indicate that they want the conversation to sfop (Figure 5.1a). The test of
marginal homogeneity showed that the speakers did not produce different
intonations to convey the two contrasted meanings, as the differences were
not significant in light of the Bonferroni correction (p < 0.00s). Table 5.1
outlines the distribution of the tonal compositions used by the NZE speakers
when indicating this meaning pair. The table depicts the number of
participants (each box) who produced two specific tonal compositions to
indicate Continuation (column) and Cessation (row). The highlighted cells
identify the number of participants who produced identical tonal compositions
when indicating each of the two meanings.
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Cessation H*H-L% H-L-L% L*H.L% L-L-L% TOTAL
Continuation
H*H-L% 4
I 1
H-L-H% 2 2
H*L.L% 5 3 I
L-H-L% 1 4 3 5
LTL-H% 4 3 3 10
L"L-L7o
1 1
L-H.H% 1 1 2
L+H*L.L% 1 1
TOTAL 1 12 3 14 30
Table s.t. oistria@ produced by 30 NZE speakers when
co nveying Conve rsationa I Contin ualion ys. Ces sation.
Nevertheless, the second set of tests for marginal homogeneity performed on
the individual targets identified that one tonal target was found to be
significantly different when indicating Conversational Continuation and
cessation 
- 
the boundary tone (p < 0.002). specificaily, a low pitch final
target was used by all speakers (30) when conveying cessation cues to their
discourse partner. 53% of these speakers (16) also used L% when indicating
continuation, while the others used H%. No significant differences were found
for the pitch accent or the phrase accent when indicating Conversationat
Continuation and Cessation on the individual target matrices. Thus the
individual tests of marginal homogeneity indicate that there is an effect of
condition (Conversational Continuation vs. Cessation) on the production of the
boundary tones, but no effect of condition was found for the pitch accent or
the phrase accent.
Although one boundary tone (i.e. L%) may be used to indicate both
contrasted meanings, speakers may also contrast conversational
continuation and cessation with the use of a high boundary tone and a row
boundary tone, respectively. The results were largely unsurprising, as one
universal meaning of intonation is that a rising pitch pattern indicates ,,open,,or
that there is "more to come" whereas falling pitch patterns indicates ,,closed,,,
and "no such meaning" (cruttenden 1gg7:57). As noted in section s.2.1,
falling pitch at the phrase-final location has often been equated with Low
boundary tones (L%) and rising pitch with High phrase-finar targets (H%) (c.f.
Ladd 1996: 82; this thesis Table 1.1). NZE speakers appear to use their
phrase-final pitch target to signar conversationar cues, whereby H% targets
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indicate a conversational continuation request and L% targets indicate that the
conversation should cease.
5.3.2. Authoritative vs. Submissive
As noted in Section 5.2.1, Ohala (1994) suggests that a universal meaning of
pitch (e.g' the Frequency Code) is that low pitch indicates Authority and high
pitch indicates Submission. Speakers may choose different tonal targets in
order to convey such universal meanings. For instance, speakers may
produce high targets, such as a high pitch accent or a high boundary tone, to
indicate Submission rather than Authority, which may be signalled with a low
pitch accent or a row boundary tone. The second meaning contrast
investigated here 
- 
Authority vs. Submission - examines how NZE speakers
use intonation to convey such meanings.
The test for marginal homogeneity illustrated no significant differences
for tonal composition or any of the three individual targets. Table 5.2 ouflines
the distribution of the tonal compositions used by the NZE speakers when
indicating Authority and Submission. As illustrated in Table 5.2, speakers
preferred to produce one tonal composition, namely H*L-Lo/o, in order to
convey both meanings.
Submission H-H.L% H*L-H% H-L-L% L"L-H% L-L.L% TOTAL
Authority
H'L.L%
1 22 1 1 25H-H.H%
1 1L-L-H% 1 2 1 4TOTAL 1 1 25 1 2 30Table 5.2. oi@s produced ny so uzeffi
conveyin g Auth o rity vs. Submr.ssion.
The Frequency code may also be signalled by absolute pitch target
values rather than tonal target categories (H vs. L), as stipulated above.
Although the two are related, since high tonal targets would often have higher
absolute pitch values than row tonar targets produced by the same speaker,
this is not always the case. For instance, speakers may raise the overall
pitch level on an H"L-L% in order to convey submission and subsequenfly
produce higher H" and L% values than on an H*L-L% that is produced with a
lower pitch level in order to indicate Authority. In this example, the tonal
composition of both would be identical if we were to adopt an intonation
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labelling system such as ToBl. However, the absolute pitch target values
may distinguish the two meanings. Thus, an analysis was made of the pitch
heights of two tonal targets in order to determine whether absolute pitch
height (in ERB) rather than category (e.g. High vs. Low) was used contrast
Authority and submission. specificaily, an ANovA was performed on data
from the 30 speakers in order to determine whether contrasting target
heights, rather than category (i.e. H vs. L), were used to convey the two
opposing meanings. The ANovA had (1) the height of boundary tone, and (2)
the height of the preceding pitch accent (in ERB) as the dependent variables.
Considering the pitch accent target was not always easy to locate, the highest
point preceding an Lo/o or the lowest point preceding an Ho/o was taken as the
pitch accent value. The opposing meanings (2 levels: Authority and
submission) and speaker Sex (2 levels: male and female) were the
independent variables. As before, phrase accent was not assessed as a
dependent variable because of the difficulty in locating such boundaries
within the intonation phrase. Speaker Sex proved to be a significant factor in
both Analyses; female speakers realised significanfly higher pitch targets
(both pitch accents and boundary tones) than their male counterparts. Such
differences are unsurprising given the physiological differences between
female and male speakers. The analyses did not show that meaning was a
significant factor affecting the heights of the pitch accent or the boundary
tone.
It is interesting that neither intonation category nor pitch height
distinguished these two meanings, conflicting with assertions made about
pitch height. specifically, ohala (19g4) claimed that low pitch signals
"largeness", which consequenfly conveys secondary meanings such as
"threat, intention to prevail in a contest, dominance [and] self-sufficiency,,(1994: 341), while high pitch conveys a sense of ,,smallness,' and
consequently conveys "nonthreat, submission, appeasement [and] desirous
of goodwill.-." (1994:341). The results of the two ANoVAs performed on the
data illustrate that NZE speakers do not appear to use the height of their pitch
accent or of the boundary tone to contrast Authority and Submission. In
addition, the tests of homogeneity performed on the individual targets within
the intonation phrase showed that speakers did not produce different
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categories on specific tonal targets, such as the pitch accent, phrase accent
or the boundary tone when indicating this meaning pair. The lack of
significant results on individual targets may have been due to the
communicative intention of the condition not being understood. The condition
"Submission" could have been interpreted several ways. For instance, the
speaker could have been attempting to convey an apology with their declined
invitation to attend dinner: "l am sorry, but I cannot go to dinner,,.
Alternatively, they may have intended to convey uncertainty, such as,,l may
have something else to do, so I cannot go to dinner".
It should also be noted that the overall analysis of pitch height did not
examine whether the pitch height within categories, such as H* or L*, was
different but rather compared the pitch height at two locations, regardless of
H or L category. Such analyses may reduce the effects of possible intra-
category distinctions made by the speakers. For instance, the speakers may
have used higher H* to indicate Submission whereas Authority may have
been signalled with lower H* targets. As I have used a transcription system
adopted for another variety of English, namely AmE, I may have neglected a
categorical distinction between levels of High pitch accents that may exist in
NzE' An ANoVA was carried out on data from the preferred tonal category
for both meanings, namely H*L-L7., in order to determine whether there were
tonal distinctions made within the categories or whether the intonation was
indeed identical, as the previous analyses suggest. This analysis is therefore
of data from 73o/o (22) of the speakers who realized this H*L-L% pattern when
conveying both Authority and Submission. The dependent variable for the
analysis was the Pitch height (in ERB). The independent variables for the
analysis were Pitch location (2 levels: the pitch accent and the boundary
tone), Meaning (a within-subject factor with 2 levels: Authority and
submission) and speaker sex (a between-subject factor with 2 levels).
As the experiment reported here is exploratory and there were few data for
this analysis (22 speakers), I will briefly comment on the general pattern of
this result in order to examine possibre tonar contrasts in NzE. The
interaction of Meaning and Pitch Target Location turned out to be nearly
significant (Fr,zo = 10.167, p < 0.01); ftre speakers produced slighfly higher
pitch accents for Authority (s.402 ERB, s.e. 0.131) than for submission
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(5.224 ERB, s.e. 0.125), but lower boundary targets for Authority (4.090 ERB,
s.e. 0.099) than for Submission (4.402 ERB, s.e. 0.129). There were no other
significant interactions. Pitch Target Location (Fr,zo = 48.346, p < 0.01)
turned out to be nearly significant as a main effect. As expected, Speaker
Sex proved to be a significant main effect, which again reflects the
physiological differences between male and female speakers. Thus Speaker
Sex as a main effect will not be discussed further in this chapter.
A further two ANOVAs were carried out on the data in order to confirm
whether the height of the L% and the height of the preceding pitch accent
were significantly different when indicating Authority and Submission. The
dependent variables for each analysis were the (1) height of Lo/o, and (2) the
height of the preceding pitch accent (in ERB). The independent variables for
both analyses were the same as described above. A comparison of the
heights of L% and the preceding peak in these contours reveals that the
height of the L%, but not that of H*, was different when conveying Authority
and Submission (Fr,zo = 7.335, p < 0.05); the speakers realized significantly
higher L% values when conveying Submission (4.402 ERB, s.e. 0129) than
Authority (4.090 ERB, s.e. 0.099). There were no significant interactions
between the variables.
The difference in the height of L% may also indicate discourse
completeness and finality. One meaning claimed for phrase final falls is that
the utterance is a statement rather than a question, the later being indicated
by a rise (or at least high terminals rather than low terminals). Rather than
simply conveying that the statement is complete, differing heights of Lo/o may
also convey differing degrees of finality (as claimed in traditional analyses by
e.g. Crystal 1969). When signalling Authority, the speaker may also be
indicating that their assertion is final and that they do not want to discuss the
topic further, and so they are more likely to use a fall to a low pitch value.
Alternatively, the speaker may not want to assert such finality if their intention
is for instance to indicate a submissive refusal, and their pitch may therefore
not fall to such a low value.
Although it is possible that the communicative intention of the PCT may not
have been understood, I would nevertheless expect the speakers to convey
tentativeness, uncertainty, or hesitancy when submissively refusing an
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invitation to dinner (see Figure 5.1b). Although recent research has disputed
the following association, the use of High Rising Terminal contours which
occur on statements (HRTs) has been traditionally associated as markers of
"tentativeness, uncertainty and hesitancy" (Warren and Britain 2000:164).
However, it is interesting to note that it is not the phrase-final rise, generally
occurring with a H% boundary tone (Ladd 1996:82), which is used to indicate
a submissive refusal to an invitation, since only 10% of speakers produced
Ho/o to convey Submission, compared with 17% to convey Authority. The
results illustrate that H% produced by NZE speakers on statements is not
used to indicate meanings traditionally ascribed to this intonation use in some
varieties of English, namely BrE (see Chapter 1), including tentativeness,
u ncertainty or hesitancy.
It should be noted that the H% produced on statements, which traditionally
has been noted as a marker of tentativeness, uncertainty and hesitancy for
other varieties of English (ibid), may be produced with a different shape than
the H% described here. In this experiment, I adopted a framework developed
for American English, namely ToBl, in order to describe the intonation of
NZE. However, NZE may employ different tonal contrasts than American
English. warren (2005b: 355) examines such issues, and states that "An
analysis which assumes (implicitly or explicitly) that categories are easily
transferred between the varieties may lead to inadequate or erroneous
conclusions". At this point, we do not know whether the HRT is dissimilar in
form to the H% described here. Such issues are explored further in Chapter
6.
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5.3.3. Emphatic vs. Unemphatic
The next meaning contrast 
- 
Emphatic and Unemphatic 
- 
was examined to
further explore how NZE speakers employ the Effort Code. Two PCTs
examined how the same 30 NZE speakers indicate Emphasis or an absence
of Emphasis on two different test items, and explored whether or not a
negative assertion (i.e. I did Nor fike the frTml) on the response no is
emphasised differently from a positive assertion (i.e. / liked the film!) on the
response yeah. The two PCTs were illustrated above in Figures 5.1c and
5.1d.
On the response no, the test of marginal homogeneity showed a
significant proportional difference of tonal composition when conveying
Emphasis and an absence of Emphasis (p < 0.01). Table 5.3 outlines the
distribution of the tonal compositions used by the NZE speakers when
indicating Emphasis vs. an absence of Emphasis on this response. What is
observed in the matrix is that all differences can be explained by the use of
the pitch accent. With consideration of the Bonferroni correction used to
determine statistical significance (p < 0.002), the 3 x 3 test of homogeneity
performed on the pitch accent did not produce significant results (p = 0.011).
However, I will briefly comment on the general pattern of this result in order to
examine possible tonal contrasts in NZE. Although the majority of speakers
used a high pitch accent (H.) to indicate both meanings, this pitch accent was
used by more speakers to convey Emphasis (77%) than an absence of
Emphasis (63%).
Unemphatic H-L.L% L"L.H% L-L-L% TOTAL
Emphatic
H*L-H% 1 1
H-L.L% {4 1 7 22
L*L-H% 1 2 3
L+H-L.L% 3 1 4
TOTAL 19 1 10 30
Table 5.3. Distribution of tonal compositions produced by 30 NZE speakers when
conveying Emphasis vs. and absence of Emphasis on "no".
Conversely, a low pitch accent (L.) was produced by more participants when
conveying an absence of Emphasis (37%) than Emphasis (10%). Although
both tonal targets may be used to convey both meanings, 9 speakers used
1,02
different tones for Emphasis and for an absence of Emphasis. Eight of these
speakers used a high pitch accent when conveying Emphasis to their
discourse partner, but L* to show an absence of Emphasis, while there was
one speaker who produced a low pitch accent to indicate Emphasis and a
high pitch accent to indicate an absence of Emphasis. ln addition, one pitch
accent, namely L+H*, was never produced to indicate an absence of
Emphasis although 13o/o of speakers (4) used this pitch accent to indicate
Emphasis. The intermediate and intonation phrase targets were found to be
used similarly for both conditions (p = 1).
Similar results were found for the productions of Emphatic vs. Unemphatic
on the response yeah (p< 0.005). Table 5.4 illustrates the tonal compositions
produced by 30 NZE speakers when conveying these two meanings on this
response.
Unemphatic H'H-L% H"L-L% L-L-H% L*L-L% TOTAL
Emphatic
H*L-H% 2 3 1 1 7
H-L-L% 2 7 6 15
L'H-L% 1 1
L+H-L-L% 4 3 7
TOTAL 4 15 1 10 30
Table 5.4. Distribution of tonal compositions produced by 30 NZE speakers when
conveying Emphasrs vs. an absence of Emphasis on "yeah".
The differences in proportions observed can be attributed to the types of pitch
accent that were used. The 3 x 3 homogeneity test, which compared the pitch
accents produced when indicating Emphasis and an absence of Emphasis on
yeah, found near significant results (p = 0.003). The preferred pitch accent
for both meanings was a high pitch accent (H"), which was produced by the
majority of speakers when conveying an absence of Emphasis (63%) and
Emphasis (73o/o). For 27o/o of the speakers (8), however, different pitch
accents were used when contrasting these two meanings, with a low and a
high pitch accent indicating an absence of Emphasis and Emphasis,
respectively. Conversely, there was only one speaker who produced a low
pitch accent to indicate Emphasis and a high pitch accent to indicate an
absence of Emphasis. Although there is a similar number of speakers who
contrast this meaning pair with their pitch accent on the two words, it should
be noted that they are not the same 8 speakers. lt is also interesting that 23%
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of Emphatic utterances were produced with an L+H* pitch accent, whereas no
such target was employed to convey an absence of Emphasis. lt should be
noted again, however, that these results were only nearly significant in light of
the Bonferroni correction. The intermediate phrase accent and the boundary
tone were not used ditferently to contrast these two meanings.
The tonal productions on both responses (yeah and no) show a similar
trend for pitch accent; although a high pitch accent (H.) can be used to signal
both meanings, a sizeable group of speakers use a high pitch accent (H.) and
a low pitch accent (L.) to indicate Emphasis and an absence of Emphasis,
respectively. In addition, L+H* was used to signal Emphasis on both
responses, but was never used to convey an absence of Emphasis. lt should
be noted here that L+H* may be a substitute feature for higher pitch height;
Gussenhoven (2004: 90) notes the theory that "peak delay may replace
greater peak height". Thus both higher pitch targets (i.e. H.) and what some
may refer to as later occurring high pitch targets (i.e. L+H* or L*+H) were used
to indicate Emphasis. Both tonal manipulations produce a greater
expenditure of Effort put forth by the speaker than lower or earlier respective
pitch targets. Gussenhoven (2004: 85) claims that speakers use such pitch
variations "to signal meanings that can be derived from the expenditure of
Effort", which he identifies as the "Effort Code". The results presented in
Tables 5.3 and 5.4 support such suppositions, illustrating how NZE speakers
use a high pitch accent rather than a low pitch accent, in addition to L+H*, to
indicate Emphasis with the production of greater expenditure of Effort.
What is observed in the two matrices (Table 5.3 and 5.4) is that the
pitch accent and the phrase accent appear to be markedly similar for both
responses, yeah and no. However, it appeared that the speakers used
marginally different boundary targets for the two responses; more speakers
produced a phrase-final H% when conveying Emphasis on the lexeme yeah
(23% of the speakers) than when conveying the same prompted meaning on
no (10% of the speakers). This result may have been due to the speakers'
desire to indicate supplementary meanings, such as conversational
continuation cues, and the contextual appropriateness of such meanings on
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each test item. For instance, both responses were opinions, either indicating
that the speaker did not like the film (i.e. no) or that the speaker did like the
film (i.e. yeah). The speakers who produced H% on yeah may be using such
a tonal target to indicate their "openness" (Cruttenden 1997) and a desire to
continue the conversation and tell their discourse partner all about the film.
Alternatively, the speaker may use L% to emphasise their dislike of the film by
indicating finality in their negative opinion of the same film no. Therefore more
speakers may choose to indicate openness with H% on a positive response,
such as yeah, than a negative response, such as no. Such suppositions
would necessitate further studies, as the results here merely indicate marginal
differences in boundary tone preference for the two test items.
5.3.4. Goncerned vs. Unconcerned
Next, I examine how speakers use their intonation to indicate Concern to their
discourse partner, and how these same speakers indicate that they are
Unconcerned. Two different responses, yeah and no, were used to assess
this meaning contrast, illustrated in Figures 5.1e and 5.1f. On the response
fro, the test of marginal homogeneity showed a significant proportional
difference of tonal composition when conveying Concern and an absence of
Concern (p . O.OOO3), which can be explained by the different proportions in
the pitch accent types (p . O.OOZ) and the boundary tone types (p < 0.002).
Table 5.5 outlines the distribution of the tonal compositions when indicating
Concern and an absence of Concern on the response no. As can be seen
from the table, the most frequently produced boundary tone which was used
to convey an absence of Concern was L% (77%) whereas Concern was
signalled with H% by the majority of speakers (73%). In addition to the overall
proportions, more than half of the speakers used different boundary tones to
indicate these two meanings; specifically, 53% of speakers produced an Lo/o
to convey an absence of Concern and all of these speakers changed their
target to an H% when conveying Concern on the response no. Thus,
although both L% and H% may be used to indicate both meanings, many
speakers make different choices for indicating Concern and an absence of
Concern using a high boundary tone and a low boundary tone, respectively.
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Unconcerned H-H-L% H"L-L% L-H-L% L-L-H% L-L-L% TOTAL
Concern
H-L-H% 3 J o 3 15
H-L-L% 1 1 2
L-L-H% 1 1 5 aI
L+H-L-L% J 3 6
TOTAL 4 7 1 7 11 30
Table 5.5. Distribution of tonal compositions produced by 30 NZE speakers when
conveying Concern vs. an absence Concern on "no".
The proportional use of the pitch accent was also different when
comparing realisations of these two meanings on the response no. The
majority of speakers (63%) produced a low pitch accent (L.) when conveying
an absence of Concern, while a small majority (57%) of speakers signalled
Concern with a high pitch accent (H.). There was also an overall tendency of
individual speakers to use different pitch accents for the two meanings; 58%
of the speakers who produced H* to convey Concern changed their pitch
accent to L* when conveying an absence of Concern. There was only 1
speaker who produced the opposite pattern, with an L* to indicate Concern
and an H* to convey an absence of Concern. Similarly Concern was signalled
with L+H* by 6 speakers, all of whom changed to L* or H" to indicate an
absence of Concern. There were no significant differences found for the
phrase accent when indicating these two meanings.
Similar results were found on the response yeah, which showed a
proportional difference on the productions of Concerned and Unconcerned
(p. O.OO1 ). Table 5.6 summarises this distribution of tonal compositions.
Unconcerned H*H-L% H"L-L% H'H-H% L*H-L% L"L-LVo TOTAL
Concern
H-H-L% 1 1
H-L-H% 4 4
H-L-L% 1 1 1 3
L-L-H% 2 1 1 3 7
L"L-L% 1 1
L+H"L-L% 7 4 3 14
TOTAL 10 6 1 1 12 30
Table 5.6. Distribution of tonal compositions produced by 30 NZE speakers when
conveying Concern vs. an absence of Concem on "yeah".
1,06
What can be seen from the table is that all differences can be explained by
the proportions of two tonal targets. First, the boundary tone was
proportionately different for the two meanings, which was confirmed by the 2 x
2 McNemar's test (p . O.OO2) performed on this specific tonal target. As
evidenced in Table 5.6, the majority of speakers (29/30) preferred to produce
an Lo/o for an absence of Concern. In order to convey Concern, however,
there was a more mixed result; 11 speakers produced an Ho/o and 19
produced anLo/o.
The second tonal target that had a different distribution for these two
was the pitch accent, as confirmed by the 3 x 3 test of homogeneity (p .
0.002) performed on this target. Table 5.6 shows that L+H* was the most
frequently produced pitch accent to convey Concern (460/ol in comparison to
H" (27o/o) and L" (27o/o). However L+H* was not produced by any speaker
when conveying an absence of Concern. There were no significant
differences found for the phrase accent.
ln sum, the intonation patterns produced on both responses (yeah and
no) show a similar trend for both pitch accent and boundary tone. In general,
speakers appeared to use high pitch accents (i.e. H.) and later occurring
peaks (i.e. L+H.) in order to convey Concern whereas these same speakers
tended to use low pitch accents (L.) or high pitch accents (H.) to indicate an
absence of Concern. Similar to the production of Emphasis (subsection
5.3.3), speakers may be producing higher pitch accents, such as H* in
comparison to L*, and later pitch peaks, such as L+H* rather than H*, in order
to signal extra articulatory effort. Consequently, speakers may indicate
meanings which are derived from this added effort. One affective meaning of
a greater pitch movement is "more surprised" (Gussenhoven 2004: 95)
whereas "uninterested" (ibid: 88) is indicated with a more narrow pitch
movement. NZE speakers may be employing the Effort Code by producing
lower and earlier pitch peaks to indicate that they are uninterested, as well as
an absence of concern for what the speaker had said (i.e. / told off my boss af
work today). Conversely, speakers may produce a wider pitch movement to
indicate interest in the conversation, their surprise in their discourse partner's
assertion and subsequently their concern for the speaker.
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The results also illustrate that NZE speakers use a high boundary tone
more readily to indicate Concern than an absence of Concern, and that
absence of Concern is almost exclusively marked by Lo/o. Such tonal use
may be used to signal conversational continuation and cessation requests in
order to indicate an attitudinal meaning, such as concern for the speaker. In
subsection 5.3.1, a high boundary tone was used to indicate conversational
continuation whereas a low boundary tone was used to indicate cessation.
The speakers may be adopting this form-function relationship in order to
indicate that they are interested in hearing more from their discourse partner.
Such meanings would subsequently imply the speaker's concern.
What is observed in Tables 5.5 and 5.6 is that the tonal preferences
are different for the two lexical responses. lt appears that the speakers
preferred to produce a high pitch accent when conveying Concern on the test
item no (57% of speakers) and more speakers preferred a L+H* than any
other pitch accent on the same prompted meaning on the response yeah
(47Yo of speakers). such preferential use may be due the compensatory
nature of intonational meaning. That is to say that the intonation is produced
as a meaningful device in a manner that complements the meaning of the
lexeme which carries the tune. For instance, on the response yeah, the
speakers are indicating that they already know that their discourse partner has
"told off fhe boss" and thus any information which would follow is already
known. In order to convey concern on such a response, speakers may need
to compensate for a response which may bring the conversation to an end by
conveying "yes, I already know that you told off your boss todaf'. conversely,
the speakers may not need to convey so much concern on the no, as such a
response indicates that the information is new to the discourse and as such,
would not end the conversation. These results may be illustrating that L+H*
indicates greater degrees of concern than H*. Similar assertions have been
made concerning other research results; as argued in Gussenhoven (2004:
91), the results presented in Ladd and Morton (1997) show the "listeners
apparently perceive late peaks as if they were higher". Therefore L+H" may
be used to indicate greater degrees of emphasis and concern than H*. The
results presented here suggest that intonation is a meaningful compensatory
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tool for the lexeme; tonal devices may be used to convey meanings which
supplement those meanings conveyed by the lexeme.
The majority of speakers also conveyed Concern with a high boundary
tone on the response no (73Yo of speakers) and a low boundary tone on the
response yeah (63% of speakers). Once again, the prompted response may
have been used to indicate conversational continuation. As discussed above,
the response no indicates that the information is new in the discourse (i.e. "no,
you did not tell me that you told off your boss todaf'). Speakers may also
want to indicate their desire to continue the conversation (i.e. "p/ease tell me
more") with a conversational continuation marker, such as H%. The meaning
conveyed with the response yeah, however, is such that the information is
already known within the discourse (i.e.: "yes, you have already told me that
you told off the boss"). Such conversational continuation cues may not be as
appropriate when the discourse topic is already known.
5.3.4. lmpressed vs. Unimpressed
Next, I examine how speakers use their intonation to convey an lmpressed
attitude and how these same speakers indicate that they are Unimpressed on
two different lexical items (i.e. no and yeah'1. The PCTs were illustrated above
in Figures 5.19 and 5.1h. The test of marginal homogeneity performed on the
response no showed that the speakers produced different intonations to
convey the two meanings (p = 0.003). Although there were 14 speakers who
produced identical pitch accents for both meanings, the test of marginal
homogeneity performed on the individual targets identified the pitch accent as
significantly different when indicating an lmpressed and Unimpressed attitude
(p = 0.0053). Table 5.7 outlines the distribution of the tonal compositions
when indicating an lmpressed or an Unimpressed attitude on the response no.
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Unimpressed H-H-L% H*L-L% L-L-H% L-L-L% L+H-L-L% TOTAL
lmpressed
H*L-H% 1 1 2
H"L-L% 2 2
L*L-Ho/o 1 3 5 6 15
L+H-L.L% 5 2 3 1 11
TOTAL 2 I q I 1 30
Table 5.7. Distribution of tonal compositions produced by 30 NZE speakers when
conveying an lmpressed vs Unimpressed attitude on "no".
The matrix above shows that the production of L+H* is proportionally different
for the two meanings. Specifically, 37% of the speakers (11) produced this
pitch accent when conveying an lmpressed attitude but only 1 of these
speakers produced an L+H* when conveying an Unimpressed attitude. The
remaining 10 used either H" or L* when conveying the Unimpressed meaning.
There were no significant differences found for the phrase accent or the
intonational phrase boundary targets.
The test of marginal homogeneity performed on the response yeah
showed similar results; it was found that speakers produced different
intonations to convey the two meanings (p . O.OO3), which again can be
explained by the proportional use of the pitch accent (p < 0.002). Table 5.8
outlines the distribution of the tonal compositions when indicating an
f mpressed or Unimpressed attitude on the response yeah.
Unimpressed H"H-L% H*L-L% L-L-H% L*L-L% TOTAL
lmpressed
H-L-H% 'l 1
H-L-L% 1 1
L"L-H% 1 2 4 2 I
L+H-L-L% 3 4 2 10 19
TOTAL 4 6 7 13 30
Table 5.8. Distribution of tonal compositions produced by 30 NZE speakers when
conveying an lmpressed vs. Unimpressed attitude on "yeah".
Table 5.8 illustrates that, once again, L+H* was used to convey an lmpressed
attitude; 63% of speakers produced an L+H* pitch accent when conveying an
lmpressed attitude and all of these speakers used a different accent, either
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H. (33%) or L. (67%), when convey an Unimpressed attitude. There were no
significant differences found for the phrase accent or the intonational phrase
boundary targets.
Once again, the intonations produced on both responses (yeah and
no) show a similar trend. What was observed in Tables 5.7 and 5.8 was that
the difference in proportions could be explained by the pitch accent rather
than phrase accent or intonational phrase boundary targets. Similar to the
patterns discussed above for Concern (subsection 5.3.4), the data illustrate
how NZE speakers produce higher and later pitch peaks in order to indicate
an lmpressed attitude with greater articulatory effort.
Tables 5.7 and 5.8 also show that the tonal preferences are different
for the two lexical responses. Speakers preferred a low pitch accent when
conveying an lmpressed attitude on the test item no (50% of speakers), as
evidenced in Table 5.7, and an L+H* on the same prompted meaning on the
response yeah (63% of speakers), as shown in Table 5.8. Once again,
speakers may have used their intonation in order to compensate for the
meanings conveyed by the response word. For instance, yeah indicates that
the information is already known within the discourse, specifically conveying
"yes, I already know that you told off your boss todaf'. Such a meaning may
bring a conversation to an end as further information may be repeated
information. In order to indicate an impressed attitude, speakers may need to
employ intonation which conveys surprise, such as later occurring pitch
accent peaks (i.e. L+H.). Conversely, the response no indicates that the
information is new to the conversation, and thus would not stop the storyteller
from continuing their story about having told off fhe boss. That is, such lexical
meanings do not require additional support, such as with the use of L+H*, in
order to convey that the speaker is impressed.
It is also interesting to note another similarity between the Concern vs.
Unconcerned PCTs and the lmpressed vs. Unimpressed PCTs; once again,
the majority of speakers produced a phrase-final high target (H%) on the
response no (57o/o) and conversely, a phrase-final low target on the response
yeah (67%). Once again, speakers may also want to indicate their desire to
continue the conversation (i.e. "p/ease tell me more") when the topic is new to
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the discourse (i.e. on the response no) rather than indicating continuation
cues when the discourse topic is already known (i.e. on the response yeah).
A conversational continuation marker, such as H%, may be used to contrast
such meanings. However, such suppositions would need to be explored
further in supplementary studies.
5.4. Summary and Conclusions
Although these results merely illustrate how NZE speakers produce intonation
in a laboratory setting, it is clear that NZE speakers may use different pitch
accent and boundary tone types when indicating opposite meanings. First,
the pitch accent was found to be significantly different in the comparisons of
three pairs of meaning: Emphatic vs. Unemphatic, Concerned vs.
Unconcerned and lmpressed vs. Unimpressed. Table 5.9 summarises the
distribution of the pitch accent when indicating Emphasis, Concern and an
lmpressed attitude, compared with an absence of these three meanings.
Absence of
Meanino
L' H* L+H* TOTAL
Meaning
L* 29 14 43
H* 36 40 76
L*+H* 27 33 rl 61
TOTAL 92 87 1 180
Table 5.9. Distribution of pitch accents produced by 30 NZE speakers when
conveying Meaning (Emphatic, Concemed and lmpressed) vs. an absence of the
same meaning (Unemphatic, Unconcerned and Unimpressed).
ln sum, speakers appeared to prefer a high pitch accent (H") or a low pitch
target followed by a high target (L+H.) when conveying Emphasis, Concern
and an lmpressed attitude whereas speakers appeared to prefer a low (L.) or
a high pitch accent (H.) to convey an absence of these three meanings.
These contrasts were said to be due to the Effort Code, since greater pitch
movements may be produced in order to convey meanings derived from this
added effort, which appears to include Emphasis, Concern and an lmpressed
attitude in NZE. Second, the speakers also employed variations in the
boundary tone when distinguishing Continuation and Cessation and
Concerned vs. Unconcerned. The use of the high boundary tone (H%)
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appears to indicate "openness" and continuation whereas the low boundary
target indicates cessation and finality.
The results found for both pitch accent and boundary tone were largely
unsurprising as they illustrate how NZE speakers use two universal codes.
First, the Effort Code was signalled with larger pitch excursions on the pitch
accent, thus conveying more emphasis, concern and an impressed attitude.
In addition, high boundary tones were used to convey "openness". lt is
interesting to note, however, that H% was not used to indicate a submissive
refusal to an invitation. Although not explicitly examined, this result suggests
that H% is not used to signal secondary meanings such as uncertainty,
hesitancy or tentativeness in this variety of English. In addition, speakers did
not produce La/o more frequently to convey an Authoritative refusal to the
same invitation. As noted above, H% was rarely produced to indicate either
meaning. The results of this PCT illustrate that NZE speakers do not contrast
Submission with high boundary tones (H%) and Authority with low boundary
tones (L%). This offers supporting evidence that H% produced on statements
in NZE are not used to indicate meanings traditionally ascribed to the H% in
other varieties of English. Such meanings include tentativeness, uncertainty
or hesitancy. Such attitudinal associations to the phrase-final H% are further
explored in Chapter 6.
Contextual appropriateness may also offer an explanation for the lack
of HYo in specific discourse genres, such as opinions (Guy, Horvath,
Vonwiller, Daisley and Rogers 1986; Allan 1990; Britain 1992). lt was noted
that few speakers produced high boundary targets (i.e. H%) when asserting
Emphasis and an absence of Emphasis on their opinion about whether or not
they enjoyed a film (Figures 5.1c and 5.1d). Similar evidence was noted by
scholars who investigated the meaning of phrase-final rises on statements;
specifically scholars noted that High Rising Terminal contours are much less
present in opinion-giving texts than narratives (see Guy et al 1986; Allan
1990; Britain 1992; Warren and Britain 2000). Such scholars have used the
proportional distribution of HRTs as evidence against the claim that HRTs
indicate "uncertainty" in Antipodean varieties. lt may also be the case that
speakers in these studies may have avoided such an intonational form in
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opinion-giving texts because it may convey the speakers' uncertainty about
their opinion, for instance, of whether they enjoyed the movie or not.
Speakers may be able to assert themselves confidently when affirming their
opinion and as such, opinion-giving text is not always an appropriate
discourse genre for Ho/o.
Also, the phrase accent was not found to be proportionally different in
any of the meaning contrasts examined here. There are several descriptions
of intonation which do not recognise the phrase accent, questioning its validity
in intonational phonology (for German and English, see Grabe 1998; for
Dutch, see Gussenhoven, Rietveld and Terken 1999). The phrase accent
was proposed by Beckman and Pierrehumbert (1986) in order to describe
different levels of intonational phrasing. ln ToBl descriptions of intonation,
such as used in this dissertation, the phrase accent is described as less
complete than the intonational phrase boundary. lt is also used to "up-step" a
phrase final low target which produces a level pitch movement from a high
pitch accent to the boundary tone (see Chapter 1 for a review). A phrase
accent may be helpful in distinguishing tonal contrasts such as an
Authoritative refusal to an invitation, with an L% which reaches the F0
minimum (e.9. H*L-L%), and a Submissive refusal to the same invitation,
which is conveyed with higher levels of Lo/o, or an "upstepped" Lo/o (e.9. H"H-
L%). ToBl uses the later notation (i.e. H.H-Lo/o\ for level pitch movements
from H* to L% in American English. Rather than a level pitch movement from
a high pitch accent to the boundary tone, NZE speakers may distinguish
between Authority, which may be conveyed with a wider pitch movement from
H* to L7o, and Submission, which may be signalled with a narrow pitch
movement from these two tonal targets. For future investigations, it may
prove useful to further explore the necessity of the phrase accent, and the
possible categorical distinction between a wide pitch movement from H* to L%
(H.L-L%) and a more narrow pitch movement between these two tonal targets
(H.H-L%) in NZE.
Intonologists quickly discover that it is difficult to separate the many-
layered meanings of intonation. PCTs do not evade such issues. For
example, NZE speakers may use H% to signal conversational continuation
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and at the same time to imply other meanings, such as the speaker's interest
in the conversation as well as concern for their discourse partner.
Conversely, Lo/o may signal a lack of interest and conversational cessation,
which may imply a speaker's finality in his opinion. As shown in the PCTs
above, this methodology does not unveil all of the meaningful tonal contrasts
used by speakers of a language variety. The PCT results illustrate possible
contrasts used in NZE intonation and illustrate how tonal techniques may be
used to convey a number of different meanings in this variety of English. As
such, the conclusions derived from the results would necessitate further
examination. Variations in meaning of such tonal categories are explored
further in Chapters 6 and 7.
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Categories and meanings conveyed
tone height
Chapter 6
by variation in boundary
6.0. Chapter abstract
The previous chapter reported that boundary tone height was important in
distinguishing between Conversational Continuation vs. Cessation and
Concerned vs. Unconcerned. In addition, it was also found that there may be
a categorical distinction between levels of L tone when NZE speakers
contrast Submission and Authority. The aim of the experiment reported in
this chapter was to determine whether the height of the boundary tone
differentiates categories of meaning in New Zealand English. With this in
mind, two experiments were carried out. The first was a perception
experiment using a discrete-choice task to test for the presence of categorical
boundaries within the range of boundary tone height. 21 test stimuli were
created from the same source utterance and each was played in conjunction
with a second test stimulus with a boundary target that was 0.50 ERB higher.
36 listeners were asked to specify whether the two stimuli were the same or
different. The results indicate that there is at least one categorical boundary,
which is determined by boundary height. lt is argued that different pitch levels
of the boundary height can be categorized as either Lo/o or Ho/o in NZE.
Second, a gradient-response task was used to further explore how
three separate meanings are interpreted according to the height of the
boundary tone. 10 test stimuli with different boundary heights were created
from a single utterance and played in conjunction with an anchor stimulus. 37
participants were instructed to judge each stimulus against the Anchor
stimulus according to three different meaning scales: the comparative levels
of ttvettxess, coNFrDeruce and tNStsrENcE. The participants showed a general
tendency to interpret stimuli with higher boundaries as livelier, less confident
and less insistent. The results are interpreted as demonstrating that NZE
listeners employ the Frequency Code (Ohala 1994) when interpreting
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attitudinal meaning conveyed by the height of the boundary tone. Specifically,
listeners' responses show a linear relationship with the height of the boundary
tone, with the degree of perceived insistence and confidence correlating
negatively with the boundary, and the degree of perceived liveliness
correlating positively with the same boundary.
6.1. Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 2, speakers of different languages and language
varieties often employ both universal and language-specific meanings when
using intonation as a meaningful linguistic device. For example, one universal
form-function distinction is between a phrase-final rise, which often signals an
interrogative and a phrase-final fall, which frequently identifies a statement
(see Chapler 2, Section 2.2.2). Language-specific meanings have also been
associated with the phrase-final rising intonation. For RP, for instance,
O'Connor and Arnold (1961) describe several attitudes conveyed by rising
phrase-final pitch movements when used on declarative statements; they
assert that different types of rises on statements communicate a sense of
"incompleteness", are "used for continuative purposes" (1961:50) and indicate
"tentative[ness]" (1961 :57). O'Connor and Arnold also divide up the meanings
associated with rises according to the range of pitch. For instance, a low rise,
which has a low F0 onset which rises to its completion before the middle of
the speaker's range, invites further conversation, as well as being "...guarded,
reserving judgment, reprovingly critical, resentful, deprecatory" (1961:169). A
second type of phrase-final rise begins in the middle of the speaker's range
and rises until its completion point, or a high rise. As well as being
incomplete, O'Connor and Arnold claim the high rise is "questioning, trying to
elicit a repetition, but lacking any suggestion of disapproval or puzzlement;
[and] (in non-final [intonation phrases]) tentativ€", (1961 :210).
It is clear that NZE phrase-final high targets may convey meanings other
than those ascribed to phrase-final rises in RP, or those meanings attributed
as "universal'. Phrase-final intonation, notably the High Rising Terminal
(HRT), may have an additional form and function in NZE from those rises
noted above; as noted in Chapter 1, HRTs function as "positive politeness
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markers" (Meyerhoff 1991 ) rather than indicators of uncertainty: "our analyses
showed that those structural etements that function strongly to appeal to
hearers' understanding and empathy were those most likely to carry HRTs"
(Warren and Britain 2000: 170).
It is unclear, however, whether the NZE HRT is somehow "different"
from other contours with high boundary targets (H%). One possibility is that
high H%, such as an HRT, and low Ho/o may be meaningfully distinct in NZE,
just as a low rise and a high rise are claimed to be meaningfully distinct in
BrE. lt may be that NZE speakers employ high H% to assess listener
comprehension, for example, whereas low H% may indicate uncertainty and
a lack of confidence. A further unresearched question is whether NZE
speakers use different levels of low boundary tones (L%) to convey unique
categories of meaning, as suggested in the previous chapter. Thus the aim
of the two experiments reported in this chapter is to determine whether the
height of the boundary tone differentiates unique categories of meaning in
NZE. Two experimental tasks were carried out for this purpose.
6.2. Discrete-choicetask
6.2.1. Materials
The source utterance used in this study was taken from a male speaker of
New Zealand English (Appendix C2). He was instructed to read aloud from a
provided script, "as naturally as possible" whilst being recorded onto a Maxell
74 Minidisk using a Sony MDS-J8930 minidisk recorder and a Sony
unidirectional microphone. The recorded speech material was later
resampled using Praat (Boersma and Weenink 1996), with a sampling rate of
16 kHz in mono. The speaker was recorded in a quiet room at Victoria
U niversity of Wellington.
The utterance Manny won in rummy was selected as the source utterance
in this perception experiment for several reasons. As discussed in Chapter 3,
the segmental makeup of an utterance affects the F0. An utterance
consisting entirely of voiced sonorants was selected in order to avoid such
complications. In addition, the source utterance was selected because it
could potentially convey each of the three attitudinal meanings being
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assessed in the second part of this study (see Section 6.3.3). For example,
speakers may convey different degrees of ltveltruess on the sentence Manny
won in rummy, as the speaker may want to show excitement (or lack of
excitement) that Manny had won the card game. A speaker's coNFIDENCE
may also be conveyed through intonation; a speaker may appear both
confident and unconfident in his assertion that Manny had won in rummy. A
speaker's intonation may also be employed in order to convey lNSlsTENcE,
asserting his certainty that Manny has indeed won in rummy. Finally, the
utterance is durationally short (1.11 sec), limiting the total duration of the
experiment and the subsequent demand on the participants' time and
concentration.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of source utterance
(Time = sec, PPt = Pitch Point).
Using Praat, the pitch contour of the recorded utterance was stylised and
seven pitch points (PPt) were located at tonal movement positions (PPts 2-6,
Figure 6.1)and phrase boundary locations (PPts 1 and 7, Figure 6.1). The
average pitch level for the recorded utterance was 3.73 ERB, which is similar
to the average pitch levels of 13 NZE male speakers reading aloud a story
(mean 3.82, s.d. 0.48, see Chapter 4). Following Ladd and Morton (1997:
3241, a male voice was used rather than a female voice. Ladd and Morton
wanted to avoid the possibility of having to explain unanticipated problems
due to the sex of the speaker. As the primary focus of the current thesis is
not an examination of social variation within NZE, a similar approach to that
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used in Ladd and Morton (1997) was used here. The pitch values at each of
the seven tonal positions for the source utterance are provided in Table 6.1.
PPt 1 PPI2 PPt 3 PPt 4 PPt 5 PPt6 PPTT
ERB 4.19 4.67 4.00 4.30 3.77 4.09
Table 6.1: Pitch Point (Pft) values (in ERB) for the source ufterance
In order to examine possible boundaries at the lP-Final boundary position,
the height of the boundary tone located at PPt 7 (Figure 6.1 and Table 6.1)
was manipulated. The height of the boundary target was adjusted to one of
eleven pitch levels. Figure 6.2 illustrates the manipulations carried out on the
source utterance.
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Figure 6.2: Schematic representation of manipulations canied out on
source utterance, (PPt = Pitch Point).
The Anchor stimulus, referred to as Step Anchor in Figure 6.2, was a level
pitch movement from H* (PPt 6, Figure 6.1) onto the lP-Final boundary target
(PPt 7, Figure 6.1). Five lowertargets (Step 1 to Step 5 in Figure 6.2) and
five higher targets (Step 6 to Step 10) were adjusted relative to the Anchor
stimulus pitch level (4.09 ERB, Figure 6.2). The difference between each
adjacent step was 0.50 ERB. The motivation for adopting pitch targets in
relation to the boundary tone target on the Anchor stimulus was theoretical,
and is primarily of relevance to the second task (see section 6.3).
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A pilot study, which was performed in a Linguistics class at Victoria
University, helped establish the step size and the experimental procedure.
The primary aim of the pilot study was to determine whether naive listeners
could distinguish a step size of 0.40 ERB, which was determined as audible
by the author, or whether a larger step size (e.9. 0.50 ERB) was required.
The pilot study revealed that a step size of 0.40 ERB at lP-Final boundary
was nearly undifferentiable to the participants; the students remarked that
members of each stimulus pair sounded alike while other students noted that
they indicated that the stimuli were "different" even though they believed the
stimuli sounded alike. These results were surprising in light of Ladd and
Morton's assertions based on a pilot study: "two-step pairs (with peak levels
12 Hz apart) might be too easily discriminated" (1997:325). Although Ladd
and Morton did not specify the exact pitch range (in ERB) of the utterance
used in their pilot study, it appears unlikely that a step size as large as 0.40
ERB was used; a difference in 12HZ may represent, for example,0.156 on
an ERB scale at the high end of the voice pitch range (e.9. from 400 to 412
Hz), or 0.39 ERB at an exceedingly low voice pitch range (e.9. 52 to 64 Hz).
There may be several explanations for this discrepancy in discernable pitch
levels. First and foremost, the pitch steps were adjusted at the boundary
position in this experiment rather than a high pitch accent (H*), as done in
Ladd and Morton's experiment. lt may be easier to distinguish pitch variation
at a perceptually more salient stressed point (such as the pitch accent) than
an unstressed point (such as the boundary tone). Other possible
explanations concern the experimental procedure. Specifically, the pilot
study stimuli here were played over a loudspeaker rather than individual
headsets. Based on the evidence of the pilot study, steps of 0.50 ERB for
boundary targets were adopted for this study, which were played over
individual headsets.
Pairs of stimuli, each with an interstimulus interval of 0.35 seconds,
were used as the test stimulus pairs. For these discrete-choice task stimulus
pairs, each stimulus step (Figure 6.2) was combined with a higher step (e.9.
Step 1 was combined with Step 2) forming the test stimulus pairs (following
Ladd and Morton 1997). In addition, pairs of identical stimuli formed the
control stimulus pairs (following Ladd and Morton 1997). The stimulus
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combinations, resulting in 21 pairs of stimuli, formed the discrete-choice task.
It should be noted that reverse pairs of stimuli, which combine a higher
boundary target stimulus with a lower boundary target stimulus (i.e. Step 2 +
Step 1), were not created and tested. This was because Ladd and Morton
found (1997:331) that "it appears that the subject cannot discriminate
stimulus pairs presented in BA [higher-then-lower] order....". They posited
that the order of presentation is important when differentiating pitch levels as
"different" due to the effects of declination, which mean that a later pitch peak
that is physically lower in F0 than an earlier pitch peak may nevertheless
sound at least as high as the earlier peak (Gussenhoven and Rietveld 1994).
Thus listeners may interpret a stimulus pair which combines a stimulus with a
higher boundary target and a stimulus with a pitch target lower in pitch level
as equal in pitch target height.
6.2.2. Participants
36 participants took part in this experiment on a voluntary basis. Social
variation was assessed using a questionnaire (Appendix C5). 16 were male
and the other twenty were female. All were students at Victoria University of
Wellington . 27 participants were aged between 18-22 years, seven were 23-
27 years old and two were 28-35. All of the participants claimed to be native
New Zealand English speakers, and none reported having any known hearing
impairments. This analysis examined listener sex as the only between-subject
factor. There were not enough speakers to analyse age as a factor. The
participants represented a single native language category (NZE) and
occupation (student).
6.2.3. Procedure
One task typically employed in categorical perception experiments asks
listeners to indicate whether pairs of stimuli are identical or different.
Discrimination between pairs of stimuli is predicted to be better if the stimuli
are perceived to be in different categories than if the stimuli are interpreted as
within the same category (Ladd and Morton 1997:12). ln orderto determine
whether or not NZE listeners differentiate pitch levels at the boundary as
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categorically distinct, participants were asked to tick one of two boxes,
indicating whether the pairs of sentences were the "Same" or "Different".
In addition to providing instructions for each task, the introduction identified
the speaker of the test stimuli as a "Kiwi" man. Prior to every eighth stimulus,
a 0.5 second beep was inserted in order for the participants to determine
whether they were keeping pace with the playback. Each stimulus pair was
separated by 3.5 seconds. The pilot study confirmed that participants were
able to complete the task using this interstimulus interval (lSl). The first five
stimuli were played a second time within the experiment and the answers
given for the first set were discarded from the included data; this was done to
discount erroneous answers often made at the beginning of experiments.
The introduction (Appendix C3), which was prerecorded using the author's
voice, and stimuli were played over individual headsets in an audio classroom
in the Language Learning Centre, Victoria University. Groups of students
took part in a single listening exercise. The participants were provided with a
$10 booUmusic voucher as recompense for their time.
6.2.4. Results and Discussion
Figure 6.3 illustrates the percentage of listeners who correctly identified each
of the 10 test stimulus pairs as "different". The number of participants who
indicate an accurate response (i.e.: indicating that pairs of different stimuli are
"different") increases as stimulus pairs become closer in pitch height to the
Step Anchor stimulus. Nearly all listeners (91.89%) correctly identified the
Step S-Anchor stimulus pair as "different", and 83.78% correctly identified the
Step Anchor-Step 6 stimulus pair as "different". lt is unclear at this point why
there is a sharp decrease in discriminability between the Anchor stimulus -
Step 6 stimulus pair and the Step 6-Step 7 stimulus pair. lt may be due to the
fact that the trajectory of the pitch for the later stimulus pair was more similar
(both rising from the H* to the lP-Final target) and therefore, less easy to
discriminate than the former stimulus pair, which may have been perceived as
less similar (a level pitch movement as opposed to a rising pitch movement
from the H* to the lP-Final target). However, such assumptions cannot be
confirmed using the given data as I did not ascertain whether or not the
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participants perceived the stimuli as rising or falling pitch movements at this
location.
lOOo/o
90%
80o/o
7Oo/"
6OYo
SOVI
4OVo
30%
2Oo/"
1Oo/o
Qo/o
Figure 6.3.; Discrefe-choice response, illustrating the percentage of pafticipants who
correctly identified the 10lesf-Sfimulus palrs as "different".
The results indicate that there is at least one categorical boundary which is
determined by boundary tone height in this experiment and categorised by the
pitch movement to the boundary tone from the preceding H" value used in this
experiment. The phrase-final targets in these stimuli would be labelled as
either L% (Step 5) or H% (Step 6), using the ToBl labelling system (Beckman
and Ayers 1994; Pierrehumbert 1980). The results also illustrate that the level
pitch movement from H* to % (i.e. Step Anchor) would be categorised along
with Steps 6 - 10, on the basis that the Step 5 - Step Anchor stimulus pair is
more discriminable than the Step Anchor 
- 
Step 6 stimulus pair. Therefore
the results indicate that a two-level phrase-final categorisation, such as that
used in ToBl, may be accurate for NZE. lt should be noted, however, the
level pitch movement from Hn to the boundary tone would be categorised with
the H% stimuli rather than as an upstepped L% (i.e. it would not appear to be
"H-L%").
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However, it should be noted here that such a two tone (high vs. low)
dichotomy at this location cannot be confirmed by the results here. This is
due to the high level of distinguishability of stimuli which are shallow in pitch
movement from H* to the boundary tone (Step 4+Step5 and StepAnchor +
Step 6 stimulus pairs). lt may be the case that an additional categorical
distinction exists within the shallow pitch movements at this location.
The results also suggest that higher and lower Ho/o are not in different
categories in NZE, as previously hypothesised in this chapter. That is, within
what we might now characterise as the H% range, it appears to be the case
that the higher the boundary target, the smaller the number of participants
who recognise the test stimulus pair as "different". The finding that there is
not a second peak of discdmination within this H% range strongly suggests
that a raised H% does not indicate a separate category in NZE.
It should also be noted that, as claimed by O'Connor and Arnold
(1961), a "low rise" (i.e. commencing from a low pitch point in the speaker's
pitch range) and a "high rise" (i.e. beginning in the middle of the speaker's
pitch range) may still be phonologically distinct in NZE. That is to say, the
height of the nuclear pitch accent, such as the H" used here, may differentiate
categories of meaning in NZE which are similar to those ascribed by
O'Connor and Arnold (see section 6.1). As the height of the pitch accents
were not examined here, supplementary studies would be necessary to
determine such a supposition.
Figure 6.4 illustrates the percentage of listeners who incorrectly
identified the 11 identical control stimulus pairs as "different". Note the peak
in errors across the stimulus pairs Step Anchor+Anchor and Step 6+6;
36.11o/o ?nd 33.33% of listeners, respectively, believed that the stimuli in
these two pairs of identical items were different. The general tendency for
such responses (i.e.: incorrect identification of identical stimulus pairs as
"different") decreases as the Step levels become increasingly distant (higher
and lower) from the H* at the lP-Final boundary position. As noted by Ladd
and Morton (1997:328), categorical perception studies show an increase in
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the number of "false alarms" at a categorical boundary. This is therefore
further evidence that there may be a categorical boundary at this location.
100%
90%
80%
70To
60%
50o/o
40Yo
30%
20o/o
10%
0Yo
Figure 6.4. Discrete-choice response, illustrating the percentage of participants who
inconectly identified the 11 control stimulus pairs as "different".
6.3. Gradient-response task
6.3.1. Materials
The stimuli used for the discrete-choice task reported above (Section 6.2)
were also used for the gradient-response task (see Figure 6.2). However,
different stimulus pairs were used in the two tasks. In the discrete-choice
task, pairs of stimuli with adjacent step levels were played in conjunction with
one another in order to examine where the level of disciminability increased
and thus, where a categorical boundary may exist. The aim of the gradient
response task, however, was to examine how a range of boundary targets
convey different meanings. Thus, the stimulus pairs for the gradient-
response task were combinations of one stimulus, namely the Anchor
stimulus (referred to as Step Anchor in Figure 6.2), with the stimulus from
each Step (Steps 1 - Step 10, Figure 6.2).
The motivation for the use of a level pitch contour as the anchor was
based on common assertions about the intonational phonology of English. As
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noted above, scholars have traditionally categorised the boundary tone into
two groups. Researchers who adopt the traditional British approach to
intonation, for example, often categorise phrase final intonation into falling
pitch patterns vs. rising pitch contours (c.f. O'Connor and Arnold 1961 )
whereas a similar dichotomy is often used in Autosegmental Metrical
approaches, such as ToBl, which categorizes the boundary tone as either low
(L%) or high (H%), (c.f. Beckman and Ayers 1994). As noted earlier, L%
does not always equate to a falling pitch movement. For instance, an H*H-
L% tonal composition would represent a level pitch movement at the nuclear
position. This experiment explores whether a categorical distinction exists
between faffing and rising movements (here corresponding to Lo/o and Ho/o
boundary tones) when interpreting three meanings. lt does this by comparing
meanings ascribed to various falling pitch movements (i.e. movements to L%
targets) and rising pitch movements (to H% targets) when compared to a
level pitch movement from H* to the boundary tone.
Another motivation for selecting the level pitch from H* to % as the
Anchor stimulus was to examine whether or not phrase-final pitch width
(regardless of boundary tone) is a factor in interpreting the three assessed
meanings. The Anchor stimulus, with equal pitch target heights on H* and
the lP-Final boundary position, was directly compared with the test stimuli,
which produced subsequent steps of wider pitch widths from H* to each of the
L% and H% targets. Such a direct comparison permitted a 2 by 5 Analysis of
Variance, in which the two independent factors were boundary tone (2 levels,
H% and L%) and pitch widths (5 levels, either above (H%) or below (L%) the
H*).
A further 11 filler stimuli were created from the source utterance in an
attempt to disguise the investigative aim of the experiment. Thus the pitch
level and pitch movement position of tonal targets other than those under
examination were adjusted (PPts 1, 2, 3,4, 5 and 6, Figure 6.2). The filler
and test stimuli produced a total of 21 stimulus pairs, each of which consisted
of a combination of the anchor stimulus with a different stimulus. Stimulus
pairs were separated by an interval of 3.5 seconds.
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6.3.2. Participants
The same listeners participated in the gradient-response task as the discrete-
choice task (see Section 6.2.2).
6.3.3. Procedure
This task started with an introduction, which was prerecorded by the author,
as in the first task (Appendix C4). A second task typically employed in
traditional categorical perception experiments asks listeners to assign stimuli
from a phonetic continuum to one of two categories. In intonation studies,
such categories are aligned with meaning. For instance, listeners may be
asked to assign stimuli from a phonetic continuum, such as pitch height, to
categories such as emphatic vs. not emphatic (Ladd and Morton 1997). A
task involving only one meaning was difficult to apply to this experiment due
to the number of meanings associated with H% and L% in English. For
instance, H% has been claimed to convey conversational continuation (see
Chapter 2 tor discussion), a speaker's uncertainty (Lakoff 1975) and an
indication that a question has been asked (see Chapter 2 for discussion),
whereas conversational finality and a speaker's certainty are identified with
L%. lf the perception task were limited to assessing one meaning, it could
not be determined whether or not other meanings are categorised into either
H% orL% in NZE (as hypothesised in Section 6.1). Instead, three meanings
were selected for this assessment. The perceived levels of corunDENcE,
LIvELINESS and trustsrENcE were examined in order to ascertain whether or not
NZE listeners interpret the same meanings on rising vs. falling phrase final
stimuli as have been ascribed to these tonal contrasts in another variety of
English (e.9. SBrE, c.f. O'Connor and Arnold 1961). lt should be noted that
intonation may convey several meanings simultaneously. For instance,
varying degrees of liveliness, confidence and insistence may be conveyed by
the same intonation pattern. In this task, I wanted to explore how these three
meanings are interpreted with respect to differences in the pitch height of the
boundary target.
ln addition to several meanings being assessed rather than one, this
experiment differed from typical experiments on the interpretation of intonation
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in that a gradient response task was used rather than a forced choice task.
The aim of this type of task was to determine whether these three meanings
are interpreted along a gradient scale or whether these meanings are more
obviously aligned into different categories (for instance, corresponding to the
distinction between L% and H% demonstrated above). The three meanings in
the gradient-response task were assessed separately. For example, the
participants were told to mark on the given scale "how lively the second
sentence sounded in comparison to the first sentence" with the left side of the
scale indicating "much less lively" and the right side of the scale indicating
"much more lively", and with the mid-point denoting that the test stimulus
conveys the "same amount" of liveliness as the Anchor stimulus. The degree
of tttststeruce and the level of corurroENcE were assessed using similar
scales (Appendix C5).
The pairs of stimuli were randomised in three separate orders so as to
reduce the interpretational effects that preceding pairs of stimuli may have on
subsequent pairs of stimuli. lt should also be noted that each stimulus pair
was judged once according to each meaning, allowing participants to indicate
their perceptions of one meaning at a time for each stimulus pair. Prior to
every fifth stimulus, a 0.5 second beep was inserted in order for the
participants to determine whether they were keeping pace with the
presentation. The first five stimuli were played a second time within the
experiment and the answers given for the first set were discarded from the
included data; this was done to discount erroneous answers often made at the
beginning of experiments.
For the gradient-response task, scores were measured to the nearest
whole millimetre on the meaning scales, measuring 100 mm in length.
Measurements were taken as the centre point on any marks which were a
millimetre or so wide. Scores ranged from 0 (for "much less lively", "much
less confident" and "much less insistent") to 100 (for "much more lively",
"much more confident" and "much more insistent"), with 50 denoting that the
second stimulus conveys the "same amount" of the assessed meaning as the
Anchor stimulus. These scores were then entered into three separate
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Analyses of Variance (repeated measures design, Huyhn-Feldt corrected),
one for each meaning: ttveLtNEss, coNFtDENce and tNStsrENcE. In each
analysis, there was one between subject factor: Listener Sex (2 levels, male
and female) and two within subject factors: Boundary Tone (2 levels, H% and
L%) and Pitch Width from H* to the boundary target (5 pitch levels, differing in
subsequent steps of 0.50 ERB). Thus the analysis paired responses for
comparisons which were equal in Pitch Width from the H* to %, such as Step
Level 1 (to a L% target) and Step Level 10 (to a H% target) which represented
a pitch with of 2.50 ERB (see Figure 6.2). The results are provided in the
following section.
6.3.4. Results
6.3.4.1. Liveliness
The interaction of Pitch Width and Boundary Tone turned out to be highly
significant for judgements of LIvELINESS (F+,rso = 8.191, p < 0.01). For high
boundary tones, wider pitch movements from H* to H% were interpreted as
more lively, while for low boundary tones, narrower movements from H" to L%
were interpreted as more lively, as shown in Figure 6.5. There were no other
significant interactions. The type of Boundary Tone turned out to be
significant as a main effect (Fr,so = 41.424, p < 0.01) but Pitch Width was not a
significant main effect.
On the basis of the significant interaction, and in order to assess
differences between the 5 pitch levels within each category (i.e. within H%
and L%), two separate Analyses of Variance were carried out for H% stimuli
and for L% stimuli. ln each analysis, there was one between subject factor:
Listener Sex (2 levels, male and female) and one within subject factor: Pitch
Level (5 levels). There was a significant effect of Pitch Level within H% (Fa,rgo
= 9.098, p < 0.01), with higher H% targets indicating more liveliness. On the
other hand, there was no significant effect of Pitch Level within L%, although
there was a linear relationship across the five pitch levels (F1.3a = 5.504, P <
0.05), illustrating a positive correlation between pitch level and degree of
perceived liveliness. No quadratic relationship was found. That is to say, the
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participants' responses for any of the five steps were not significantly skewed,
or out of line with the other four pitch levels within L%. A similar linear effect
was found for pitch level within H% (Fr,s+ = 32.654, p < 0.01). There were no
sig n iflcant interactions between the va riables.
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H* to 7o
Figure 6.5.: Average response score illustrating the degree of "Liveliness"across
2 boundary tones (L% and H%) and 5 pitch widths from H* to %o.
6.3.4.2. Confidence
The interaction of Pitch Width and Boundary Tone turned out to be highly
significant for the degree of perceived coNFIDENcE (F+,rso = 7.971, p < 0.01).
Listeners interpreted wider pitch movements from H* to Lo/o and narrower
pitch movements from H* to H% as showing greater confidence. Figure 6.6
illustrates this result. Although there were no other significant interactions, the
s Mean 58.32 61.62 66.76 72.00 73.95
Standard Error 2.16 2.77 2.94 2.84 3.42
s
Pitch width
from H" to L% O.5O ERB 1.OO ERB 1.50 ERB 2.OO ERB 2.50 ERB
Mean 44.65 49.73 45.03 42.49 40.69
Standard Error 2.16 2.31 2.94 3.23 3.98
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two main effects were also significant: Boundary Tone (Fr,sc = 33.208, p <
0.01) and Pitch Width (Fr,sa = 3.279, p < 0.05).
+H% --t-LYE
2.00
Pitch Width (in ERB) from H* to 7o
s
Pitch width
from H* to Lolo O.5O ERB 1.OO ERB 1.50 ERB 2.OO ERB 2.50 ERB
Mean 43.65 51.95 58.81 55.65 66.94
Standard Error 2.44 2.86 2.64 3.08 3.70
bs
-
Mean 39.73 29.16 36.92 25.59 25.62
Standard Error 3.46 3.51 4.96 3.93 4.35
Figure 6.6.: Avenge response score illustrating the degree of 'Confidence" across
2 boundary tones (L% and H%) and 5 pitch widths from H* to To.
In order to examine whether the 5 pitch levels within each category (i.e.
H% and L%) were interpreted differently, the scores for H% and L% were
entered into separate Analyses of Variance. In each analysis, there was one
between subject factor: Listener Sex (2 levels, male and female) and one
within subject factor: Pitch Level (5 levels). The results illustrated a significant
effect of Pitch Level within both L% (Fq,rso = 10.482, p < 0.01) and H% (F+,rgo =
6.836, p < 0.01). Specifically, listeners interpreted higher pitch levels on both
boundary tones as more confident. In addition, a linear effect was found for
pitch levef within both L% (Fr,sa = 27.075, p < 0.01) and H% (Fr,ga = 13.042, p
< 0.01) across the five pitch levels, illustrating a negative correlation between
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pitch level and degree of confidence for both boundary tones. There were no
significant main effects for the pitch levels within H% and no significant
interactions between the factors.
6.3.4.3. Insistence
The interaction of Pitch Width and Boundary Tone turned out to be highly
significant for the degree of perceived INSISTENCE (F+,rso = 6.229, p < 0.01);
listeners interpreted wider pitch movements from H* to L% and narrower pitch
movements from H* to H% as more insistent, as illustrated in Figure 6.7.
100 1 --+- Lo/" +Ho/o
1.00 1.50 2.OO
Pitch Width (in ERB) from H" to 7o
Figure 6.7.: Average response score illustrating the degree of "lnsistence"
2 boundary tones (L% and H%) and 5 pitch widths from H* to 9/o.
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Pitch width
from H'to L% O.5O ERB 1.OO ERB 1.50 ERB 2.OO ERB 2.50 ERB
Mean 48.08 49.81 56.84 61.27 57.33
Standard Error 2.68 2.76 2.63 3.66 4.33
s Mean 46.19 36.03 34.78 32.41 27.03
Standard Error 2.98 4.03 4.42 4.91 4.83
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Boundary Target (Fr,s+ = 20.683, p < 0.01) turned out to be a significant main
effect although Pitch Width was not found to be significantly different. There
were no other significant interactions.
In order to examine whether the 5 pitch levels within each category (i.e.
H% and L%) were interpreted differently, the scores for H% and L% were
entered separate Analyses of Variance, In each analysis, there was one
between subject factor: Listener Sex (2 levels, male and female) and one
within subject factor: Pitch Level (5 levels). Pitch Level had a significant effect
on the degree of perceived ttrtststENCE for both L% (F+,rso = 3.190, p < 0.05)
and H% (F+,rso = 5.960, p < 0.01) stimuli; the results are similar to the degree
of perceived confidence discussed above, illustrating that listeners perceive
greater confidence and insistence with higher pitch levels within the two
targets. There were no significant interactions between the factors. In
addition, a linear effect was found for pitch level within both Lo/o (Ft,sl.,= 6.929,
p < 0.05) and H% (Fr,sa = 15.833, p < 0.01) across the 1ve pitch levels,
illustrating a negative correlation between pitch level and degree of
confidence for both boundary tones. There were no significant interactions
between Listener Sex and the other factors.
The consistent findings of linear effects of pitch level on response
scores indicate that the height of the boundary target is positively correlated
with the degree of perceived LtvELtNESS on the boundary target and
negatively correlated with the level of perceived coNFtDENcE and tNSrsrENcE.
These results appear to support the Frequency Code, which stipulates low F0
signals "largeness" which consequently conveys secondary meanings such as
"threat, intention to prevail in a contest, dominance [and] self-sufficiency"
(Ohala 1994: 341)while a high F0 indicates "smallness" and consequently
conveys "nonthreat, submission, appeasement [and] desirous of goodwill..."
(Ohala 1994:341). The meanings associated with the Frequency Code may
offer reasons why NZE listeners perceived increased levels of tvettruess with
higher pitch targets on HoA and increased levels of coNFtDENcE and
INSISTENOe with lower pitch targets, regardless of boundary category (L% or
HV").
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6.4. Summary and Gonclusions
NZE listeners were more easily able to distinguish different pitch levels at the
lP-Final boundary position when the direction of pitch movement from H* to
the boundary tone was different (i.e. rising to an H% target vs. falling to L%).
This result provides support for a categorical boundary in NZE which is
determined by the direction of pitch movement from the H* nuclear pitch
accent to the boundary position, such as Lo/o and Ho/o. The results provided
above did not indicate that there is more than one category within the higher
pitch targets of H% in NZE, as speculated earlier in this chapter. Thus the
evidence suggests the use of a phonological system at boundary based on
pitch height at this location relative to the preceding H* (either Lo/o or H%), just
as that used in transcription systems such as ToBl (see Chapter 1). The
categorisation is dissimilar from ToBl, however, in that the level pitch
movement from H" to the boundary target appears to be grouped with the high
boundary tones, rather than the low boundary tone (e.9. H.H-L%).
It should also be noted that the results merely illustrate that listeners
may perceive two boundary categories (H% and L%) when the preceding
pitch accent is high (H.). Although this thesis describes intonation as
autonomous tonal targets, the results presented above do not confirm that a
third boundary category does not exist when the pitch accent is low (L*), or
even with a High pitch accent (H.) with a different pitch height than that used
here.
The gradient-response task illustrated that NZE listeners use the pitch
height at the boundary position to interpret different degrees of three
attitudinal meanings in NZE. Lower boundary targets are perceived as more
confident and insistent than higher boundary targets, and higher targets within
the range of Ho/o values convey more liveliness. These meanings can be
expf ained with the Frequency Code (Chapter 2, Section 2.1.1), as lower pitch
signals authority and meanings associated with self-sufficiency (Ohala 1994:
341) and higher pitch indicates submission and meanings such as nonthreat
and desirous of goodwill (ibid.). The results also illustrate that the sometimes
stigmatised meanings attached to this intonation use, such as "uncertainty"
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(see Warren and Britain 2000:164), a "questioning" attitude (Fletcher and
Harrington 2001:215) and a "lack of confidence" (Lakoff 1975), manage to
survive in the perception of NZE listeners even though NZE speakers use this
phrase-final rise frequently in speech. Such meanings may not be the only
ones arrived at by listeners when they hear H%; they may also interpret other
meanings not assessed here such as conversational continuation cues. lt
should also be noted that listeners may prefer one meaning, such as verifying
listener comprehension, over another meaning, such as lack of confidence,
once the intonation is put into context (i.e. surrounding utterances, speaker's
relationship, etc.). Furthermore, it appears that liveliness, confidence and
insistence are interpreted along a gradient "Frequency Code" scale, with the
height of the boundary target positively correlated with the degree of
perceived liveliness and negatively correlated with the degree of perceived
insistence and confidence.
As shown in Chapter 5, two pairs of meaning were contrasted with the
boundary tone; the first meaning contrast was attitudinal (concerned vs.
unconcerned) and the second meaning contrast was discoursal
(conversational continuation vs. cessation). In addition to examining
categorical boundaries designated with the height of the lP-final boundary
target, this chapter explored how variations in the height of this pitch target
affects the interpretation of three attitudinal meanings. In the following
chapter, I specifically investigate how NZE listeners interpret conversation
cues on varying heights of the boundary target and the preceding pitch
accent.
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Chapter 7
Boundary tones and nuclear H* as conversational markers
indicating discourse completeness
7.0. Chapter abstract
In Chapter 5, boundary tones were found to distinguish between
conversational continuation and cessation with high (H%) and low (L%)
tones, respectively, in NZE. In addition, it was suggested that different
degrees of finality may be signalled by different heights of Lo/o. The aim of
this chapter is to further explore how both boundary tones and the preceding
pitch accent indicate conversational cues in New Zealand English. A
perception experiment was designed with this aim in mind. 21 test stimuli
were created from a single utterance, combining 7 lP-Final boundary target
heights with 3 pitch heights on H* targets occurring on the penultimate
syllable. 30 participants were instructed to complete two separate discrete-
choice tasks; first, they were asked to specify whether the utterance indicates
a conversational turn to the listener (i.e. implying that it is their turn to speak),
and second, they were instructed to specify whether the utterance indicates
that the speaker's turn is complete (i.e. implying that they have finished
speaking, although not necessarily indicating a conversational continuation
cue). For the listener-oriented turn cue response, the number of participants
indicating a listener turn cue positively correlated with the height of the high
pitch accents (H.) and boundary targets (%); firstly listeners may have
interpreted the higher H. targets as indicating enthusiasm and interest in the
conversation and secondly, listeners may have interpreted higher boundary
targets as indications of questions and openness, and subsequently a listener
turn cue. For the lower H" target, however, listeners were more likely to
interpret the "widest" pitch movements from H* to Ho/o (as opposed to
narrower pitch movements between these same two targets) as a speaking
turn cue, but much less likely to give this interpretation to all other phrase-
final pitch movements. For the speaker-oriented turn cue response,
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judgements about whether the speaker had completed their speaking turn
appeared to be dependent primarily on the height of the boundary target; the
data showed that the higher the boundary target, the more likely the listener
would interpret the utterance as indicating that the speaker wished to
continue their turn at talk, while lower boundary targets were more likely to be
interpreted as indicating that the speaker had finished their turn at talk.
Collectively the results show that high boundary targets indicate
conversational continuation (either for the speaker or to the listener) and low
boundary targets convey finality, in addition to higher pitch accents indicate
the speakers' enthusiasm and thus, cues to the listener to continue the
conversation.
7.1. lntroduction
As detailed in Chapler 2, listeners may arrive at various meanings from the
intonation pattern of an utterance. For instance, a listener may interpret a
higher level of overall pitch as indicating a speaker's "liveliness"
(Gussenhoven and Rietveld 1994) whereas a lower level of pitch may
indicate a "dull" attitude (O'Connor and Arnold 1961: 33). The informational
status of the spoken information within the conversation may also be
conveyed by intonation; falling pitch patterns may demonstrate that the
lexeme is new information in the context of the spoken discourse whereas a
rising pitch pattern on this same lexeme may be the speaker's way of
checking the relevance of the utterance to the discourse (Gussenhoven 1983:
193-266). Intonation may also distinguish a declarative from an interrogative
with low and high phrase-final pitch targets, respectively. This chapter
explores yet another function of intonation, namely how the intonation
patterns occurring at the phrase-final location function as a conversational
cues and subsequently indicate the management of speaking turns in NZE.
Research has shown that pitch at Intonation Phrase boundaries conveys
conversational cues in several languages and language varieties.
Conversational cues, such as speaker-turn continuation and completion cues,
are signalled by a speaker's intonation at lP-Final locations in Dutch (Caspers
2000; Caspers 2001), Ulster English (Wells and Peppe 1996), Tyneside
English (Local, Kelly and Wells 1986), London Jamaican English (Local,
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Wells and Sebba 1985) and Southern British English (Wichmann and
Caspers 2001). As noted in Chapter 2, Wichmann and Caspers found two
tonal features which are interpreted as speaker turn holds in Southern British
English (SBrE), including a high level tone and a low tone which does not
reach the speaker's F0 minimum. Both phrase-final turn-holding cues are
pitch movements with a reduced pitch range (e.9. a "high level tone" and a
"truncated fall"). Conversely, contours with a wider pitch span, a "high rise"
and a "complete fall", were interpreted by the majority of SBrE listeners as
signalling a change in speaking turn. Similarly, a wide pitch span on phrase-
final rising pitch patterns appears to denote turn-finality in three other
varieties of English: Tyneside, Ulster and Southern British English (See
Chapter 2).
There has been scarce research investigating explicitly how intonation
indicates conversational turn-taking cues in NZE. One of the earlier
experiments in this thesis, reported in Chapter 5, examined how 30 NZE
speakers produced intonation to indicate conversational continuation and
cessation to the listener (section 5.3.1). The results showed that the
boundary tone may be used to differentiate these two meanings; although an
L% was used to indicate both conversational continuation and cessation, an
H% was only produced to indicate conversational continuation. The results
are largely unsurprising, as one universal meaning of intonation is that a rising
pitch pattern indicates that there is "more to come" whereas falling pitch
patterns indicate "closed" meanings, such as finality (Cruttenden 2001:57).
The speakers may have used a high phrase-final target (H%) to indicate their
willingness to continue the conversation. The results of the Prosodic
Completion Task in Chapter 5, however, failed to show how such a contrast
between high vs. low boundary tones may be affected by other tonal factors,
such as pitch span or the pitch height of specific tonal targets. For instance, a
wide pitch movement from H* to H% may indicate speaker turn-completion
cues whereas speaker turn-holds may be indicated with narrow pitch
movement between the same tonal targets, just as in SBrE (Wichmann and
Caspers 2001). lt is interesting to note that neither the pitch accent nor the
phrase accent categories were used to contrast continuation and cessation in
the Prosodic Completion Task. lt may be the case that absolute pitch height
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value of the pitch accent, rather than simply the pitch accent category (i.e. H*,
L* or L+H*), contributes to the interpretation of such conversational cues in
NZE. In order to examine such suppositions, the following perception
experiment was carried out. Specifically, a discrete-choice task was used to
investigate how turn-taking in NZE conversation is marked by the height of
both the boundary tone and of the preceding H. pitch accent.
7.2. Methodology
7.2.1. Materials
The source utterance used in this study was taken from a male speaker of
NZE (age 38 years). He was instructed to read aloud from a provided script,
"as naturally as possible" and "without emphasis" whilst being recorded using
Praat (Boersma and Weenink 1996) with a sampling rate of 16 kHz in mono,
using a Audio-Technica Cardioid microphone (Appendix D2). The speaker
was recorded in a quiet room at Victoria University of Wellington.
The utterance Manny went to the union was used as the source utterance
in this perception experiment. The motivation for selecting this sentence was
three-fold. First, the meaning of the sentence would not interfere with the
potential for such conversational cues to be conveyed. For instance, if a
speaker utters the senten ce " I don't want to go to the ball with you", a listener
may not understand the speaker to have conveyed conversational
continuation regardless of the intonation employed. The semantics of the
uttered words limits the possible interpretation of such meanings. The source
utterance was selected due to its potential to convey all of the meanings
being assessed in this experiment. For instance, speakers may convey
conversational turn-holds on the sentence Manny went to the union, as such
an utterance could occur at the beginning of a speaking monologue.
Conversely, a speaking-turn completion cue may be realised on this
utterance as it could potentially occur at the end of a speaking turn or
monologue. Speaking turn cues may be conveyed to the listeners by either
indicating or not indicating that the listener should say something following
the utterance.
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In addition to the lexical content of the sentence, the segmental makeup of
an utterance invariably affects the F0 trace. Such methodological
considerations were discussed in Chapter 3 (section 3.2.1). Although in this
case the utterance was not made up entirely of voiced sonorants, the portions
carrying the tonal targets which would be raised or lowered were made up of
such segments. That is, both the L% and the preceding H* were anchored to
the lexeme union. Finally, the utterance is durationally short (1.079 sec),
limiting the total duration of the experiment and the subsequent demand on
the participants' time and concentration.
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Figure 7.1. Schematic representation of source ufterance (Time = sec)
Using Praat, the recorded utterance was stylised and five pitch points (PPt)
were located at tonal movement positions (see Figure 7.1). The average
pitch level for the recorded utterance was 3.25 ERB. The speaker's average
pitch level was relatively low in comparison to an average male pitch level of
3.82 ERB, which was derived from 13 male NZE speakers reading aloud a
monologue (see Chapter 4). Low pitch targets and overall pitch levels may
convey several meanings. As discussed in Chapter 2, the Frequency Code
stipulates that low pitch signals authority or aggression and high pitch signals
submission (Ohala 1984: 340). Such meanings may affect the listeners'
interpretations of conversational cues such os, "Please continue the
conversation" or conversely, "Shut up!", as well as "l am not interested". I
decided that raising the pitch level of a naturally produced utterance was
more appropriate than prompting the same speaker to produce the utterance
in a higher pitch register or prompting another speaker to produce the
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utterance as instructed (e.9. using a higher or lower pitch). In order to avoid
the possibility of such interpretational effects, the source utterance was
adjusted to a level which was more similar in pitch level to the average male
NZE pitch level. The Total Rescaling Method was employed for this purpose;
all of the pitch points in the utterance were adjusted to a higher level in an
attempt to avoid the possible interpretational effects of stimuli with relatively
low pitch targets or with a low overall pitch level.
Raising the source ufterance pitch level to that of the NZE male speaker
average (3.82 ERB) appeared unnatural and "Mickey Mouse-like". The cause
for such vocal distortions is uncertain. The unnatural effects may be due to
the distortions introduced by Praat's resampling routine. lt may also be true
that such a high pitch level is too high for an isolated utterance, whereas a
story or monologue context will also require higher pitch in order to allow for
declination over longer intonation phrases and paragraph structure, and will
result in a raised overall average pitch level. In order to elicit responses from
the participants which were natural interpretations of the utterances, it was
necessary for the stimuli to appear natural. The average F0 of the resulting
stimulus was therefore set at 3.50 ERB. The pitch level was selected as it
raised the overall pitch level of the utterance closer to that of the NZE male
average whilst retaining the "natural" sound of the utterance; an auditory
assessment by the author, which was corroborated by a Linguistics student,
confirmed that the resulting utterance sounded natural (i.e. not
computationally manipulated). This pitch level also falls within the range of
NZE male speakers (3.22 
- 
4.65 ERB, see Chapter 4). The pitch values at
each of the five tonal positions for this source utterance are provided in Table
7.1.
PPt 1 PPT2 PPt 3 PPt 4 PPt 5
ERB 4.18 4.54 3.35 4.28 2.78
Table 7.1: Pitch Point (PPt) values (in ERB) forthe source utterance
Two sets of manipulations involved setting the values of two pitch
targets relative to the source PPts indicated in Table 7.1. First, the height of
the boundary target (PPt 5, Figure 7.1) was adjusted to one of seven values.
The lowest of the seven values, illustrated as lP-Final target (lPF) 1 in Figure
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7.2 was equal to value of the source utterance (PPt 5, Table 7.1). L% targets
were not shifted below the source utterance L% target because, in the
author's view, lower values were not audibly distinct from the source target
value. Six higher targets (lPF2 to lPF7, Figure 7.1) were adjusted relative to
PPt 5 (Table 7.1), in steps of +0.50 ERB.
I also examined whether the high pitch target on the penultimate syllable
(PPt 4, Figure 7.1) helps listeners distinguish conversation cues. Thus PPt 4
was manipulated to one of three pitch levels relative to the source PPt height
(PPt 4, Table 7.1). The PPt value from the source utterance was used as the
lowest H", illustrated as H*1 in Figure 6.6, as it was a natural, unemphasised
(as instructed) production of the utterance. To create a mid and high H*, the
PPt was set 0.50 and 1.0 ERB above the source PPt, respectively (H*2 and
H*3, in Figure 7.2).
The motivation for selecting this step size was that I did not want to unduly
burden the participants with a long experiment containing numerous similar
stimuli resulting from smaller step sizes. Steps of 0.50 ERB for both H. and
boundary targets were determined as audibly distinct steps in pitch by the
author. ln addition, the highest boundary targets and pitch accent targets
were judged as natural-sounding stimuli, while stimuli with even higher
targets appeared "unnatural". Both the step size and the upper pitch values
for both pitch targets (boundary target and pitch accent) were later confirmed
as "natural" by two native NZE speakers.
The three H* and seven boundary manipulations were combined, resulting
in 21 test stimuli (Figure 7.2). A further 20 filler stimuli were created from the
source utterance in an attempt to mask the experimental manipulations and
to therefore make the goal of the experiment less obvious to the participants.
The filler and test stimuli produced a total of 41 stimuli.
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Figure 7.2: Schematic representatrbns of H. (3levels) and boundary Q levels) manipulations
performed on the lexeme UNION (PPt 4 and 5 in Figure 7.1).
7.2.2. Participants
30 participants took part in this experiment on a voluntary basis. A
questionnaire was used to determine social variation amongst the participants
(see Appendix D5). 13 men and 17 women took part in this experiment; all
were students at Victoria University of Wellington. 21 of the selected group
were aged between 18-22 years, five were 23-29 years old and four were 30-
35. 25 in the group claimed to be PEkehS, 3 participants claimed to be mostly
Pdkehd with some Mdori, and 2 participants stated that they were New
Zealanders of Asian descent. All of the participants claimed to be native New
Zealand English speakers, and none reported having any known hearing
impairments.
7.2.3. Procedure
The experiment began with an introduction (Appendix D3), which was a
recording of the author using the computer program Praat and an AKG
D19DCS unidirectional microphone. The introduction informed the
participants that they would hear a male native speaker of New Zealand
English, who they should assume was their discourse partner. They would
hear this voice say one sentence in a number of ways. In an attempt to
IPF 7
IPF 6
IPF 5
IPF 4
IPF 3
IPF 2
IPF I
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record interpretations which occur naturally in conversation, they were also
instructed to imagine that the speaker was talking directly to them.
In order to examine whether different heights of the boundary targets as
well as the preceding high target on an H* pitch accent distinguish different
types of conversational continuation, the participants were given two separate
discrete-choice tasks. First they were asked whether the speaker of each
utterance was prompting a listener-oriented turn cue. Specifically, they were
instructed to tick the "INDICATING: say something" box if they believed the
utterance was indicating "it is your turn to say something". lf they did not
believe the utterance was prompting their turn to talk, the "NOT INDICATING"
(say something) box was to be used. The participants were not provided a
separate box, indicating an "Other" meaning that they may have interpreted
on the stimulus. The purpose of this experimental limitation was to allow the
participants to concentrate on one meaning at a time, rather than offering the
possibility for a vague answer.
After hearing all of the stimuli once and indicating their response for each
utterance, they were told they would hear the utterances once again
(Appendix D4). ln the next task, I wanted to determine whether these same
pitch variations indicate the speaker's turn completion. In order to examine
this speaker-oriented turn cue, the participants were asked to tick one of two
boxes; the "FINISHED turn-at-talk" box was used to indicate that the
utterance communicated the speaker's turn completion, and, ticking the
"MORE to Say" box indicated that utterance was communicating a
conversational tu rn-hold.
The listener turn cue and the speaker turn cue are interrelated. For
instance, if a speaker is indicating that he has "more to say", he would not be
simultaneously indicating a listener-oriented speaking turn cue. lt should be
noted, however, that the meanings are not always mutually exclusive. For
example, the speaker may indicate that he is finished speaking whilst also
indicating either a listener turn cue or no such cue. Although the two sets of
meanings are not entirely independent, I did not want to make the assumption
that listener turn cues and speaker turn cues are co-dependent. Thus the two
conversational cues are assessed separately. In order to avoid responses
being influenced by the preceding task, the two separate tasks were
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reordered; one experiment had "speaker completion cues" task played first
while the other played "listener turn cue" task first. At the end of the
experiment, participants were provided with the opportunity to ask questions
or comment on the experiment. None reported any difficulty with
differentiating these two meanings.
In order to reduce the interpretational effects that preceding stimuli may
have on subsequent stimuli, the stimuli were randomised in three separate
orders. The stimulus orders were examined before the experiments in order
to ensure that one stimulus was not always followed by another specific
stimulus, as may sometimes occur in random orders. For instance, I did not
want H*2 stimuli to always follow H*1 stimuli in the task, as the former would
be interpreted as higher than if these same stimuli were followed by H*3
stimuli. Prior to every fifth stimulus, a 0.5 second beep was inserted in order
for the participants to determine whether they were keeping pace with the
presentation. Each stimulus was separated by an interval of 3.5 seconds.
The first five stimuli were played a second time within the experiment and the
answers given for the first set were discarded from the included data; this was
done to discount erroneous answers often made at the beginning of
experiments. The experiment, including the introduction and the tasks, took
approximately 1 5 minutes.
The introduction and stimuli were played over a Sony CF5-W420 radio
cassette recorder in a small classroom in Victoria University of Wellington for
groups of 4 people or more, or in the author's office for smaller groups. Small
groups ranging from two to ten participants took part in a single listening
exercise. Each listening exercise was attended by the author, who set the
volume to an appropriate level which was then confirmed by the participants'
feedback. The participants were provided with a $5 bool</music voucher as
recompense for their time.
7.3. Results and Discussion
The dependent variables for the two separate analyses were the "listener turn
cue" response and the "speaker turn completion" response. The independent
variables for both analyses were (1) the height of the boundary target (3
levels) and (2) the height of H* on the penultimate syllable (7 levels). Counts
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of (1) "INDICATING: Say something", which assessed listener-oriented turn
cues and (2) "More to say", which assessed speaker-oriented turn cues were
entered into two separate Hierarchicial Loglinear Analyses (Hays 1981: 561-
566), each with H. height and lP-Final boundary height as factors. For each
analysis a parsimonious model was built by backwards elimination of factor
combinations. I did not include speaker sex as an independent variable in the
current analysis as it was not the aim of this chapter to examine how male
and females interpret cues differently. Thus, the results represent how NZE
listeners as a whole interpret conversational cues.
7.3.1. Listener- oriented Turn Cue
For the listener-oriented turn cue response, there was a significant interaction
between boundary height and H* height (G' = 7.823, p < 0.05), as well as
significant main effects of both H* height (G' = 52.108, p < 0.05) and
boundary height (G' = 11.908, p < 0.01). The turn cue response trend across
the seven boundary heights and three H. heights is illustrated in Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.3: Listener-oriented turn cue response over 7 lP-Final boundary heights
and 3 H' pitch accent heights, with the veftical axis showing the number of participants
making fhls response (N = 30).
For the two higher H* pitch accents, namely H*2 and H*3, there was a
near linear response trend for boundary height; the results show that the
higher the boundary, the more likely it is that the stimulus indicated that the
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listener should now have the conversational floor. The results for H*2 and
H"3 stimuli are unexceptional as higher boundary targets are more likely to be
interpreted as either questions or High Rising Terminal contours (HRTs). Hirst
and Di Cristo (1998: 1)state that "...in a vast majority of languages some sort
of raised pitch (final or non-final) can be used in contrast with lower pitch to
indicate that an utterance is intended as a question rather than as a
statement." As questions prompt responses from the speaker's discourse
partner, a listener turn cue would be a likely interpretation if the participant
understood that a question had been asked. lt is also possible that high
boundary tones may be interpreted as statement rises. High Rising
Terminals (HRTs) are said to function as "positive politeness markers, seruing
to overcome inter-speaker hurdles and to build and maintain speaker-hearer
solidarity" (Warren and Britain 2000:169). lf listeners interpreted the stimuli
as statement rises, they may also interpret the speaker using the high
boundary tone to be checking for the listener's understanding. In such cases,
the listener may also want to respond to such a cue and indicate (in some
way) whether or not they understand the given statement and thus, interpret a
listener-oriented turn cue.
A comparable tendency was evident for the height of the high pitch
accent, at least for the H*2 vs. H"3 stimuli; the results revealed that the higher
H" target (H.3) was more likely to be interpreted as a listener-oriented turn
cue than the lower H* target (H.2). This result may be due to the listeners
interpreting higher pitch peaks according to the Effort Code; higher pitch
peaks, and the resulting wider pitch excursion size may be interpreted as
"enthusiastic" whereas lower peaks with a narrower pitch excursion may be
interpreted as "uninterested" (Gussenhoven 2004: 88). The results may
suggest that such affective meanings are important when interpreting listener-
oriented turn cues. Listeners may be more likely to interpret cues to continue
the conversation when their discourse partner is enthusiastic and interested
in the conversation.
For H"1 and H"2 stimuli, there is an increase in listener continuation
cues as the low boundary target rises (lP-Final heights 1-3 for H*1 and 1-4lor
H"2, see Figure 7.3). This response trend, however, was not always the case;
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the lowest pitch accent height (H.1) did not appear to be interpreted on a
similar gradient meaning scale across the 7 boundary targets. A distinction
appears to exist between H*1 stimuli with "wide" pitch span from H* to H%
and other lP-Final boundary targets for H"1; the majority of listeners indicated
that a wide pitch span from the lowest H* target onto a high phrase-final pitch
target (level 6 and 7, Figure 7.3) conveyed listener oriented turn cues whereas
for lower boundary targets (levels 1 to 5, Figure 7.3), the majority of listeners
believed the stimuli were not conveying such conversational cues.
The different response trend for H*1 stimuli in comparison to H*2 and H*3
stimuli may have been due to the degree of perceived emphasis on the
different levels of the high pitch accents (H.). Ladd and Morton (1997) have
shown that pitch peak height positively correlates with the degree of
perceived emphasis, although listeners categorically interpret the pitch
contour as belonging to one of the two categories (emphatic vs. unemphatic).
The listeners may have also categorised the height of H* into two separate
categories: unemphatic stimuli (H.1) and emphatic stimuli (H.2 and H"3). lt
should be noted here that such a categorisation is merely speculation, as the
participants were not asked whether they interpreted the stimuli as "emphatic"
or "unemphatic". Nevertheless, the categorisation of pitch height into two
separate categories is not new. O'Connor and Arnold (1961), for instance,
categorised pitch range of falling and rising tunes in British English into two
categories: the high fall vs. low fall and the high-rise vs. low-rise. The
separation of the two categories between H*1 and H"2 may be due to the
perceptual effects of declination; the heights of H*2 and H*3 were greater
than that the preceding high pitch accent in the utterance (PPt 2, Figure 7.1),
whereas the height of H*1 was lower than this preceding peak. Declination
results in a lowering of pitch targets in an utterance. Such a lowering effect
appears unmarked due the natural decrease in air pressure over a breath
unit. The H"1 stimuli, which formed a lowering of subsequent pitch peaks
across the intonation phrase, would have appeared to the listener as
unmarked. Conversely listeners may interpret pitch peaks which are later
and measurably higher than earlier pitch peaks (e.g. H*2 and H*3) as
emphatic. Similar findings have resulted from other experiments
(Pierrehumbert 1979; Gussenhoven and Rietveld 1988).
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The possible categorization of H* heights according to perceived emphasis
provides one explanation of why the two groups (H.1 on the one hand and
H*2 and H*3 on the other) were responded to differently. However, it does
not explain why a gradient response trend occurred for the supposed
"emphatic" stimuli (H"2 and H*3 contours) in comparison to a possible
categorical distinction made for the "unemphatic" stimuli (H.1 contours). One
such explanation may be that the additional meanings interpreted on
"emphatic" vs. "unemphatic" stimuli could have caused the different response
trends. As discussed in the preceding paragraph, later peaks which are
measurably higher in pitch than peaks occurring earlier in the utterance would
appear marked to the listener. This is due to the greater articulatory effort
made by the speaker; although there is lower subglottal air pressure present,
the speaker produces a pitch peak which exceeds the pitch height of a
previous peak. In addition to emphasis, other meanings may also be
conveyed by such effort, such as a speaker's enthusiasm (Gussenhoven
2004: 88). Such supplementary meanings may be aligned with stimuli which
are perceived as emphatic due to the greater expenditure of pitch production
effort (e.9. H.2 and H*3). Therefore all of the perceived emphatic stimuli
would be signalling conversational continuation cues and subsequently,
listener turn cues. Accordingly, the number of respondents interpreting a
listener turn cue increases as the height of H* and the lP-Final boundary
targets are raised.
It is evident from Figure 7.3 that a dramatic shift in judgment (from 8 to 18
of the 30 listeners) occurs between lP-Final 5 and lP-Final 6 target heights on
H*1 stimuli. The form of the intonation containing lP-Final 5 and lP-Final 6
targets is in both cases a rising pitch movement from the high pitch accent
(H.) onto the boundary target (illustrated in Figure 7.2). The shallower pitch
movement from H* to the H% in the case of the lP-Final 5 target may have
indicated that the speaker was continuing their turn at talk. As discussed in
Section 7.1, turn-holding cues are indicated by phrase-final boundaries with a
reduced pitch range on a "high level tone" and a "truncated fall" in SBrE
(Wichmann & Caspers 2001). lt may be the case that shallow pitch
movements from H* to Ho/o indicate a turn-hold rather than a listener
speaking-turn cue in NZE, as in SBrE.
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It is also interesting to note that listeners do not categorise the listener-
oriented turn cue response into two traditional categories on the H"1 stimuli.
That is, listeners did not separate the stimuli into two categories differing in
whether they have rising pitch movements (boundary targets 5 - 7, Figure
7.3) or falling pitch movements (boundary targets 1 - 3, Figure 7.3), nor did
they make a categorical distinction between high boundary tones (boundary
targets 5 
- 
7, Figure 7.3) and low boundary tones (boundary targets 1 - 4,
Figure 7.3). As discussed above, the data illustrate a categorical distinction
made within the traditionally labelled H% category, specifically between a
shallow pitch movement and a wide pitch movement.
7.3.2. Speaker turn completion cue
For speaker turn completion responses, the boundary height was found to be
a significant factor (G' = 18.956, p < 0.01); generally, the higher the boundary
target, the more likely the respondent would choose "more to Say" (Figure
7.4).
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Figure 7.4: Speaker turn completion cue over 7 lP-Final boundary heights for 3 H* pitch
aceent heights, with the vertical axis showing the number of pafticipants making this
response (N = 30).
H" height was not found to be a significant factor in determining turn
completion, nor was there a significant interaction of H* height and boundary
height.
Cruttenden (2001) comments that a universal meaning of rising pitch
movements is that they indicate openness and/or that there is "more to come"
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whereas falling movements indicate no such meanings. The results
presented here support a similar form-function relationship in NZE intonation;
although not depicting a simple rise/falt dichotomy, the results illustrate higher
pitch targets, which form rising pitch movements from H* to H% (see Figure
7 .2), as more likely to indicate that the speaker has "more to say" than lower
targets. The results here do not suggest a categorical distinction as indicated
by Cruttenden, but rather a gradient response which roughly corresponds
with pitch target height.
Although this experiment did not explicitly test whether or not listeners
heard the stimuli as statements or questions, it appears that they interpreted
the higher boundary targets as statement rises rather than question rises. lf
the listeners had interpreted the utterances as questions, they should also
have expected that the speaker had ceded the conversational speaking floor
to the listener, which would indicate a speaker turn completion. The
interpretation of the stimuli as declaratives rather than as interrogatives may
be due to the language specific use of tonal distinctions between declaratives
and interrogatives in NZE. Previous scholars have found that the rise onset on
phrase-final high targets differentiates phrase-final Ho/o produced on
interrogatives from those produced on statements. Zwartz and Warren (2003)
and Warren (2005a) found that NZE listeners are more likely to interpret early
and later rise onsets as interrogatives and declaratives, respectively. This
supports production experiment results (reported in Warren and Daly 2005;
Warren 2005a), which showed that "there is a stronger tendency in
statements than in questions for late rise onsets rather than onsets on the
accented syllable" (Warren 2005a: 214). The rise onset onto H% is located
relatively late (within the final two syllables of the stimuli used here). Listeners
may have used this late rise onset in interpreting a declarative H%.
Nevertheless, supplementary experiments witl need to be carried out in order
to examine whether earlier rise onsets affect the interpretation of speaker-
oriented turn cues. In addition, it cannot be proved whether or not listeners
interpreted the stimuli as statements or questions.
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7.4. Summary and Gonclusions
The results presented in this chapter illustrate that NZE listeners perceive
both the listener-oriented turn cues and the speaker-oriented turn cues on the
intonation of an utterance, as would be expected. For listener-oriented turn
cues, the pitch accent and the boundary tone were distinguishing factors. The
use of the pitch accent height may be illustrating that identifying the speaker's
enthusiasm on higher pitch accents is an important aspect of identifying cues
to the listener to continue the conversation. Listener-oriented turn cues may
require the speakers to indicate their interest in continuing the conversation.
Speaker-oriented turn cues may not require such meanings. Accordingly,
speaker-oriented turn cues were indicated with the boundary target alone and
not with the height of the pitch accent. Although we may expect enthusiasm
to indicate that the speaker wants to continue the topic by him/herself, this
does not appear to be the case here; pitch accents were not used to indicate
speaker-oriented turn cues. From these results, I conclude that listeners
interpret both speaker-oriented and listener-oriented conversational turn cues
on boundary tones. Listener-oriented turn cues may also be interpreted on
the height of the pitch accent whereby higher pitch accent targets are more
likely to induce a listener-oriented response than lower targets'
It is unsurprising that NZE signals openness (e.9. there is more to
come from either the speaker or as a cue to the listener to continue the
conversation) with higher pitch targets, and closure (e.9. speaking turn finality
with no continuation cues) is signalled with lower pitch target. However, the
results illustrate that this distinction is not categorised according to rising vs.
falling pitch movements, as asserted by Cruttenden (2001), but rather
boundary tone height. Listeners do not align the listener-oriented turn cue
response into two traditional categories on the H*1 stimuli. For instance, the
listeners did not interpret the stimuli as prompting a listener speaking-turn cue
on rising pitch movements (or H%). The listeners appear to make a
distinction within the traditionally labelled H% category, specifically between a
shallow pitch movement and a wide pitch movement. Thus the use of a
shallow pitch movement from a lower level H* (in comparison to higher H.
pitch targets) to H% indicates a turn-hold rather than a listener speaking-turn
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cue in NZE, which is similar to the conversational cues indicated on intonation
in Southern British English. lt is unclear, however, whether such
conversational cues are moderated by the height of the pre-final H. (e.9. any
High pitch accents which precede the phrase-final pitch accent) in Southern
British English as in NZE.
The results are also interesting in that they show that it is not the pitch
movement that is important in determining speaking cues, but rather the pitch
target height. For the listener-oriented turn cue response, higher H* targets
were found to indicate continuation, even though L% did not differ. This
result was unanticipated as it indicates that the bigger fall, or the larger pitch
movement from H* to the low boundary tone, shows continuation rather than
finality. Other research carried out on BrE has suggested that a wide pitch
movement onto a L% target indicates finality whereas a narrow pitch
movement indicates non-finality in this variety (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.3\.
It appears that listeners are using the height of the H. pitch accent to identify
"enthusiasm" and "interest in the conversation" rather than interpreting the
consequent larger pitch movements from H* to L% to indicate finality.
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Chapter I
Summary, Discussion and Conclusions
lntonation is claimed to convey a number of meanings. As outlined in Chapter
2, higher pitch is alleged to signal submission and appeasement whereas low
pitch is claimed to identify aggression (Ohala 1994). In addition to pitch
height, a wider pitch span has been claimed to indicate meanings associated
with the greater expenditure of effort, such as emphasis, insistence and
enthusiasm (Gussenhoven 2004). Another meaning assigned to intonation is
that of the phrase-final rise which is often said to signal a question whereas a
fall frequently identifies a statement. However, these meanings are not
always conveyed in all languages and language varieties. A case in point
given was the High Rising Terminal contour occurring in statements (HRT),
which is used frequently in NZE statements.
At present, there is no detailed or complete phonological analysis of the
intonation of NZE, since in this respect it is a "relatively under-studied variety
of English" (Warren 2005b: 345). Several studies have shown how social
groups within NZE use their intonation differently (Allan 1990; Britain 1992;
Britain and Newman 1992; Warren and Britain 2000; Warren and Daly 2000;
Daly and Warren 2001; Ainsworth 2003; Ainsworth 2004\. A smaller number
of studies have examined the characteristic form of NZE intonation (Fletcher,
Grabe and Warren 2004; Warren and Daly 2005). Others have explored the
form-function distinctions in this language variety, such as the rise onset
location distinguishing between a statement and a question rise in NZE
(Zwariz and Warren 2003; Warren 2005a; Warren and Daly 2005). However,
there are many more features of intonation which make up this language
variety. One of the key under-explored issues is whether these various forms
of NZE intonation are phonetic variants on other English intonational forms or
whether they represent distinct phonological categories in this variety.
The overall aim of this thesis was to explicitly examine the phonology of
NZE intonation. With this aim in mind, the first two studies investigated which
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features of intonation make NZE intonation unique. A number of subsequent
studies explored how speakers (chapter 5) and listeners (chapters 6 and 7)
employ intonation as a meaningful communicative device in this language
variety. The following section summarises these experiments and discusses
them in relation to the research questions raised in Chapter 2. The main
findings from this thesis are summarised in Section 8.2, which highlights
several characteristic properties of NZE intonation that have been found.
Finally, further considerations are given attention in Section 8.3, such as the
limitations of the methodological techniques applied in this thesis.
8.1. Summary and Discussion
In the lntroduction (Chapter 1), I reviewed the relatively few studies carried out
on NZE intonation. The review illustrated that intonational variation occurs
between social groups in New Zealand, reflecting the particular differences in
speakers' age, sex and regional origin. The review of other researchers'
experiments which have been carried out on NZE also highlighted two tonal
features that have been found to be functionally distinctive in this variety.
First, statements appear to have a later rise onset than questions in NZE and
second, rising phrase-final pitch movements on statements (HRTs) function
as positive politeness markers in this variety of English. This review of
research highlighted the paucity of information concerning the meaning of
NZE intonation. lt was unclear, for instance, whether an identical intonation
pattern conveys identical meanings to those outlined for other varieties of
English. Given that previous research has exhibited meaningful differences
between language varieties, it would be unwise to apply the semantic
contrasts of one variety to a separate variety.
It was argued that the phonological status of any observed difference
between NZE intonation and other varieties is ambiguous as it can often be
unclear what the linguistic function of such differences is within the variety.
The HRT was discussed to illustrate this point. Although two meanings
assigned to this form of rising intonation in RP are "tentativeness" and
"incompleteness", NZE speakers readily employ such an intonation when
such meanings are not likely to be the intention of the speaker. Thus applying
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a form-function relationship based on analysis of the intonation of one
language variety does not necessarily give an accurate description of the
intonation in a different variety (Warren 2005b). The aim of this thesis was
provided an explicit examination of NZE intonation with special attention given
to the meaning of such intonation use.
Chapter 2 outlined a number of attitudinal, discoursal and grammatical
meanings ascribed to intonation, or more specifically, to individual pitch target
heights and to the overall pitch register, pitch width, pitch movements and
pitch trajectory. The questions raised by the review of literature provided the
research questions examined in this thesis. Specifically, the aim of this thesis
was to examine the intonational forms and contrasts of NZE intonation. The
first question concerns the forms of NZE intonation; although there may be a
number of similar intonation patterns shared between language varieties, it is
important to determine which tonal features distinguish NZE intonation from
the intonation employed in other varieties of English. The second question
concerns the meaning of NZE intonation. lt is unclear, for instance, whether
an identical intonation pattern conveys identical meanings to those outlined for
other varieties of English.
The first two data chapters examined the characteristic forms of NZE
intonation. Specifically, Chapter 3 presented a perception experiment which
was used to examine which tonal cues NZE listeners use to identify NZE
intonation as distinctive from BrE. Three such cues were identified. First, the
lower of two different values of a low phrase boundary (L%) is interpreted as
sounding more like NZE; second, the higher value of a final high boundary
target (H%) is believed to sound more like a NZE speaker; and third, higher
phrase-medial L values are also interpreted as more NZE-like' Taken
together, these results suggest that localized pitch range may be a factor,
since higher phrase-medial low values produce a narrow pitch range within
the phrase and higher H% and lower L% values produce a wider pitch range
at the edge of the intonation phrase.
The results of the perception experiment were compared statistically
with the same listeners' opinions about NZE and BrE speakers' This
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correlation analysis revealed that there were no significant correlations
between the participant's opinions about the two speaker groups and their
perception of which tonal cues are "indicative" of NZE intonation. Thus the
results of the perception study do not appear to be influenced by the attitudes
that the listener may have had concerning NZE and BrE speakers.
As noted in Chapter 2, Bauer (1986: 68) indicated his impressions of
NZE intonation as being "rather flat", which may be suggestive of a narrow
pitch range. Others have asserted that young NZE speakers produce
relatively large pitch movements on phrase final rising pitch movements. The
evidence appears to support both of these claims; NZE listeners believe that
NZE speech is characterised by a narrow pitch range within the phrase and a
wide pitch movement at the end of the phrase.
Although the results paint a general picture of NZE intonation, they do
not describe the specific forms which make up NZE intonation. With this in
mind, Chapter 4 described an analysis of a read paragraph in order to further
explore other characteristic properties of NZE intonation. 12 nuclear pitch
movements within the reading passage were examined in order to further
explore how NZE speakers use pitch at this location. The results also
revealed a preferential use of particular tonal compositions for the three
examined sentence types. Although there was variability in nuclear tonal
composition, illustrating that NZE speakers may employ a number of
intonation patterns on statements, wh- questions and other questions, NZE
speakers preferred an H*L-L% on statements and an L.L-H% for questions in
the scripted monologue. lt is interesting to note that High Rising Terminals
were not frequently found in this narrative style text, even though others have
claimed that this intonation is used frequently in narratives in NZE. However,
the preferential use of particular intonation patterns may simply illustrate that
H.L-L% is produced on statements and L*L-H% is produced on two types of
questions when conversational cues are not required, such as in a scripted
monologue.
Another analysis examined how NZE speakers produce pitch range on
the nuclear pitch movement, comparing 7 different tonal compositions and 2
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sentence types. The aim of this analysis was to determine whether NZE may
be characterised not only by localised pitch range features, as shown in
Chapter 3, but also by pitch range that might be specific to sentence type or
tonal composition. The results showed that pitch range is affected by the
tonal composition of the utterance, but not by sentence type, as both
statements and questions are produced with similar pitch ranges at the
nuclear location in NZE.
What is also interesting to note is that male and female speakers
produced similar pitch ranges at the nuclear position throughout the reading,
which was surprising in light of previous research (Warren and Daly 2000).
Other studies have noted that men and women employ intonation as a
communicative device differently. For instance, female speakers produced a
wider pitch range when talking to infants, but male speakers did not (Fernald,
Taeschner, Dunn, Papousek, de Boysson-Bardies and Fukui 1989). Leeuwen
(1999: 109, as cited in Chen et al. 2004: 343) similarly asserts that men raise
their voice in news reading whereas women do not. In addition, Vermillion
(2001:69) found that women adopt a raised pitch register to indicate support
whereas men do not. The results presented in Chapter 4 suggest that men
and women employ similar pitch ranges, at least in a text type which does not
require conversational cues which may assist their discourse partner,
The remaining data chapters examined the meaning of NZE intonation.
Specifically, Chapter 5 investigated how NZE speakers produce meaning
using intonation as a communicative device. These speakers tended to use
two locations within the intonation phrase to contrast meaning on a
monosyllabic utterance. First, the nuclear pitch accent was found to be
significantly different when three pairs of meanings were contrasted: Emphatic
vs. Unemphatic, Concerned vS. Unconcerned and lmpressed vs.
Unimpressed. The results of Chapter 5 provided the first evidence that either
higher (H* as opposed to L*) or later (L+H. as opposed to H.) occurring pitch
accent targets indicate a number of meanings in NZE, each of which convey a
greater degree of speaker involvement within the conversation. The tonal
contrasts are claimed to be due to the Effort Code (Gussenhoven 2004).
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Higher pitch accent peaks, such as H* rather than L*, and later occurring pitch
accent peaks (a "substitute phonetic feature" for peak height, as claimed by
Gussenhoven 2000: 90), such as L+H* rather than H*, were used by the
majority of speakers to indicate meanings reflecting this added effort, such as
Emphasis, Concern and an lmpressed attitude.
Second, the boundary tone at the end of the Intonation Phrase (lP) was
found to be significantly different in the Conversation Continuation vs.
Cessation PCT and also in the Concern vs. Lack of Concern PCT. Although a
low boundary target (L%) was observed in both Conversation Continuation
and Conversation Cessation, a high boundary target (H%) was used to
indicate Conversation Continuation. Also, the majority of speakers preferred
to produce L% to signal a Lack of Concern and H% to indicate Concern. The
results suggest that NZE speakers use the phrase-final high target to indicate
openness and continuation but phrase-final low targets to indicate closure or
non-continuation (as claimed in traditional analyses by e.g. Cruttenden 1997).
However, the results presented in later experiments (Chapter 6) suggested
that the NZE boundary tone may not categorised as other varieties of English
(see section 8.2).
Other evidence in this chapter suggested that the height of the low
boundary target (L%) conveys varying shades of closed meanings.
Specifically, higher L% values on an H*L-L% intonation pattern were used to
indicate Submission whereas lower L% values on the same pattern were
used to signal Authority. Rather than simply conveying that the statement is
complete, the results were said to suggest that differing heights ol L% convey
differing degrees of finality; NZE speakers may want to assert that their
authoritative refusal to an invitation is final with lower L% whereas they may
not want to assert such finality if their intention is to indicate a submissive
refusal to the same invitation, and their pitch may not fall to such a low value.
These results provided in Chapter 5 provided the initial evidence that
NZE speakers use the height of target values to convey meaning rather than
pitch width, as supposed by the Effort Code. Gussenhoven (2004:88) states:
"lncreases in effort expended on speech production will lead to greater
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articulatory precision (de Jong 1995), including a wider excursion of the pitch
movement. Speakers exploit this fact by using pitch span variation to signal
meanings that can be derived from the expenditure of effort". Although the
heights of both the pitch accent and the boundary target may be manipulated
in order to create a wider pitch span, speakers of NZE appear to prefer to use
the height of individual targets to convey meaning. The results show that the
greater expenditure of effort conveyed with higher and later pitch accent
peaks convey speaker involvement and lower L% targets indicate greater
degrees of finality and authority.
In Chapter 6, two perception experiments were used to explore
whether the height of the boundary target differentiates categories of meaning
in New Zealand English. The first perception experiment was a discrete-
choice task which tested for the presence of categorical boundaries within the
range of lP-Final boundary height. The results indicate that there is at least
one categorical boundary, which is determined by boundary height and
categorized by the pitch movement to the boundary target from the preceding
H*. lt is argued that different pitch levels of the boundary tone can be
categorized as either Lo/o or H% in NZE, which roughly corresponds to falling
vs. rising pitch movements. lt appears that the level pitch movement from H*
onto the boundary tone would be categorised along with H%. The lack of a
second peak in the categorization response function within the H% range
strongly suggests that a raised H7o, such as that supposed for the HRT, does
not indicate a separate category in NZE, at least not in the combinations with
the preceding tonal material used here. Other researchers have found that
alignment of the rise onset may be used to distinguish such meaningful
distinctions (Zwartz and Warren 2003; Warren 2005).
However, it should be noted here that a simple two level categorisation
of the boundary (i.e. either Lo/o or H%) was not unambiguously demonstrated
by the experiment in Chapter 6, as the results suggested that there may be an
additional categorical boundary on shallow pitch movements from H* to the
lP-Final boundary target. This is reflected in the high level of distinguishability
of stimuli with shallow pitch movements from H* to the lP-Final boundary
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targets. lt may be the case that an additional categorical distinction exists
within the shallow pitch movements at this location. Such distinctions may be
evidence that both a phrase accent and a boundary tone exist here, as a High
phrase accent (H-) "upsteps" the low boundary target L7o, as used in ToBl.
However, such a supposition would require further examinations with this
explicit experimental aim in mind.
The second perception experiment in Chapter 6 was a gradient-
response task, assessing listeners' interpretations of Liveliness, Confidence
and Insistence on varying heights of the boundary target. The participants
showed a general tendency to interpret stimuli with higher boundary targets as
livelier, less confident and less insistent. The results, although speculative,
are interpreted as suggesting that the sometimes stigmatised meanings
attached to this intonation use, such as "uncertainty" (see Warren and Britain
2000:164), a "questioning" attitude (Fletcher and Harrington 2001:215) and a
"lack of confidence" (Lakoff 1975), manage to survive in the perception of NZE
listeners even though NZE speakers use the high boundary tone frequently in
their speech. lt is interesting to note that although the rising tune at the end of
a statement has been claimed to indicate a number of meanings in this
language variety, the meanings ascribed to the rise in RP or by non-native
speakers of the NZE variety can still be perceived in NZE. However, the
interpretation of a specific meaning, such as either "lack of confidence" or
"positive politeness marker", may be aided by the context of the speaking
situation or the surrounding utterances.
Chapter 7 described a perception experiment used to assess intonation
as a conversational cue in New Zealand English. One task found that the
number of participants indicating that they detected a listener turn cue
correlated positively with the height of the high pitch accents (H") and
boundary positions (%), at least for stimuli containing the highest two H*- The
results suggest that listeners interpret the higher H* values as signals of
enthusiasm and interest as well as markers that a question is being asked. lt
was suggested that such enthusiasm is important when signalling to the
listener that they should continue the conversation. This evidence supports
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the claims made in Chapter 5 that higher pitch accent peaks indicate speaker
involvement. lt is perhaps unsurprising that speakers did not respond to pitch
accent height in interpreting speaker-oriented conversation cues; variation in
pitch accent height, which indicate speaker involvement, is not required in
interpreting whether the speaker is finished talking or whether s/he is going to
continue his/her speaking turn.
For the lowest H* target, however, listeners were more likely to
interpret the widest subsequent pitch movements from H" to Ho/o as a
speaking turn cue than any other phrase-final pitch movements. lt was
suggested that a shallow pitch movement from H* to H% indicates a turn-hold
rather than a listener speaking-turn cue in NZE, at least when the pitch
accent is not conveying a great amount of speaker involvement in the
conversation.
The other set of responses in this experiment showed that the height
of the boundary target indicated whether or not the speaker had completed
their speaking turn. Listeners were more likely to interpret the higher
boundary target as indicating that the speaker wants to reserve the speaking
floor and lower lP-Final boundary targets as indicating that the speaker has
finished their turn at talk. The findings offer further evidence that NZE
speakers employ the openiclosed dichotomy, one of the universal intonational
meanings suggested by Cruttenden (1997). However, the results do not
suggest a categorical distinction between rises and falls, as indicated by
Cruttenden, but rather a gradient response which roughly corresponds with
pitch target height.
8.2. Conclusions
This thesis showed that three tonal characteristics may be necessary to
accurately describe the intonational phonology of NZE. First, the pitch accent
is used in this variety to indicate speaker involvement, with higher or later
pitch accent targets indicating a greater degree of involvement than lower or
earlier targets. This notion of involvement collectively accommodates the
several specific meanings found to be conveyed by these types of target.
Higher and later pitch peaks were found to indicate Concern, Emphasis and
an lmpressed attitude, while lower and earlier pitch accent peaks were taken
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to indicate an absence of these three meanings (Chapter 5). ln addition,
higher Hn targets indicated listener-oriented turn cues. Such cues indicate
cues to the speaker's discourse partner to continue with the conversational
turn and topic, which I suggested as indicative of speaker interest in the
conversation (Chapter 7).
Next, there appears to be at least one categorical boundary at the lP-
Final position, which is marked by the pitch movement to the lP-Final
boundary target from the preceding H*. The different pitch levels of lP-Final
boundary height can be categorized as either Lo/o or H% in NZE (Chapter 6).
The height of the boundary target is used to distinguish openness and
continuation cues with a high target and finality with a low target. Once again,
the categorisation of Ho/o and Lo/o aS open vS, closed, respectively,
accommodates the meanings found for each target. High boundaries indicate
conversational continuation and concern whereas low boundaries are used to
convey conversational cessation cues and an absence of concern (Chapter
5). In addition, levels within these two categories indicate degrees of these
meanings. lt was suggested that lower levels of L% convey greater degrees
of finality than higher L% targets. Higher boundary targets identified speaker
continuation cues and listener-oriented speaking cues (Chapter 7).
The third tonal characteristic which may be used to describe shallow
pitch movements from the nuclear pitch accent onto the boundary target is the
phrase accent. Although this thesis does not provide unequivocal proof that
this phonological category exists in this variety, two chapters highlighted the
importance of its use, including Chapters 5 and 6 (see below). The finding
supporting the use of a phonological unit in the intonational hierarchy
corresponding to the intermediate phrase is important due to the
contentiousness of the intermediate phrase (and its boundary marker, the
phrase accent) in intonational phonology. Several descriptions of intonation
do not recognise the intermediate phrase and thus question its validity (for
German and English, See Grabe 1998; for Dutch, see Gussenhoven, Rietveld
and Terken 1999), ln ToBl descriptions of intonation, however, the phrase
accent is used to describe a second level of phrasing. The findings presented
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in this thesis suggest that the intermediate phrase may exist, at least within
NZE.
In ToBl, a H*H-L% would depict a level pitch movement from a High
pitch accent to the "low' boundary target (c.f. Pierrehumbert 1998). ln NZE,
however, a tonal composition of H*H-L% would describe a shallow falling pitch
movement, which would probably best be treated as a realisational variant, for
this variety, of the shape suggested in ToBl. The results in Chapter 6
suggested that the level pitch movement from H* to the boundary target would
be grouped with the other H% stimuli. In addition Chapter 5 showed that
NZE speakers may distinguish between Authority, which may be conveyed
with a wider pitch movement from H* to L%, and Submission, which may be
signalled with a narrow pitch movement between these two tonal targets. The
distinction between a pitch movement which does not fall to the F0 minimum
and a movement which does fall to this low value would be best categorised
separately. The labels H.L-L% and H*H-Lo/o may adequately describe these
two categories.
Finally, the results have also illustrated that the height of specific tonal
targets may more adequately describe semantic contrasts than other tonal
descriptors (e.g. pitch range or F0 shape) that have been claimed to indicate
meaning. This is an important claim as it differs from previous assertions
made on the meaning of intonation, which have presumed that such meaning
is conveyed by pitch excursion size (Gussenhoven 2004\ and the shape of the
F0 movement (O'Connor and Arnold 1961 ). What is interesting to note is that
the Effort Code claims that a wide pitch width may convey both authority and
the speaker's enthusiasm. However, it appears that several meanings
ascribed to pitch width would be more accurately described in terms of pitch
target height, with higher H* targets indicating a speaker's enthusiasm to
continue the conversation (Chapter 7) and lower L% conveying authority
(Chapter 5). For instance, if a NZE speaker wants to indicate that they have
finished speaking while still showing enthusiasm, they may raise the height of
the H* without adjusting the level of Lo/o (as shown in Chapter 7) whereas if
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the same speaker wants to indicate finality, they may lower the level of the L%
without adjusting the height of the pitch accent (as shown in Chapter 5).
It was suggested at the beginning of this thesis (Chapter 2) that NZE
speakers may raise the pitch heights of both their high and low values within
an intonation phrase rather than widening their pitch range by raising the high
values and lowering the low values. lt was claimed that such a manipulation
in pitch would permit a NZE speaker to retain their "natural" narrow pitch
range within the phrase (Chapter 3) whilst using higher high targets to convey
the meanings ascribed to pitch range, such as enthusiasm. lt may be the
case that NZE speakers adjust an individual tonal target rather than raising
the high targets and lowering the low targets in order to retain their Kiwi-ness
via their relatively narrow phrase-internal pitch range whilst still conveying the
appropriate meaning.
8.3. Further considerations
It should be noted here that 
- 
as in any experimental research - the
limitations of the procedure limit the interpretation of the results. In this thesis,
an experimental approach to the study of NZE intonational phonology was
adopted in an attempt to determine the phonological status of certain
intonational features in this language variety. The detailed and controlled
analyses illustrate a number of semantic contrasts in NZE. However, the
restrictive experimental procedures also limit the interpretation of these
results. For instance, the results presented in Chapter 6 suggested the
existence of a categorical boundary which is determined by lP-Final target
height. However it could not be determined whether this category can be
moderated by the height of the preceding pitch accent. Further research
would be required in order to confirm such suggestions.
As a result of the experimental procedures adopted, many additional
questions have been raised during the course of this research. Several of
these questions are listed here:
1. (Chapter 3) Are there additional boundary pitch levels other than the
two assessed high and low pitch levels which are indicative of NZE?
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2. (Chapter 4) How does the content of the reading material and speech
style (read aloud speech vs. dialogue) affect the pitch range produced
by male and female NZE sPeakers?
3. (Chapter 4) How are utterance types, such as questions and
statements, produced in a reading text in comparison to a natural
dialogue between two sPeakers?
4. (Chapter 5) How are other variables (e.g. overall pitch level, peak
alignment, etc) used to convey meaning in this language variety?
S. (Chapter 6) How do other factors (e.g. height of pitch accent and tonal
alignment) affect the categorical boundary in NZE?
6. (Chapter 7) How do other factors (e.g. height of pitch accent and tonal
alignment) affect the interpretation of conversational cues in NZE?
These questions are not an exhaustive list of the questions raised by the
experiments presented in this thesis. They are an indication of research
questions that require to be answered in order to fully understand the
phonology of NZE intonation. Future research into the meanings and forms of
NZE intonation may find it productive to investigate such matters further.
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Ghapter 3 experimental materials Appendix A
A1. Recording material used for source utterance and instructions
different speakers)
a. Read the following sentences aloud as naturally as possib/e:
Manny won in rummy.
b. Read the following sentences aloud as naturally as possib/e:
Rocca computer's vision is to empower people through great software - any
time, any place and on any device. As one of the worldwide leaders in
software development for business computing, Rocca strives to produce
innovative products and services that meet our customers'evolving needs. In
order to "be there" for our British and New Zealand customers, We have
satellite offices in both countries. Our largest offices are in Wellington, New
Zealand and Reading, England.
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A2. Gonsent and feedback forms
Memorandum to:
From:
Re:
Class members
Patricia Vermillion
PhD student
School of Linguistics and Applied Language Studies
Experiment on New Zealand English intonation
During your Introduction to Langtage Studies ntorial during the week starting 4
Octoier until the 12 October. I will be conducting an experiment on New Zealand
English intonation. You will hear a number of speakers saying one sentence, which
will be played over a loud speaker. If you would like to participate in the experiment,
you will be asked to indicate whether the speaker is a native New Zealand speaker or
not. We envisage the experiment to take approximately l0 minutes.
As this will complement your lesson, I hope that you will decide to take part in this
lg-minute exercise. However, you should be aware of the following (Human Ethics
Committee Guidelines, pg.2 l):
o Your participation is voluntary
o Your participation or non-participation will not be recorded or regarded by the
department in either a positive or a negative way
. tf you participate, you have a right to withdraw at any time and you do not have to
state a reason
o Your consent to participate is implied by your filling out the questionnaire'
The current Human Ethics Committee Guidelines can be found at:
http://www. vuw. ac.nzlhorne/research/index. htrn l#hec
lf you would like to take part in the experiment, but not include your questionnaire as
part of the collected data, you may withhold your questionnaire after the experiment is
completed. Responses from this experiment will serve as the starting point of my
Ph.D. thesis, and consequently be a part of a written report and possibly a publication.
The questionnaire will include questions such as whether your first language is New
Zealand English or whether you are from the Wellington area. However, it will not be
possible to identify who completed which questionnaire, as the questionnaires are
uonny,nour. The collected data will be included as group scores only. No other
person? besides my supervisor, Dr. Paul Warren, and me will see the completed
questionnaires. The thesis will be submitted fbr marking to examiners and
subsequently a copy will be lodged in the Victoria University of Wellington Library,
and all datasheets will be destroyed at the completion of the 3-year project.
lf you have any queries, please feel free to contact me via email
( Patri cia. Verm i I I i on(ri)vuw. ac. nz) or by telephone (04-463 -5 632) -
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Feedback for Participants taking part in Experiment on New Zealand Intonation
I am a PhD student in the School of Linguistics and Applied Language Studies at
Victoria University of Wellington. As part of my degree, I am conducting a series of
experiments which are investigation New Zealand intonation. As part of your tutorial
today, you have just taken part in one of my experiments.
The aim of the experiment was to investigate which features of intonation New
Zealandspeakers use when distinguishing New Zealand English. The stimuli which
have heari during the experiment was derived from one native New Zealand English
speaker. The recorded utterance was Manny v'on in rummy. Using a computer
piogru-, this utterance was low pass filtered and manipulated in various ways in
brder to assess which tonal features you were using when distinguishing New Zealand
English intonation. Specifically, we manipulated several tonal features, including
neilnt of H and L values, height and type of utterance onset and coda, peak
aliftment, pitch dynamism and rirythm. This information will be used to determine
whither you use these cues as determiners for New Zealand English.
If you have any queries regarding this experiment, please feel free to contact me at
pairicia.Vermiilioir(g-rvuw.ai.nz. Thank you for your time and participation in this
experiment.
Patricia Vermillion
School of Linguistics and Applied Language Studies
Victoria University of Wellington
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A3. Instructions
The aim of this experiment is to find out what makes New Zealand English sound like
New Zealand English. we are doing this in an attempt to synthesise a realistic
sounding New Zealand accent on the computer. In order to make an utterance
created 6y a computer sound as if it were spoken by a Kiwi, however, we need to first
find out what a Kiwi accent is.
In this experiment you will hear a number of utterances. Each utterance was read
aloud by one of two British English speakers: one male and one female' The
utterance that you will hear have been changed in some way. We want you to tell us
whether the utterances that you hear sound like a Kiwi or not.
Look on page 2 of your questionnaire. (Ssecs). You will see two example scales on
the page. Witn your pen or pencil, mark on the scale given how much the utterance
soundJ like a New Zealand English speaker. I should also tell you that the utterances
have been filtered. In other woids, you cannot distinguish whaf the speaker is saying.
We did this so that the words would not influence your perceptions. However, you will
still be able to hear important aspects of each utterance. For example, you will hear
[AppENDlX Ala] or lAeeeruod ltal. lf you think the.utterance sounds very much
iife a Kiwi, your may indicate this by marking toward the right side of the line how
much more you thini that it sounded like a Kiwi. lf you think the utterance does not
sound like a New Zealand English speaker, mark on the line to the left side of the
scale. lf it sounds nothing like I New'Zealand English speaker, mark on the far left of
the line. The space in t-he middle is for variations therein: sounds "somewhat"
like a New Zealand English speaker. Please remember that your mark must cross
the line, just like in the two examples.
The variety of British English that we used in this experiment is the standard variety.
Here is an example of thie type of British speech that the utterances was taken from
IAPPENDIX Alb, British Englishl.
And here is an example of the variety of New Zealand English that we are.looking for.
Our sample speaker is reading from the same script as our British speaker- She is
pakeha, from'the Wellington irea of New Zealand and who has a University level
education. [APPENDIX Alb, New Zealand English]
Turn to the next page of your questionnaire. You will see a number of scales, just as
in the examples.' On tnese scales, mark on the line how much each utterance sounds
like a New Zealand English speaker. There is a 4 second delay between each
ufterance which should be used to indicate your impressions on the given scales- At
the end of every page, you will hear a short beep. This was done so that you know
whether you are on tne-right number or not. lf you find that you were on the wrong
number, put an X over the page. Also, make sure that you indicate your opinions on
all of the utterance, even if.you are uncertain. We want to check your guesses too'
Finally, in order to make the task a little easier for you, you will hear all of the female
speakers first and then male speakers second.
lf you have any questions, please ask them now. Otherwise, the experiment will
begin in 10 seconds. Good luck.
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trI
Up to 17 years old I
A4. Questionnaire ancl Answersheet (Percetion experiment)
Questionnaire
l. How old are you?
2. Are you
Male or
3. Is your first language New Zealand English?
4. Are you a full-time or part-time university student?
rl _EFull-time or Part-tlme
5. Do you have any known hearing impairments?
Please try to remember your answers for next week. If you believe you may not
remember your answers, please write them down somewhere.
l. What is your favourite colour?
2. What is your favourite number?
3. What is your favourite name?
4. What is your favourite animal?
trI
23-29
tl
8-22
EtrI
30-35 36 or older
trt
Fema
E
No
le
E
Yes
trI
or NotrIYes
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Instrttctions
please mark on the following lines how much each utterance sounds like a New
Zealand English speaker. The far right of the line is if the second utterance sounds
very much like a New Zealand English speaker, whereas the far left indicates that the
utterance sounds nothing like a New Zealand English speaker' The space in the
middle is for variations therein: sounds "somewhat" like a New Zealand English
speaker. For example, if the utterance sounds quite a bit like a Kiwi, you may mark
the following:
EXAMPLE:
However, if you think that the utterance sounds nothing like a New Zealander, then
you mark the following on the line:
EXAMPLE:
Please remember, make sure that your mark cRossEs the line
Does not sound
like a NZE speaker
Sounds very
much like a NZE
speaker
Somewhat like
a NZE speaker
Does not sound
like a NZE speaker
Sounds vela
much like a
NZE speaker
Somewhat like
a NZE speaker
184
FEMALE SPEAKERS
Does notsound
like aNZE speaker
Sounds vcrY muet
like"aNZE spaker
D,oeg notsoud
like o Nzg speaker
Sounds wryinuch
likeaNZE speaker
Dses not sotrnd
like a NZE speaker
Sormds verY nueh
like a NZE sPeaker
Dses not sound
liksaNZE- speaker
Sounds verY much
like aNZE spaaks!
l)0es net sound
likea NZE speaker
Sormdsvety much
like aNZE qPeaker
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II{ALE SPEAKERS
Does notsound
like aX{ZE speaker
Sounds very much
like aNZE speaker
Does not sound
like aNZE speaker
Soundsvery much
like aNZE speaker
Do€s not sound
likeaNE speiaker
Sorrndsvew much
like aNZF speaker
Does nut cound
tike a NZE speaker
Sounds vcry mueh
like'aNZE speaker
Does not sound
like aNZE speaker
Sounds vory much
like aNZE speaker
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A5. Questionnaire and Answersheet (Attitude experiment)
Questionnaire
TRY TO REMEMBER YOUR ANSWERS TO THE FOLLOWTNG FOUR
QUESTIONS. IF NECESSARY, WRITE THEM DOWN. YOUR FOUR
ANSWERS WILL BE USED FOR MATCHING UP THIS QUESTIONNAIRE
WITH A SECOND ONE, WHICH WILL BE COMPLETED TN CLASS TN
SEVERAL WEEKS TIME.
5. What is your favourite colour?
6. What is your favourite number?
7. What is your favourite name?
8. What is your favourite animal?
NEXT" TRY TO GTVE YOUR OPINION
COMPARISON TO BRITISH PEOPLE.
ABOUT NEW ZEALAND PEOPLE IN
If you believe Kiwi men are more honest than British men, mark on the scale how much more
honest you believe them to be. For example:
Not more Honest Much moreHonest
Somewhat more
If you don't thj*New Zealand men are more honest than British men (they are equal with
regards to honesw^), mark on the line:
Not more Honest Much more
Honest
Somcwhat more
MAKE SUR-E, YOUR MARK CROSSES THE LINE!!!
AND REMEMBER 
- 
BE HONEST!
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'KIW MEN A|RE 
-THAN 
BRI'fl fI WN:
thanBritish men
Mushmore
LIVEI.,Y
Kiwi menwe
Not more
D:I.]I'LL
tunEt*islt,men
IVfush more
DULL
thwBrltiehnen
lvlirah nore
GLOOMY
Kiwi natarc-
Not more
RI]SENTF,UL
Kivi nendra
Not more
AFFRECIATI\IE
Kiwintxr me
Notmore:
APOtr'oGETIE
ilwnBrtfishmen
IVluchmore
AFOIO6ETIC
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Kiwi menare
Notmqte
STRO]IG
WILLED
than Britishmen
lvluchmorc
STRONG
iIVILLED
Ktwi menare
Nor,rnore
EONFIDENT
than British man
Muchmore
CONF'IDENT
Kiwi nen are
Not more
SELFDOUBTING
Kiwithen me
Nof more
DCIMINANT
thanBritishmen
Much moire
DOMINANT
Kiwi men are
Notmore
SUBMISSTVE
than Brifishmen
lvtuch nore
SUBMISSI.I|'E
Ktvvl men are
Not more
TTXREATENING
Ktwi neh dre
Not more
WELCOMING
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Kiu,i men are
Not more
INSISTENT
than Brilish nren
Much more
INSISTENT
Sonrewhat morc
Kix'i men are
Not more
COMPLIANT
than Brilish men
Much more
COMPLIANT
Somewhat nrorc
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KIW WOMENARE TEAN BRTTISH WOMEM
Kwiwamen are
Nonmore
LIVELY
than Eritish,womqt
Much more
LIVELY
than Brittshwoden
Muchmore
DULL
Kiwtwomen are
Notmore
ENC-OURAGTNG
than B:rifrshwomen
Much more
ENCOUBAGING
Kiwi womea are
Not more
GLOOMY
than Brit*hwomen
Much moro
GLOOMY
Klwiwomen are
Not msre
RES,ENTFUL
than Britlskwangn
Muchmgre
PdSENTFUL
Kiwiwomen are
Notmore
.APPRECIAIIVE
than Eritishwomqn
Much rnore
APPFSCIATIVE
Ktwi wornen are
Notmore
APOLO'GETIC
than futlt$h wamen
Muchuore
APOLOGETIC
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Kwiwamen are
Not rtore
STRONG
TWILLED
than Britishwotnen
Ltuchmoro
STRONC
WIT.LED
Kiwiwomen dre
Notmgre
CONFIDENT
than Brithhw,onen
Muchmsre
CONFIDENT
Kiwi,wamen are
Notmore
SELFDCIUBTTNG
than Eritish women
Muohmore
SELF DOUBTING
Kwiwomenare
Not more
EOMI}rtANf
than Brittshwomqt
Muchmors,
DOMINANT
Kiwiwomen arc
Not more
SIJBMISSIVE
Kiwiwomen are
Nolmore
TI{REATENING
than Brittshwarnen
Muchmore
THREATENING
Kt:wi wonen are
Not more
WELCOMIN6
than British women
lvtuch more
W€LCOMING
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Kiwi wamen are than BridshP66ett
Mueh more
INSISTENTNo,t mreIN$ISTENT
Sornewhat more
Klwiwomenffe
Not more
COMPLIANT
thsn Brittskwatften
Muchmofe
COMPLIANT
Somewhat more
THANK YOU! THANKYOU! THANKYO'U! THAI\IKYOU! THAFIKYOU!
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Chapter 4 and 5 experimental materials Appendix B
81. Consent forms
Consent Forms
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. The recording sessions that you
will take part in are all to be carried out in English, and consist of the following two
pans:(i) You will be asked to read aloud a number or sentences from sheets that willbe
given to you. Each sentence includes a prompt, which should be used as a
guide on how to read the sentence.(ii) You will be asked to read out a paragraph from sheets that will be given to you.
For each of these tasks, we ask you to speak clearly, but as naturally as possible. We
are interested in normal conversational speech, rather than careful 'newsreader-style'
speech, but it is important for our analysis that the recordings are clear.
A researcher will remain in the room with you while you make these recordings. The
entire recording session should last about l0-15 minutes. There will be an opportunity
for questions prior to the commencement of the recording, as well as at the end of the
session.
Your recording will be analysed in the School of Linguistics and Applied Language
Studies, VUW, and may contribute to research publications, which will be publicly
available. Your identity will remain anonymous, and no personal data will be stored
with the recordings. As recompense for your time, you will be offered a $5 music or
book voucher.
Patricia Vermillion
School of Linguistics and Applied Language Srudies
Victoria University of Wellington
Ph.4635632
Patricia.Vermillion@ww.ac.nz
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Cotlsgur ro pARTtcIpATIoN IN RESEARCH
NAME (please print clearly):
I understand the procedure of this research as set out in the TNFORMATION SHEET.
I have had an opportunity to ask questions and have had them answered to my
satisfaction.
I understand that recordings of my speech, together with wrinen transcriptions, will be
analysed and serve as part of a PhD thesis, as well as submitted to conferences andjournal publications. I also understand that my contribution will remain anon)rmous,
and that no personal data that may be used to identify me uniquely will be stored with
the recordings and transcriptions.
I understand that I may withdraw myself or any information I have provided from this
project, without having to give reasons.
I understand that, if I so request, details of the purpose of the research will be
discussed with me once I have completed my participation, and that I may ask for a
summary of results from the study to be sent to me at a later date.
I agree to take part in this research.
Signed:
Date:
Please tick here if you wish to discuss with the experimenter the purpose of the
research after you have completed your participation:
short summary of the study (and
be sent):
Please tick here if you wish to receive a copy of a
give below an address to which this summary can
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82- Questionnaire
Qtestiannaire
l. I{ow nld are y,su? 
----- 
ysars
2. Are you
3. trs your:ftst language Nlew Zealand English?
trIYes o.r
4, Are 1rou a full-time orpart-time univ.ersity student?
trl
tsIale
trI
F:qil.a.le
E
Oth€r
speoffY:
5. What is yclu ethni'oitY?
EtrItrIM-aori mostlfil{aori mostFyfakehd
rvithesmr FilkehE with some MEori
5. Ds lrouhave ,an:51houn heor-ing impairrnents?
EE]G o-r Ns
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83. Instructions (Chapter 4)
Please read silently index card 2 and become familiar with the words. Please
make sure that you understand this card. lf you have any questions, please
feelfree to stop and ask.
Index card 2 is a monologue. I want you to imagine that you are talking to
your partner about your friend George. When you feel that you are ready to
read the card aloud, as if you were speaking to your partner, please do so as
naturally as possible.
84. Instructions (Chapter 5)
In this session, I want you to imagine that you are having a conversation with
your partner. For example, when you hear "What did you think of the film?",
imagine that your partner has just said this to you. In response, you should
read aloud, as naturally as possible, what is on the given index cards 
- 
just
as you would say in response to your partner.
Let's look at the example on the first index card. First you will hear
"What did you think of the film?"
In response, I want you to read aloud the first sentence on the card according
to the prompt. For example, the first prompt wants you to emphasise how
much you enjoyed the film. I may say such a response to my partner like this:
It was helpful.
lf I am asked to say the same sentence without emphasising, I might say it
like this:
It was helpful.
Let's practice. First you will hear: "What did you think of the film?"
Then you will read aloud from the card the two sentences according to the
prompts. Go ahead, give it a go. Let's begin.
85. Recording material used for scene (Chapter 5)
Please read the following sentences aloud, as naturally as possible and
without emphasis, as you would if you were speaking to your partner:
Did you enjoy the film?
lwould like to see the film again. Would you like to join me next week?"
I want to go out to dinner this weekend. Would you like to join me?"
Itold my boss off at work today. Did I tell you?
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Chapter 6 experimental materials Appendix C
Cl. Consent Forms
Re:
Memorandum to: Class members
From: Patricia Vermillion
PhD student
School of Linguistics and Applied Language Srudies
Experiment on New Zealand, English intonation
During the week starting 23 September, I will be conducting an experiment on New
Zealand English intonation. You will hear a number of speakers saying two different
sentences, which will be played over a headset. For each sentence, you will be asked
to make a judgement about what you hear. We envisage the experiment will take
approximately 20 minutes. For your time, you will be provided with a $10
book/music voucher.
You should be aware of the following (VUW Human Ethics Committee Guidelines,
pg.2l ):
o Your participation is voluntary
r Your participation or non-participation will not be recorded or regarded by the
school in either a positive or a negative way
o If you participate, you have a right to withdraw at any time and you do not have to
state a reason
o Your consent to participate is implied by your filling out a questionnaire.
The current Human Ethics committee Guidelines can be found at:
http://www.vuw. ac. nzlhome/research/index. htrn l#hec
Responses from this experiment will be a part of written reports. such as my PhD
thesis and possibly publications. The questionnaire will include questions such as
whether your first language is New Zealand English. However, it will not be possible
to identify who completed which questionnaire, as the questionnaires are anonymous.
The PhD thesis will be submitted for marking to examiners and subsequently a copy
will be lodged in the Victoria University of Wellington Library, and all datasheets will
be destroyed at the completion of the 3-year project.
If you have any queries, please feel free to contact me via email
( Patric i a. Verm i I I i onfgrvuw. ac. nz) or by te lephone (04-463 - 5 62 l).
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Feedback for Participants taking part in Experiment on New Zealand Intonation
I am a PhD student in the School of Linguistics and Applied Language Studies at
Victoria University of Wellington. As part of my degree, I am conducting a series of
experiments which are investigation New Zealand intonation. Thank you for agreeing
to participate in this study.
The aim of the experiment was to investigate what meanings are conveyed by the
intonation of a phrase-final rise or fall. The stimuli which you have heard during the
experiment were derived from one native New Zealand English speaker. The
recorded utterance was Manny won in Rummy,. Using a computer program, this
utterance was manipulated in various ways in order to assess which meanings are
conveyed by the different height of the phrase final point. This information will be
used to determine which meanings are conveyed by this intonation for New Zealand
English speakers.
lf you have any queries regarding this experiment, please feel free to contact me at
Patricia.Vermillion(4vuw.ac.nz. Thank you for your time and participation in this
experiment.
Patricia Vermillion
School of Linguistics and Applied Language Srudies
Victoria University of Wellington
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C2. Recording material used for source utterance
Please read aloud the following sentence as naturally as possible:
Manny won in rummy.
C3. Instructions (Task 1)
lf you can hear this, please raise your hand now.
Thank you for agreeing to take part in this experiment. lf you haven't already
completed the questionnaire, please do so after the experiment has ended.
You will hear two sentences spoken aloud by a Kiwi man. For example, you
will hear [insert sample sound here]. We want you to listen to the pairs of
sentences and determine whether the first and second sentences are
identical, which you would indicate by ticking the SAME box, or whether the
final pitch point is different in the two sentences, which you would indicate by
ticking the DIFFERENT box. Even if you are uncertain, make sure to mark
ALL of the given scales 
-- 
In other words, do not skip any of the sets of
sentences. Finally, to make sure you are keeping up with the experiment, you
will hear a beep after seven pairs of sentences. lf you find that you were not
keeping up, put a large X over the previous page. lf you have any questions,
please raise your hand now. Otherwise, the experiment will begin in 10
seconds
C4. Instructions (Task 2)
During this experiment, you will hear a speaker saying two sentences, which
will be played over your headset. For each group of two sentences, you will
be asked to make a comparison judgement about what you hear. Specifically,
you will be asked to tell how much more lively, confident or insistent the
second sentence sounds in comparison to the first sentence.
You should see two example scales in front of you. We want you to mark on
the given scale how much more or less lively the second sentence sounds in
comparison to the first sentence. For example, you will hear [insert sample]
The far right of the line should be marked if you believe the second sentence
sounds much more lively than the first sentence, such as in example 1. The
far left should be marked if you believe the second sentence sounds much
less lively than the first sentence, as shown in Example 2. The centre point is
to be marked if you think the second sentence conveys the same degree of
liveliness as the first sentence. Everything in between these points is for
variations therein of perceived liveliness. Please remember that your mark
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must cross the line! lf you have any questions, please raise your hand now.
Otherwise, please turn to the next page where you will see more scales.
Even if you are uncertain, make sure to mark ALL of the given scales 
-- 
In
other words, do not skip any of the sets of sentences. Finally, to make sure
you are keeping up with the experiment, you will hear a beep at the beginning
of each new page. lf you find that you were not keeping up, put a large X over
the previous page. lf you have any questions, please raise your hand now.
Otherwise, the experiment will begin in 10 seconds
For each group of two sentences, please mark on the given scales how much
more or less lively the second sentence is in comparison to the first.
For each group of two sentences, please mark on the given scales how much
more or less confident the second sentence is in comparison to the first.
For each group of two sentences, please mark on the given scales how much
more or less insistent the second sentence is in comparison to the first.
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G5. Questionnaire and Answershee*
1,, Horw.old ate you?
EE
Up to 17 y,ears old 18.22
Questionnalre
E
23-7:7
E
36 or older
2. Are you trI
Male
3. Is your first language New Zealand English?
trIor No
trI
Fe.male
4. Are you a fuIl-time or pcut+ime university student?
5. Do y-.oti have any lenown hearing impaimrents?
E
No
242
ls the second sound the SAME or DIFF'ERENT from tlrc first soundl
l.
2.
3.
4.
Same I-l
Same l-1
Same l-l
Same l--l
Same I
Same l_l
Same fl
Different fl
Different n
Different l_l
Different E
Different E
Diflerent E
Different E
5.
6.
7.
BEEP
8.
9.
10.
I l.
t2.
13.
t4.
BEEP
15.
16.
t7.
BEEP
Same l_l
Same l-l
Same n
Same l_l
Same [-l
Same l-l
Same l-l
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different
Different
tl
E
tl
E
E
E
E
BEEP
18.
19.
20.
Same l-l
Same [-l
Same l-l
Same l-l
Same l-l
Same l_l
Different E
Different l-l
Different l--l
Different E
Different E
Different E
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The far right of the line should be marked if you believe the second
sentence sounds much more livelv than the first sentence. such as in
Example l.
EXAMPLE I:
MUCH LESS
lively
MUCH MORE
lively
Same amount of liveliness
The far left should be marked if you believe the second sentence sounds
much less lively than the first sentence, as shown in Example 2.
EXAMPLE 2:
MUCH LESS
lively
MUCH MORE
lively
Same amount of liveliness
The centre point is to be marked if you think the second sentence conveys
the same degree of liveliness as the first sentence. Everything in between
these points is for variations therein of perceived liveliness.
Please remember that vour mark must cross the line!
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HOW MUCH MORE/LESS CONFIDENT DOES TI{E SECOND SENTENCE
CONVEY IN COTvIPARISON TO THE FIRST SENTENCE?
MUCH LESS
confident
MUCH MORE
conlldent
SA.IUE
emount of conlldenec
MUCTI LESS
conlldent
MUCB MORE
confident
SAME
rmount of confidenGe
MUCII LE$S
confident
MUCH DIORP
confident
SAME
omount ofconfidenee
MUCH LESS
confrdent
MUCR MONE
confident
SAME
amount ofconfidence
M.UCH LESS
con'fident
MUCII MONE
confideut
SAIITE
amount of conffdence
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HOW MUCH MORE/LESS INSISTENT DOES THE SECCINID SENTENCE
CONVEY IN COMFARISON TO THE FIRST SENTENCE?
N{ucH rESS
insistent
MUCHMORE
inslctent
$AME
amountiof iloi$tcnce
MUCIX LESS
insigtent
,IVTUCH MO&E
lnslstent
SAME
i4ount of inslstcnce
MUEH LEBS
tusistent
MUCH MORE.
insistent
SAME
amountof insibteree
MUCH LESS
insistent
MUCII MORE
insfttent
SAME
amount of insistence
FTIICH LESS
insistent
I}TUCEMORE
insistcnt
SAME
amount of inslstenee
2M
HowMUcH MoRFlLEss LIV-ELY nons rHts sEcoND,sENTENcE
gg}TV,EY IN COI\,IPARISON TO T}tE F,IRST SENTENCE?
MUCH LE6S
livelv
ilIUCH MORE
lively
SAME
rnount of livelfuess
M,UCH I]ESS
lively
MUCH MORE
Itvely
SAME
amountof llvolines.s
MUCII LNSS
livoly
NrucHMORE
lively
SAME
smount of livellneis
MUCTI LESS
lively
MUCHMORE
lively
SAMf,,
gmountof llveliness
MUCL I,ESS
lively
MUCH MORE
Itvely
SAME
aimountof llvelinese
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Chapter 7 experimental materials Appendix D
D1. Gonsent Forms
Memorandum to:
From:
Class members
Patricia Vermillion
PhD student
School of Linguistics and Applied Language Studies
Experiment on New Zealand English intonationRe:
I will be conducting an experinrent on New Zealand English intonation. You will hear
a speaker saying a sentence in a number of different ways. For each sentence, you will
be asked to make a judgment about what you hear. We envisage the experiment will
take approximately 15 minutes. For your time, you will be provided with a $5
booVmusic voucher.
You should be aware of the following (VUW Human Ethics Committee Guidelines,
pg.21):
r Your participation is voluntary
e Your participation or non-participation will not be recorded or regarded by the
school in either a positive or a negative way
o If you participate, you have a right to withdraw at any time and you do not have to
state a reason
e Your consent to participate is implied by your filling out a questionnaire.
The current Human Ethics Committee Guidelines can be found at:
http ://www. vuw. ac. nzlhonre/research/index.lr tm l#hec
Responses from this experiment will be a part of written reports, such as my PhD
thesis and possibly publications. The questionnaire will include questions such as
whether your first language is New Zealand English. However, it will not be possible
to identit/ who completed which questionnaire, as the questionnaires are anon)rmous.
The PhD thesis will be submitted for marking to examiners and subsequently a copy
will be lodged in the Victoria University of Wellington Library, and all datasheets will
be destroyed at the completion of the 3-year project.
If you have any queries, please feel fiee to contact me via email
( Patric ia. Verm i I I ion(rrww. ac. nz) or by telephone (04 -463 - 5 62 l).
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Feedback for Participants taking part in Experiment on New Zetland Intonation
I am a PhD student in the School of Linguistics and Applied Language Studies at
Victoria University of Wellington. As part of my degree, I am conducting a series of
experiments which are investigation New Zealand intonation. Thank you for agreeing
to participate in this study.
The aim of the experiment was to investigate what meanings are conveyed by the
intonation of a sentence. The stimuli which you have heard dwing the experiment
were derived from one native New Zealand English speaker. The recorded utterance
was Manny went to the union. Using a computer program, this utterance was
manipulated in various ways in order to assess how conversational cues are
interpreted by different pitch heights and movements. This information will be used to
determine which meanings are interpreted by this intonation for New Zealand English
speakers.
If you have any queries regarding this experiment, please feel free to contact me at
Patricia.Vermillion(4rvuw.ac.nz. Thank you for your time and participation in this
experiment.
Patricia Vermillion
School of Linguistics and Applied Language Studies
Victoria University of Wellington
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D2. Recording material used for source utterance
Please read aloud the following sentence, as naturally as possible and without
emphasis.
Manny went to the union.
D3. Instructions (Task 1)
You are going to hear one sentence said aloud by a native New Zealand
English speaker in a number of ways. lmagine that he is talking to you. I
would like you to tell me whether he is indicating for you to say something or
whether he is not indicating for you to say something. lf you believe the
speaker would like you to say something after the sentence, please tick the
"indicating: say something box". Alternatively if you believe the speaker is not
asking you to add anything more to the conversation, tick the "Not indicating"
box. You will have four seconds in between each sentence in order to give
your answer. Also you will hear a short beep before every fifth sentence.
After you hear the beep, you should be at the highlighted box. This was done
to make sure that you are keeping pace with the recording. lf you find that
you are not at the same place at the recording, just place a big X over the
previous set of five answers. lf you have any questions, please raise your
hand now. Otherwise, please turn the page now and the experiment will
begin in 10 seconds.
21,0
D4. Instructions (Task 2)
Once again, you will hear the same speaker say the same sentence to you.
This time what I would like you to do is to tell me whether he is going to say
something more after the sentence or whether he is finished speaking. For
example, the speaker may say:
Manny went to the union.
The speaker may be telling you that Manny had gone to the student union
and have nothing more to say. He may also use the sentence at the end of
monologue such as:
Do you know that Manny can get free beer at the student
union, he has a friend there that works in the bar who always
gets free beer. You have to love free beer. So anyway.
Manny went to the union.
Either way the speaker is finished talking and has nothing more to say.
Alternatively the speaker can say the same sentence but have more to say.
For example:
Manny went to the union. He gets free beer at the student
union because he has a friend there who works in a bar. He
always gives him free beer.
You are going to hear the speaker say to you Manny went to the union in a
number of different ways. All I want you to do is to tell me whether he is
finished talking and has nothing more to say by ticking the "Finished turn at
talk" box. Alternatively if you believe the speaker is going to say something
more, tick the "More to say" box, just as in the example. Please make sure
that you indicate an answer for every sentence. Even if you are uncertain,
make your best guess. You will have four seconds in between each sentence
in order to give your answer. Also you will hear a short beep before every
fifth sentence. After you hear the beep, you should be at the highlighted box.
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Thib was done to make sur"e that you are keeping pace with the remrding. lf
y,or.r find tlrat yo.u are not at the same plac€ at the reoording, Just place a big X
srrer the p,revious set of fitre answers. lf you have any questlons, please fia,ise
youf hahd now. Otheirwise, please turin the page 1p111y snd the experim.ent wifl
begin in 10 seconds.
n2
D5. Questionnaire and answersheet
EEtrI
Up to 17 years old 18-22 23-29
Questionnaire
1. How old are you?
2. Are you
3. ls your first language New Zealand English?
4. Are you a full-time or part-time university student?
E]Full-time or
5. What is your ethnicity?
I]EEEEMEori mostly M5ori mostly Pdkehd Pdkehd Other
with some Pakeh6 with sorne Mdori
5. Do you have any known hearing impairments?
Specify:
EEf
30-35 36 orolder
E
Male
E
Yes
E]
or Female
E
No
P"Fl-"
E
Yes
trI
No
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I 
e. INDICATING: Say sometning l-l NoT tNptCATtNGEl 
I
21,4
21"5
